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|Tlie

Holland City Neva,

able to render much assistance, as the party had also witnessed the accident,

Svm

old hand-enginewaaout of order and

•

i The Centennial Celebration.

. •
were unable The whole party were finally fished out, How the Day Was Observed In HolAX Engine Repairsa specialty. Shop on
land City.
to learn the origin/f the fire.
The dirtiest has just moved out
and hung up, at the yard arm, to dry,
Seventh street, nwr
V
Of the house you've just moved In.
during the remainderof the afternoon.
Accordingto the proclamation Issued
The saloons ojmis'Oity. with the ex—Whitt Pigeon Journal.
1 his is the first of the usual summer by President Harrison, Tuesday, April
L. MULDER, Publisher.
River street.
ception of one^ere open last Tuesday,
series of shipwrecksin the bay. It was 30th, the hundredth anniversary of the
The trout season opened last Wedneswhich was a legal holiday, and liquor
1TEY8TONK PLANING MILL. J. R. Kleyn day, May 1.
Terms of Subscription:
fortunate that no lives were lost.
inauguration of George Washington as
sold as usual, without any interference
1.60 per year if paid in advance ; $2.00
from the authorities. Marshal Van
The Odd Fellow* Celebrate. the first president of the United States,
if paid at six months.
pnoESIK rLANIEO MILL. n. L. Bfotl, W. Voust, the tailor, has a business
<uwas observed as a public holiday
den Berge, probably,was not aware
local in this issue. Head it.
Last
week
Friday
was
the
seventieth
\t,,rou8,loutland,
--that the above was a fact. We trust
Ites of advertising made known
, German social this evening, Satur- thjit he will read up the State law and anniversary of the founding of the 1. 1 In this city all the manufacturingeson application.
day, at the residence of Mr. Christian the city ordinances,and see that the O. O. F. The event was made the oc- (tablishments dosed, and business was
Rosin. A good time is anticipated.
same are enforced. Also that the casion for a grand celebrationby Hoi- (suspended. Hope College and the pubnPAKKEN * I)E 8PELDER, Mannrscturers of
< lie schools were closed,and the entire
Mayor and Council will take the requi- land City Lodge, No.
“Fish don’t bite this week,” owing
Exercises were held in the I. 0. 0. F. Vmimunityjoined in the celebration of
Attorneys and Justices.
U) Horses hooinif and Kepalring.River street.
site action against the offenders against
to the cold weather. “Land suckers,”
hall at 7:80, which were opened by Rev. /he great day.
the laws.
VIERBMA G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections VAN RAALTK, B.,. dealer
----- In Farm Imple* promptly attended to. Office.Van der V ments and machinery.Cor. River and however, bite during all kinds of
R. Crawford leading in prayer.>TW The exercises were held in the Ninth
Ninth Streets.
weather.
en’s block. Eighth street.
A certain young man in Holland, ?rni“?.!)d.e.?’a8t^en 8un*- Mr,F G- street church in the Dutch language,
------—
Justice of the Peace. Notary TI7TLMS P.. Pump manufacturer,and dealer In
Rev. John Van der Meulen will who has npt yet succeeded in raising a Churchill delivered an interesting ad- and in the First Reformed Church in
»
Agricultural Implements of all kinds. Mouth
Public, and Pension Claim Agent, River St.,
Kiver
rTanth.
conduct the union services in the First mustache,, got up bright and early last dress on the state and progress of the English. An excellent programmehad
Merchant Tailors.
Reformed Church to-morrow evening, Tuesday morning, and with his gun order, during the past seventy years. been arrangedfor the occasion and it
>OBT. J.C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Office:Post’s Block, corner Eighth and
Sunday.
over his shoulder, startedout to kill all It was pronounced by some of the old- was carried out in every detail at both
J^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
streets.
the ducks in the vicinity of Pine creek. est members, as one of the clearest and churches. Both exercises were of a
Ot'R local fisherman are preparing to
Bakeries.
After wandering around for a couple best definitionsof the principlesof the similar nature, and one description will
Meat Markets.
hear something drop. Whether it will
of hours and not having succeeded in order of oddfellowship ever heard by answer for both. We will describe
SLOM.C. Jn. dealer In Bakers’ Goods. Con
be the price of fish, or of fish nets, we
fectlonery.Forlegn Fruits, Tobacco and
bringing down any live thing, he at them. Rev. A. E. Wells, of Saugatuck, that as given in English. We are unable
#a. Blom’s new block.Eighth street.
are not able to state.
last spied a Hock of ducks fioating in also made u short address.
u. DBR VEERE. WILLIAM First
to give the addresses in full, owing to
* * BAKERY, J . PessinkXBro., Proprietors, VAS-:
'
Market. Choice meats always
Parties
desiring
ice
this
summer
A quartet, composed of Misses Martha'
the
water some distance from him. He
- Fresh Bread and Bakers’ Goods, Confectlon- on hand. Eighth street, near
^the crowded condition of our columns.
3
etc., Eighth street.
should read the advertisementof Geo. cocked his gun, and crept along as and Amelia Zeeh and Messrs. D. GilThe hour set for the commencement
Photographer:
P. Hummer, who is now prepared to quietly as possible towards the coveted more and Henry Kleyn, accompanied
the exercises was nine o’clock in the
J^A rFAYETTE.
J. Photographer.The best furnish ice to all who want it.
a i i Hi, j.,
game. After occupying about half an by Miss Rika Boone, on the organ, renfOLLAND ' TT .
k, foreignand domestic
r icrning,and by that time the spacious
work and the lowest prices. Gallery 2nd
dered a selectionof vocal music whicl
exchange rt>agatand sold. Collections riixir essi of the OI*y
J
The followingvessels were in this hour in this manner, he finally obtained
and beautiful church was completely
QpUy attendvoto. Eighth street.
was
a
good
shot
and
fired.
The
shot
port Thursday: Propeller O. C. WilPhysicians.
filledwith an audience including memA grand ball was also given later in
“killed” one of the decoys. This was
Barkers.
bers of all the congregations of the city.
IT” Rhyldati nnd Surgeon. Res liams, Schrs. Wonder, I). A. Wells, Ida
enough sport for that day, and he crept the evening at the Opera House/fSoIir
SAUMGARTEL. W,, Tonsorlal ParlorsEighth IV Idence on T welfth street, cor. of Market 8t. Jane, Norma, Arrow and Alert.
A Bangs.. Oh
Cedar alreeta. Uair dressing promptly Offiaa a-thadrugMoreorKremers
home almost as quietly as lie crawled sixty couples enjoyed the dancing, In front of the pulpit was placed "a
flee a»iraf ram ll >. m. to 13 m., and from 5 to 6 p.m
fine display of flowers. Behind them
List of letters remaining in the post
upon the ducks. Although he did not which lasted until the break of day.
MAK'f ^ ’r,Phyji,cianand Suwon. Office office at Holland, Mich., May 2nd, 1889: kill anything we give him credit for Goodrich ’s orchestra furnished the mu- were the shakers and choir. At the top
Boots and Shces.
?ru< 8tore‘ R**ldence, Cornet Mr. John Brower.
sic. At midnight a Hist-class supper of the arch of the pulpit was a portrait
KdhLh •,nd0Fiah <n house formerlyocbeing a good marksman.
FELDER. J. D., the cheapest place in the city
cupied bv L. Sprletsma.Office Hours: 9 to 10a.
L to b»» Z+J* and 8n«>es. River street.
J.
G.
Van
Putten,
P.
M.
was served by the ladies of the I). of R. of George Washington, beneath which
m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
hung a map of the United States. On
The
Xj
No. 27 which was enjoyed by all.
FAN DURE.n BROS., dealers !u Boots and
V m. Vkuheek, the furniture dealer,
Beal Estate Agency.
oboes. A large ks.-ortmeutulwuvs on hand,
each side of the map was stretched a
btb street.
I’lie new steamboatgwhich will run
InslallHlIon or Rev. Bergen.
l^AN WERT. T. H. proprietor Holland Real has a few business locals elsewhere in
national flag, the one on the right repe
Agency
Property
of all kinds this issue, to which we refer the reader
Clothing.
between Chicago and this city, will
A lan_e ondiflB
VI resenting 1789, with thirteen stars, the
the
bought, sold or exchanged.
A large audience gathered in Hop^
and advise them to call at his store.
SOS.MaN. J. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps the
ml!
a* .I*ent2S|i222Ll!!iLAfiSI>' Churcl?l»st Sunday evenfn^ to witnMst!!’161 ’88*' ^
”ie
llull,',er
states
Saloons.
largest stock of Cloths and Ready-made
owners, Messrs. tl,e installationof Itev JolmTa! ml™ rprese,lted-‘ '“"“wtlngthese two flags
Ihe tug City of Holland is being uoun Saturday
blng in city. Eighth street.
Bradshaw
rere twenty-three links, ... .......
tolshaw and
aml Waters,
Wats* extend
extend a
a gengen- Bergen, lateof Shokan.N
a,«to Yere
ever*11 placed on flat cars at St. Joseph for
FOR*T W., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
eral invitationto the people of Holland
Jreens,
each link representing a presiclothinga specialtycheap and go id. River
transfer to Vermillionlake, a distance
of Hope Church. The services were
KL’HAEL. Dealer In Wines. Liquors.
to be present. Iq Conversation with a
dent. In other parts of the edifice small
kJ and Cigars. Saloon in First Ward, three of % miles, to engage in towing logs.
conducted by Rev. P. Moerdyke,
doors east of City
l“ree
Benton Harbor gdntleman a short time
-4*Wflags were hung. The last thing that we
Grand Rapids.
CommissionMerchant.
A family of homesickHolland immi- ago, he stated that she was the finest
observed
among the decorations was a
Second Hand Store.
Rev. N. M. Steffens opened with
kSACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
grants, who have been in Grand Rapids modeled boat ever 'built there.
hatchet, which rested on the church orprayer, after which Rev. Moerdyke de«.«»lerIn Grain, Flour and Produce.Highest IJUSMAN, A. B., proprietorof Second Uand
two or three weeks, started back for the
gan. It was fresh from a hardware store
ket price paid for wheat.* officeIn Brick
livered a powerful and convincing serThe
Non
Faniil)
Eighth
8love,,’
TlDware.
B, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
old country Wednesday.— G. 11. Dem.
mon, upon the benefitof the church to and had the appearance of beingableto
*
Watches and Jewelry.
hew down all the cherry trees in the city,
This
celebrated
family
of
musicians
the community.
Drugs and Medicines.
II. Koeningsbero, Sr., received an
will again appear at the Ojiera House
if a motive power in the shape of a misHR5y.!,A?'(rr0’Wa‘ch“*ker,Jeweler, and increase of pension this week. Uncle
He next ordained Rev. Bergen as
TRAL DRUG STORE, U. K renters. M. 0.,
Tuesday evening, May 2lst. They pastor,and Rev. Chas. Scott then de- chevious urchin was attached to the
Proprietor.
Sam seems to take more interestin the
come under the auspicesof the John liveredthe charges, both to the pastor small end.
OTEVEN80N. C. A., successors to H. WykJE8BUKG.J.O. Dealer In Drugs and MeJI- kJ huvsen, Jeweler and Optician,Eighth .treel old soldierboys lately, than during the Kramer camp, No. 118, Sons of Veterand people.
clnes. Paintsnnd Oils, Brushes.To’let ArtlAfter singing the doxology, Prof. G. J.
past few years.
Holland, opposite Ualrh’s Drug store.
and Perfmous, Importedllavans,Key West.
- ans, for the benefit of the Decoration
Kolleu,
who acted as chairman,, atose
.
Ha
gave
a
brief
history
of
the
church,
Domestic Cigars.
Charley Harmon, the barber, was Day fund.
Miscellaneous.
and of the work that had been done by and formally opened the exercises by
hdlOUTEN. P. J.. M. D.. pmprletor of First
out hunting with a gentleman this This company gave good satisfaction
p ward Drug Store. Prescriptionscarefully UEyr, MRS H. D., has a very line line of
its former pastors, Revs. Philip Phelps, reading the proclamations of President
oundod day or night. Eighth street.
I adies rill G°k\
ma,er',,l,‘
work. week. They succeeded in bagging at their last entertainmentin tills city
D. D., Abel T. Stewart, D. D., Daniel Harrison and of Gov. Luce. Prayer
Cedars tracts N * h ,lrott' bolwe<!n Market and twenty ducks. Pretty good luck for
a year ago, and they will present on
FAL8H, I1KBER,Druggist and Pharmacist; a
Van Pelt, and Thomas Walker Jones. followed, by Rev. J. F. Zwemer. Psalms
full stock of goods appertainingto the busone day’s sport.
their second visit an entire new proDKkSmE»{
and Periodical
Hope Church was the first church found- 145 and (17, were read by the chairman.
—
CIi l’ti«"u.AKency’
Leave otder lor any
publicationlu U. b. or Canada with him at P. o.
The pulpit iu Hope Church will be gramme. The party consists of eight ed in this city, in which services were The national hymn was then sung bf a
rATES A KANE, druggists and booksellers.
occupied
to-morrow, Sunday, by its people, and everything that they adver- held iu the English language, it having double quartet,consistingof MliBffY
Stock always fresh and complete,cor Eighth
L’,.Tv deaJer '“mber, lath, shingles,
River streets.
pastor
the
Rev. J. Tallmadge Bergen, tise will lie borried out to the letter.
been establishedin 1862. Rev. Dr. Martha Zeeh, Minnie Cappon, MaggidKUb,hJLdl;elr«L“!d0C<1 C"™'
The price of admission to this enter- Phelps wasin charge until 18(W, when Pfanstiehl,Rika Boone, and Messrs#
who
will
preach
his
introductory
serDry Goods and Groceries.
lyfULDER J, B., Subscription Agent for all
tainment will be 2;)C; reserved seat Rev. Dr. Stewart assumed the pastoral Nykerk, Soulen, De Vries, and Mullen*
J-’*- American and Foreign Newspapers and mon in the morning.
(RRTSCH, D., dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy Magazines.Office. De Grondwet building.
tickets, 35c, which can be had at 0. duties.
)urg, accompanied by Miss Hannah Te
Goods, and FamishingGoods, Eighth street.
Byron S. Waite, representative in Breyman & Son's. Tickets can also be
The lire of 1871 destroyed the church Holler,on the organ.
the state legislature from Menominee
--- * KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods, Noobtained of members of the Sons of building, which was then situated on
tions.Groceries,Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth
The first address was deliveredby
county, will deliver the memorial ad- Veterans.
“ next to Bank.
Tenth
street.
By
the
efforts of Rev. Hev. (’has. Scott, D. D., who related in
dress on DecorationDay, at the exerF. is A. M.
Stewart, the present beautifulchurch an able manner the causes that led to
uiNDELL, 8. R., dealer In Department Goods,
cises to be held in this city.
Oriice Cimrcdi.
,2f UN,Tr Low*.
and proprietor of Holland City Bazaar. No tSf*?
edifice was erected iu 1874 at a cost of the ormation of our Government. The
-V
4
It«n!!!/
LM”
w!,lb.e
held
at
Masonic
Hall
Btb Street.
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesday
Mr. E. J. Harrington Jr., is about! The Easter
rosier services at urace
Grace Epis- $11,000. Dr. Stewart continued as pas- song “Columbia” was next given by the
iJ‘U' ,«• ,Fe,b- March I3' APrl1
kE JUNGH.C.,dealer in Dry Goods. Groceries.
1»“Vi5’vJuno $’ Ju|y 1°. August 7. Sept. « to erect a new residenceon Market Jcooal church on last Sabbath were of a tor until his death in 1879. Rev. Daniel double quartet. Rev. R. Crawford,
Oct. -, Nov. 6, Dec. 4. St. John.s days Jon
ularba’dlS00’' elC" Tc",h 24 and December27th.
street. He offers his house and lot on> most interesting character. Both the Van Pelt was the next pastor and made pastor of the Methodist Church, then
G. I.Aei-ple.W. M.
Ninth street for sale or exchange.This morning and eve ling serviceswe: e the church a power in the city. He was delivered an interestingaddress on the
dealer |n General Merchandise, O.Buxtman,5<c’v.
r and Frounce. Freeh Egg* and Dairy Butis abeautifnl home, well located and largely attended, many going away un- pastor .until 1883, when Rev. Thomas lessons of a hundred years. The “Hymn
ftlwaya on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
K, 0. T. M.
it can be obtained at a low price.
able to gain admittance. The chancel Walker Jones was installed. He re- to Washington” followed. A fine adiTEKETEb BASTIAN, general dealer In Uresconi Tent, No. 69. meets In K.O.T. M.
—
was beautifully decorated with potted mained five years, resigning a year ago. dress was next given by Rev. J. TallDry Goods and Groceries,Flour and Feed
ID” ^!' Monday night next.
Mr. Samuel Hading is building a
J flneat stock of Crockery m city, cor. Eighth
All blr KnigliL* are cordiallyinvited to attend.
plants,
boquets and evergreens,ex
During all these years the church has madge Bergen, the new pastor of Hoj»e
River strecu.
CheapestLife InsuranceUroer knerfn ‘'all new house on West Eleventh street.
particulars given on application.
hibiting excellent taste in their ar prospered, and is now one of the strong- Church, the subject being “Christianity
Mr. J. W. Bosman has just completed
fAN DER UAAR, H.. general dealer In fine
W. A. HoLLBt. Commander.
rangement.The sermons of Rev. Law est church organizations in the city.
an essential element in our nation.”
Groceries,etc. Oysters in season. Eighth
W. D. Stbah.ns. R. E.
another house on West Tenth street.
of Allegan, were line productionsand
We feel assured that Rev. Bergen Tliis address was delivered in an
Mr. Bosman is one of our most subPUTTEN, G. A SONS, General DealersIn
appropriate to the occasion. The music will prove an able pastor, and suc- eloquent manner, and it was an excelstantial business men and he shows his
I Dry Good*. Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
was of a superior character and finely cessor to the noble men who founded lent discourse upon the subject. The
Floor,Provisions, etc. River street.
faith in the city by making his investProduce, Etc.
rendered by the church quartette, Mrs, and have presided over the church in Amphion Male (Quartet next enterments here at home.
ISB J., dealer in Notions and Fancy Goods.
(WH0I.B8iI.X.)
Also Hair Work. Eighth street opposite
G. M. Luce, Miss Calls King, Messrs. the past.
tained the audience by singing the
U.Wfc/rrf 'twjhdav UU S. J. IlarrinQtonA
Ball.
Beaus SI to $1.50; Butler. 18 cts. Eggs. io“American Hymn.”
The fifteen-year-old
son of Mr. Harm Churchill and Waring, Mrs. Dr. Yates
I*c mon ill Mew*.
85Oto?0c.10C;0uluD4’ _c: POUUW
Apple*, Israel, the milkman, accidentally shot presiding at the organ, and her playing
The closing address was by Speaker
Of all the dirty fmpllies,
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Furniture.

BETAtL.
his nine-year-old brother below the left
Apples 30 to iOr- Beans $1.25 to $2.00; Buitei
Dealera In all 20; Eggs, lie. Honey, .4c; Onions.-* po- eye on Monday, while trying to wreak
of Fnrnltoro,Curtains. Wall Paper, tatoes.25.
PictureFramea.etc.; River 8t.
vengeance on a dog that had bitten

*£??’

*

L’O.,

Htlea. Eighth Street.

--

Flour Xllll.

rALSH. DE ROO A

was one of the features of the occasion.
Frank Charier is on the sick list.
Millard “Christ our Passover” and
Prof. C. Doesburg was at the county
Thomas “Te Deum” iu the morning seat Wednesday.
Grain, Feed, Etcare
to be especiallymentioned. In fact
him.
The
wounded
lad
was
attended
(Wl!OL*S*LE.)
Prof. Humphrey and family were in
{Correctedevery Friday by IF. IT Btach.)
by Dr. Schouten,and is doing nicely, the entire services were heartily en- Wayland this week.
Bnckwbeat,50c; Bran. « 100 lbs..fl0c; Bariev
joyed by all who were able tojibtaln
g cm. |1.00. Clover seed.p bn.S5.25;Corn Meal bis injuriesnot being serious.
Mr. G. Van Schelven was home this
? cwt, S0.75: Corn, shelled 37c. Flour
seats.
S4 00; Pine Corn Meal. |l 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, W
week, taking a short rest from his
Mr.
R.
E.
Werkman
was
injured
ton 416.00: Hay. $9.00; Mlddllngt. |t 1)0 ft.
labors at Lansing.
63c; Oats. 28cu. ; Pear' Barley,« 100 fts. S4 00
The First Shipwreck.
on Thursday, while at work in his

-

---

,

CO., Manufactnrora of

:

tt7f'

40c.: Timothy Seed. SI "J; wheat,
furniture factory, by the breaking of a
white.88c;Red Fultz, 88c.: Lancaster Red, 68c.
BITAIL.
band saw. One of the pieces cut his
ioSfc.kWma^65Cn:,Br*n’9
TOc: Barley.^
lOO fta„ SL»; Clover seed, y ft., $*.W; Corn right arm, above the wrist, badly. Dr.

Hardware.

l00

ANTE KB BROS., dealera In

I

general hsrd-

:«»ghtHSe{,Dd

sks;

0. E. Yates attended the case. The
bones were not injured, but Mr. Werkman will be disabled for several weeks.
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Oggel, of Pullman,

IU.,

Saturday last a party of tenyoungjand wife, are in the citv visiting relamen, living in the west part of the city,! tives and friends.

fisssss

r’dcrsxs’Jtss

ami
Jane.

Diekema, who in an able speech pre“Our duty as citizens towards
presen ing and developing the nation.”
The exercises closed by singing Rev.
Smith's song, “America,” in which all
sented

joined.

The programme was a long one and
two hours to render it,
but it was very interestingthroughout.
The chairman also apologizedto the
audience for detaining them so long by
stating that it would not occur at the
it required over

next centennial.

w&s

At the Ninth street church, the same
--V11-'
tl“8
programme of vAtjrviocfi
exercises was
given in
pnepuuru,
oi
irrftnu liftpidS)
>\ci»s giv0ii
|. ^tr* Wiei,bard’.of ?rand Hapids, was
Again let us say stand by your city, the Susan
in the city Tuesday,in attendanceupon the ^utcb language* The building was
Ready-made
Paint*.
Hotels.
The yacht is rigged for summer
speak well of it, advertise its advanfilled to
overflowing, the
t0 overflowing,
the aisles
aisles being
beimr
Wc have iust received a full line of tages abroad, do what you can to en- breezes. It carriesa mast tall enough Mrs. Henry Martin, who is seriously
crowded.
The
church
was
decorated
Detroit White Lead Works, ready
Arend
Visscher
was
called
to
Big
mixed paints, which are the best in the courage its enterprises and to promote for a liberty pole, with a proportionsimilar to that of the First Reformed
Rapids Thursday by the severe illness
market,
including house, floor and car- its growth, stop your growling if chron- ately large amount of canvas.
‘fthelanraatondtat sample rooms In the
Church, with the exception of a motto,
Free has In connection with the hotel.
nage paints. J. o. Doesiiurg.
A north-wester was blowing, and the of his brother-indaw,Oscar Van der
ically inclined that way, and remember
which read, “The Ixml Reigns.” The
that help is better than howling, and Susan Jane Concludedthat her cargo of Sluis. He returnedthe same evening.
kRK BOUSE, Dtrld L. Boyd, proprietor.Hu
singing
was rendered by a choir of sevUse
Dr.
Veenboer’s
Catarrh
Powder.
been thoroughly renovated and newly furten needed a spring baptism. It
Mrs. D. Bertsch, of the millinery firm
ed. Terms moderate. Uor. Fish tnd Ninth Asafe remedy for all formsof Catarrh. work accomplishesmore than a wall.
enty
voices.
Van Lente's choir also
— — — —
— <
given them dear the mouth of the river, of Van den Berge & Bertsch,who has
Pnce 85c. For sale by J. O. Doesburg.
The residence of Mr. Paul Berghuis, by the boatfs capsizing. The ship- been dangerouslyill for the past few gave a selection of vocal music whicli
Livery and Sale Stables.
Holland Township, one-half mile wrecked party were all thrown into the weeks, is, we are glad to announce, was well received. The addresses were
_ L'r. i nomas, the
10 nonana
the eye
eye doctor,
doctor, from
from In
de ivered by Revs. E. Bos, E. Van der
JINGTON,B. J. Jr., proprietor of Dotwater. They elung to the bottom and rapidly improving, and we hope to see
Qd Cinr Sale and ExchangeStable.Gen*
Vries, H. E. Dosker,and N. M. Steffens,
'ilng dona, cor. Market and Seventh sts.
Many are bavinff their eves °n 1 r,aay aIternoon* The barn’ thirty sides of their ship, and yelled like Com her at her place of business soon.
in the order named, ’'and were ver>' inIng
feet from the house,
g lUei1
U,ei1 6368
e3es j feet
bouse, was saved by
bv bard anche Indians, for help,
Alderman Kramer, John Dinkeloo,
BnfftOtorles, Mills, Shops, Etc.
work’ The house was insured in. the Their cries'attractedthe attention of and C. Blom, Jr., were in Lansing teresting to those present. Mayor
Kremers presidedas chairman at the
«- L* Wagon and Carriage Mannfac
<F*™r'8 Mutual Insurance
• c My house and lot nn
insurance Co.,
Co., oj
OP aa gallant Frenchman, Mr. Jean Baptiste Wednesdayand Thursday as delegates services.
ad blacksmith shop. Also manufa*:Yokes. River street.
, Hy of Holland is for sale o^exchange
a?a an(1 .Al.1.egancountie8’
Htegen, who manned a boat* ani|_upni. to the fifteenthannual meeting of the
In the afternoon exercises were held
l*:- _______ *_
____ «...
; for other property Apply
j The loss on building and contents was to the rescue./
lii HITexcitement inID CITY BREWERY, A. Self. Pr^
for
the school childrenin the public
MPWltj of Brewer/ 4,000 barrels.
J. HARRINGTON,Jr. about $1000. The firemen quickly stead of helnimr th« /iiv.wnirLnartJ i.*
idTenib etree»«.
14 2w.
responded to the alaim, but were uof got into the drink himself.fjAnother in
'm-mber of scholars
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notes for $500,000,but has

managed to leaving its wheels behind it. The
other baggage-car caught fire from
the engine, and the two were soon in
flames. The coaches following, with
the exception of the two Wagner cars in
the rear of the train, were huddled together by the shock, and immediately
caught fire from the baggage-car.When
the cars caught fire heartrending scenes
were witnessed. Finned beneath the
wreck were many victims, and as the
fire slowly approached them their
screams coaid be heard half a mile
aw ay. From the smoker hardly one escaped, the charred remains of eleven
victims being found among the ashes.
Next to the smoker wns a tirst.ciasscar,
and between the seats in this a man and a
woman were pinned. Their appeals were
pitiable,but tbo fire slowly drove the
would-be rescuers back. All that remained of the two was a handful of

make

tm,

all good save about $40,000. He is
now in jail, the result of his reckless
speculationin real estate.

H. B. Bpofford, historianand poet,

HOLLAND

CITY.

BHOHIQAN.

died at Clarendon. Yt.

President Barnard of Columbia

electric: msiiEs."

College,New York, is dead.

A cargo of 1,150 tons of manganesa
iron ore from Macri, Turkey, reached

LATEST TELEGRArHTC OTCWS nOM Baltimore recently, consigned to
ALL PARTS OP THE WORLIX
Edgar Thomson Iron Works.

the

I

A cyclone blew down a circus tent at
Political Goaalp, RailroadRambllnj i» PcrWashington, N. J., injuring a number of
•onal Mention, Conflafratlons, Accident*,
persons.

____

Crimea and Crlmlnala. Minor Occur-

WESTERN HAPPENINGS.

rence* and Erenta.

The Hon. E. M. Haines, ex-Speaker of
W. H. BARNUM DEAD
the Illinois House of Representatives, charred bones. Blood lay around in pools,
Sodden Demise of a Noted Politician,at Lime aud a member of the Thirty-sixth Gen- aud the shoes of some of the rescuers
were actually coated with brains. The
Rock, Conn.
eral Assembly, died at bis homo in Wautwenty roasted unfortunates were burned
Ex-Senator William H. Barnum, kegan, 111.
beyond recognition.The loss to tbo
Chairman of the National Democratic
The much-drealeddisease of small- Railway Company will be very heavy.
Committee,died at Lime Bock, Conn. pox has broken out at Guthrie and other
He had been confinedto his bed but two Oklahoma towns, and hundreds of unfor- PRESIDENTIALAPPOINTMENTS
or three day?, but his death had been tunate persons are returning to their
momentarily expected. He had been
Those Who Have Been SuccessfulIn Their
ery feeble ever since his sick- homos. There is a scarcityof water in
Aspirations.
ness during the Presidential campaign.
Ex-Sonator Barnum was bum in ISIS, and received only a common school education. While
a boy he found no
pleasure in study, but
early in life evinced
the 'remarkable liking
for business which ul-

timatelygained for
him his vast wealth.
His hi autifulmansion
Is situated at Lime
Hock, LitchfieldCounty. Conn., about forty
mile* from Now Haven. Mr. Barnum 's
public political career
began w ith his election
to the Connecticut
House of Representatives in 1851. Ho was
re-elected the next
year. In 1800 he was
elected to the Houso
of Representatives at
w. H.
Washiugton.and
again
In 1868 and 1870. His popularity may be gauged
by the fact that on the last occasion ho was the
only Democrat in the entire Congressionaldelegation from his State. Upon the death of Orrin
F. Ferir, Republican, Mr. Barnum was elected
to fill tuo vacancy in the United States Senate
occasioned by that event. His term expired in
March, 1873, when he was succeeded by Orville
H. Platt, a Republican.During the campaign
of 1876 Mr. Barnum rendered valuable serviceto
the Democratic cause. After the nomination of
General Hancock for the Presidency in 1880
there was a serious difTorencoof oufnion as to
who thould be made Chairman of tne National

BAHHCM.

that country, provisions are worth their
weight in gold, and the situation is anything except what sanguine boomers anticipated. The railroadsare appealed to

.The

Attorney for the District of Idaho. The
PostmasterGeneral has promoted W.
B. Cooley from Chief Clerk of the
Money-OrderBureau to Chief Clerk

by impoverishedpersons to take them
from that "promised" land.

From

the fact that J. J.

Waldo has

President has appointed Willis

Sweet, of Idaho Tenitory, United States

ac-

of the

cepted the position of trafficmanager of

Department.He

Postoffice

the Missouri, Kansas aud Texas Hoad, it has also appointed Edward G. Carlin
is assumed that the InternationalRailway Assistant Superintendent of the Railway
Mail Service;John A. Chapman, of IlliAssociationis “on its last legs.”

nois, Chief of the Inspection Division;
L. H. Terry, Superintendent of Mails at
Nashville, Tenn.; Frank H. Smith, Stw
Kay Humphrey, 18 years old, was perintendeutof Mails at Baltimore, amit
kicked to death by a horse at Janesville, S. G. Sullivan, Superintendent of Mails
at Cincinnati. James H. Wardle, of New
Wis.
York, has been appointed Chief of DivisJohn Oakes, who murdered Cashier ion to the Census Office.

An unknown man attempted to shoot

Alderman Jennings of Mobcrly, Mo.

Morse at San Bernardino,

Cal., has re-

Ex-Governor William M. Stone, of

ceived a life sentence.

Iowa, has been appointed AssistantCom-

O-tr-O-ff
fit CHARLES BA'lTKLV. J -.OUI9.

[Enter if. Jean Crapaud, who ipeak
I'm taught p-l-o-u-g-h
Shall be pronounced “plow,"
"Zat'k easy wen you know*,*I say,
‘Mon Anglais I’ll get through."

My teacher say

sat iu zat case
O-u-g-h is "oo,"
And zen I laugh and say to him,
"Zees Anglais moke mo cough."

Ho

say, “Not coo, but in zat word
O-u-g-h is ‘off,’ "
Oh, sacre bleu I such vsried sounds
Of words make mo hiccough I

He say "Agsln nion friend ees wrong;
O-u-g-h is 'ny'
In hiccough."Zen I cry, “No more,
You make my throat feel rough."
"Non ! non !" he cry, "you aro not right—
• O-u-g-h is 'uff.' *
I say. "I try to speak your words,
Ican't prononz them though!"
•In time Ton'll learn,but now you're wrong,
O u-g-hls ‘owe,’"
“I'll try no more. I shall go mad
I'll drown me in ze lough 1"
:

(form’s sake, he having nothing to do.
All of a sadden, as the Captain paced
the quarter, some one in the forecastle
shouted “ Murder !” There was a scramble and a rush, followed by a splash,

and a choking voice from the water
gasped out:
“It’s mutiny, Captain— look oat!”
It was the voice of Needham, who had
been stabbed and flung overboard.
Next moment the Captain saw every
other man before the mast advancing
aft armed with capstan-bar and belay ing-pins. The negro cook was with
them, and the old man was not long in
realizing that something worse than
mutiny was on. Instead of ordering, or
argning,or waiting for explanations,
he leaped down into the cabin and
bolted tho heavy doors l>ehind him. I
heard tho row, and was mow dressed,
and so it came to pass that the Captain,
Jess, and myself were together aft, and
all made prisonersat once.
“It’s mutiny, Mr. Loring!”shouted
the Captain as I entered the main cabin.
“Arm yourself aud we’ll teach the rascals a lesson not to be forgotten.”

ready to repulse any attack by the
light. Jess was returningto
when a batteringram drove in
doors hardly an arm’s length away,
the men who had wielded the
raised a yell at the sight of her.
one person in ten thousand, man or w
man, would have done as she did. In
stead of springing over the
she leveled her revolver and shot one
the men, the leader of the mutiny
through the head as he stood above her
As he threw up his arms and fell
shouted to as to come up, rushed up
stairs and we heard her fire twice mo
before we got over the barricade.
When we got on deck no one bat J
was to be seen erect. Two dead
and one wounded unto death were 1:
ing on the deck, and the other tl
had fled to the fo’castle. Two minu
later they were begging for their liv
and they crawled like curs as they oa:
up to be bound. Jess had killed two

N

m

the new men and mortally wound
the negro cook, and the mutiny
been put down and the craft retak
before you could count a hundred,
He had scarcely ceased speaking movements had been so swift and
when a bullet struck him on the right aim was so fortunate that everythi"
shoulder, and a shot fired at me grazed had to go before her.
my head. One of the mutineers had
It would have made your hair stan
How it wnw I^ut Down by the fired through the open skylight.The up to listen to the confessions of th
Captain staggered to the sofa, and in a rascals. The seizure of the schoon
CKtptaiu’M ICnir Daughter.
jiffy I had the lights out. Then I pulled had long been contemplated, and a _
the heavy sash down and secured it, of the plan was to get hold of tho gir
For two years I had been mate and we were safe for the moment. It Had wo accepted tho offer of the
of the schooner Jessie, Captain Mar- needed no oxplaination to satisfy me of wo would have been killed as soon
tin, plying regularly between Sydney, what had happened. The crew had wo reached the deck. The leader
New* South Wales, and Hobartstown, seized the schooner, and Needham had an ex-oonvictnamed Ike Beese, and
Van Dieman’sLand. Wo had a trim been murdered because he would not proposed to turn the craft into a
craft, easily handled, aud our crew* join tho conspiracy. I had a revolver, lar pirate, strengthening his crew f
never exceededsix men. There was no and I stai ted for tho deck, but the Cap- such small craft as he might over’
second mate aud the captain stood his tain stopped me.
The negro died within an hour, and
own watch. A year before I engaged
“Como back, Mr. Loring. You have hove the three bodies overboard
with her she had been eaptured by con- no show ! They would kill you before out ceremony. During the forenoon
victs from tho penal settlement, and you get on deck I”
worked the schoonerto the east,
when recovered, after two or three days
“But we must get tho schooner back !” about noon got
couple
she had boon supplied with an arsenal. I said.
hands from an English merchan
The trip which gave rise to the inci“Certainly;but we can’t do it by man and put into Melbo
dents I am about to relate brought the throwing our lives away. We are safe to report and deliver up our prison
Captain's daughter on board for the first for the present. Help me off with my One was hanged for the crime, but
time, she having been away to school coat and attend to this wound. Jess, died before the trial and the other
for a couple of years. The schooner you take my revolver and stand in the caped and was shot dead by the o
was named after her, and if a vessel companion-way to guard the doors.”
in pursuit
could feel proud of anything then the
I got at the wound as soon and
A Hunter’s Valuable Prize.
Jessie would have been puffed up over carefullyas I could, and was rejoiced to
Something like the excitement
tho good looks of the girl whose find that the bullet had struck tlie bone
name she bore. Miss Martin was a typi- and glanced off. Indeed it fell out of the alleged discoveries of gold in Lo_
cal English girl, and just as handsome flesh as I washed away the blood. It California is attending similar n
as the best of them. She was then was thus a painful but not a dangerous from tli*? Transvaal,in South A*
19 yea.rs old, in the best of health wound. I soon had it attended to, and The diggings there are reported to
and spirits, and it was as good as medi- tho Captain thought he would not be enormouslyrich, and a swarm of
cine for a sick person to hear her sing prevented from handling a revolver. .1 pectors is flocking to the field. As
and laugh. As our voyages were short nad just got him fixed up when some vealing a hitherto unsuspected vein
and safe we had been able to keep the one rapped at the doors, and a voice ex- imaginationand lightsome humor
"But ere you drown yourself,"said he,
“O-u-g-his 'ock.' "
Ho taught no morel I held him fasti
And killed him wiz a rough
!

STORY OF A MUTINY.

_
a

There is considerable excitement in missioner of the General Land Office.
Saline County, Missouri, over the discov- DivisionInspectorsof the Postoffice
Departmenthave been appointedas foler)* of gold near Arrow* Bock.
At Helena, M. T., John J. McGrady lows: Gen. Warren P. Edgarton, of New
Jersey, assignedto Philadelphia, vice
has confessed to the murder of Barney
Timothy O’Leary, resigned; George A.
Creegan in Maryland last February.
Dice, of Illinois, assigned to St. Louis,
The last of the constitutional cases vice B. P. Guile, resigned; Geo. L. Seybrought before the Indiana Supreme bolt, of California,assigned to San FranDemocraticCommittee. The matter was re- Court has been disposed of in an cisco, vice L. A. Kirkwood, resigned;
W. C. Baird, of Illinois; J. D. King; o*
ferred to the candidate for his decision,when he
selected ex-8ouator Barnum, thus conciliating opinion reversing the decision of Judge Illinois; and J. Q. Culver, of California,
Mr. Tilden and his friends,who favored the Howland and holding that the act author- have been reinstated as PostofficeInchoice of the astute politician of the Housatouic
izing the temporan* loan of $1,400,000is spectors on Mail Depredations, under
Valley. As a political manager ho was cautious
constitutional.Under this decision it Civil-ServiceRule No. 10, they not havand wary, uncommunicative
and sagacious.
ing been separatedfrom the service more
is presumed there will be uo difficulty in
ALL ABOUT CROPS.
negotiating the loan, and the calling of than a year. George W. Gitt, Chief of
an extra session of the Legislaturewill Division in the Pension Office, has been
Dry Weather Has Mimswhat Retarded the not be necessary.
dismissed.The Secretary of the Treasthe part of the Boers, the current s
Growth of Cereala.
ury has appointedDaniel A. (Jrosvenor, same crew for a long time, but on this claimed:
The Government crop report for tbo
“Below, there! I want a word with of the discovery of the gold field is
of Ohio, to be Chief of a Division of the trip we were all broken up. Two of
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
teresting. It was first published in
First Comptroller'sOffice. He is a brother the old men had been taken ill while you !”
week ending April 30 says:
Transvaal Ailver Utter.
In the main regions of the centralvalleysand
we were loading, a third had mys“What is it?” demanded the Captain.
One of the heaviestrain aud hail storms of RepresentativeGrosvenor.
In New York and New England the season is
A well-known resident of the Be,p~
President Harrison has made the teriouslyabsented himself, and on the
“The schooner is ours, as you, .of
from three days to one week in advance, while ever known at Atlanta,Ga., occurred refollowingappointments:
day we were to sail tho cook walked course, know. We don’t want your lie, it is said, while out hunting
in the Northwest the seasonabletemperature
cently. It was a veritable cloudburst.
has been unusually high and especiallyfavoraashore in a huff. There was no trouble, lives. You can have a boat aud start morning saw a koodoo bull, which
Ih*. Daniel Dorchester of Boston, Mass., tobj
ble to farm work, which Is from ten to twenty At the time it began tne members of tbo
tried to stalk. After ho had sligh
Superintendentof Indian schools. Warren however in fillingtho four vacancies.
off as soon as you please.”
days further advanced than usual. The rain- fire departmentwere inside the Jackson Truitt of Dallas.Oregon, to be Register of the
wounded the animal, and while he
rail for the week has been below the normal
Indeed,
they
were
applied
for
as
soon
“But
we
don’t
propose
to
go!”
Building, which burned lately. The land officein l.ako View, Oregon. Thomas B.
generally throughoutthe cotton, wheat, and
riding after it down a stony decli
of Folsom, N. M., to be Kegisteiof the
as vacated. The cook was a southern
“Don’t get. cantankerous,old man.
storm burst suddenly, and before they Baldwin
corn regions of the Mississippi,Ohio, and Misland office at Folsom, N. M. James It. Mo
his horse stumbled, he was thro
souri Valleys,except in Eastern Minnesota and
could get out the Bryor street wall fell iu Qouigleof Colby. Kan., to bo Receiver of publio colored man with good recommendation, We’ve got the schooner, and we know
Northern Wisconsin, where large excesses are
and
his rifle was broken. At this
upon them, killing Firemen W. P. Loach moneys at Oberlin,Kan. Benjamin H. Hbulter while tho three sailors were English- enough to keep R. We don't want you
reported. The seasonable rain-fall continues in
of Minnesota, to bo agoht for the Indians of the speaking and of English nativity.
koodoo turned and attacked the
and Henry Howell and injuring others.
excess over the Eastern Bocky MountainSloiw
here.
If
you
accept
our
offer,
all
right.
White Earth agency in Minnesota. Benfrom the Texas coast northward to Dakota.
When a crew is sent from a shipping If you want to fight it out, then look knockinghim down and attempting
A wholesale shooting took place at jamin J. Horton of Lawrence,Kan., H. J. Aten
There is a large deficiencyin moisturein the
kneel on him. By holding the an'~
of Hiawatha, Kan., aud A. I). Walker, of Hoi office the master must not find fault
out for yourselves!"
Rickley's
Mills,
near
Lynchburg,
Vn.,
Ohio Valley,where the rain-fallfor the season
ton, Kan., to ho commissioners to negotiate« it^
forelegs the man kept t'he buck
has been about one-half the usual amount. wrbile an election on the liquor-license the I'rairio hand of Botiauattomies and Kick* with their personal appearance. If they
"That’s what we propose to do." reOver the greater portion of the winter-wheat
a poo Indians in Kansas for the sale of all or a
are what they claim to be, that must plied the Captain, and then all was right, but the animal's horns had
region from GO to 7£> percent of the usual amount question was progressing. William
portion of thoir lands in Kansu*, mid the allotdently entered the bank for some
Porter was shot throe times aud ment of the remainderin severalty under th« satisfy him, no matter if the whole lot quiet.
of rain has fallen, while in Missouri ami eastern
tance and it) head was held down
Iowa there has been about 'JO percent, of the nor- expired almost immediately.Joe
provisions of the act of Congress approved are bow-legged, cross-eyed,bald-headed
i crept to the head of the companion
mal rain-fall. In all of the Htates west of the
March 2, 1883 John H. Baker, of Goshen, lud., and humi>-backed. It is the same when
ujjon the man breast. The
Sargent
aud
Martin
Johnson
leceived
Mississippi,from the west gulf northwardto
stairs and heard the mutineers conversto bo a commissionerto negotiate with the
Minnesota and Dakota, the weather during tbo mortal wounds, and Swin Howe’i was shot Cherokee ami other Indians for the cession t« the mate engages men at the wharf. If ing in low tones, and while I sought to seemed as anxious as the man to get
week was favorableto all crops and fruit, which in the breast, but will probably recover. tho United States of certain land, as provide^
they satisfy him that they are sailors ho catch what they said, a man* ran aft to horns loose, but was evidently help
are reported in splendid condition, and com Several other persons were slightly in section14, act approvedMarch 2, 1883.
the horns being held fast in the gro*
plantingIs progressing rapidly. The deficiency
does not find fault with their lool.M.
wounded. The Double grew out of an old
Thu following appointments hnv# The three sailor men I engaged for the the wheel and the others began to make Held thus unable to move, man
in rain-fall from Kentuckynorthwardto Michisail. The calm was broken. I knew
;
gan has retarded the growth of crops, which aro
been made:
trip were hard-lookingfellows, and I the connse they would make without beast remained in the broiling sun
greatlyin need of rain.
J. M. Baker, of Michigan, Assistant SuperinTHE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
would not have trusted them not to rob seeking a sight the cabin compass. that day. At nightfalljackals
tendent of the Railway Mail Service;C. 1*. LawAROUND THE DIAMOND.
wolves came prowling about, and e
renson, an AssistantSuperintendent
of the me, but I took them just the same. At They would head to the west, probably
Railway Mail Service in tho otllce of the Second sea they would have their stations and for King Island, and while between the brushed against the man aud sp~
In
one
day
First
Assistant
Postmaster
B&se-Ballists Competingfor the League ChamAssistant Postmaster General, has resigned;
upon tho buck.
their orders, and the disciplineof a ves- south coast of Australia and the north
'-eucralClarkson appointed one hundred Luther Caldwell,of New York, Chief of the Bond
pionship.
But the yells of the man and the
Division
in
tho
Postoffice
Department,
vice
sel
discourages
all
exhibitions
of
imcoast
of
Van
Dienian's
Laud,
a
stretch
The officialstanding of the ball clubs —id seventy-fivefourth-class postmasMorillo Noyes, resigned ; Francis A. Weaver, of
of the buck kept them away until da
pudence
tow
ard
officers.
Our
crew*
was
over two hundred miles, there would
that are in the race for the chnmpionHhip ters. Of this number about 75 per cent, Pennsylvania, Chief of Division of Lands and
when they slunk away. Soon after
were made to fill vacancies caused by- Railroad iu tho Interior Department, vice John now comjKisedof six sailors,captain, be no fear of meeting w-'.tb any craft
of the associationsnamed U given below:
light a rifie shot wa* heard and a b
McMurray,
resigned. Tho Navy Department mate, and cook, and the girl Jess
death or resignation.Mr. Clarkson has ofilcially announced the appointlarger than a coaster, owing to the
National League. Won. Lost. Per ct.
said that practically no changes are ment of tho Board of Visitors to brought tho number on board up to ten. numerous shoals and shallows. Tho slightlywounded the man iu the f
New York ....................
.750
head. By waving his handkerchief
Philadelphia................
.ooo
Annapolis,
being made iu fourth-classoffices, ex- tho Naval Academy
It is a run of over five hundred miles breeze came up lively, and the schooner
Pittsburgh ..................
.500
cept upon sustainedcharges against The members will be as follows : Upon the part almost duo south from Sydney to Ho- went dancing away as lively as if all shouting he prevented further
Indianapolis................
.006
of tho senate— H. M. Teller, Colorado; M. C.
the postmasters or to improve the loca- Butler, South Carolina.Upon the part of tho
and the hunter who had at first
Boston ......................
.500
bortstown, but until passing Cape had been at peace.
lions of the offices,and whore the post- Houso of Representatives— H. A. Herbert, AlaCleveland....................
.428
only the buck, came up and learned
Howe
we
had
the
coast
in
view,
and
“They
won't
try
to
get
at
us
for
a
Chicago ......................
.400
masters had held office about four years. Lama; Charles H. Grosvenor,Ohio; William
real situation. Wishing to take
Washington .................
3
In these cases, he said, changes would McAdoo, New Jersey.Appointed by tho Pros!- knew where shelter could be had in time, and perhaps not until morning.”
animal triive, he hurried off to the n
dent— Prof. O. Root, Hamilton College, Clinton, case of a storm. Our crow went cheersaid the Captain,“and we must make
continue
to
be
male
upon
the
recomN. Y. ; Dr. T. C. Mendenhall, President of Rose
American. W. L. $c Western. W. L. Vc
est farm and brought men with
fully
to
work,
the
weather
favored
us,
ready."
8L Louis... 11 2 .840 Omaha ...... 5 2 .714 mendation of members of Congress or Polytechnic Institute,Terre Haute, Did.; Gen.
and shovels, who bound the buck
1\
A
Walker,
President
Massachusetts
InstiAthletic ..... 8
2 .80,!|8t. Paul ..... 5 2 .714 other competent persons in whose disand for three days everything went as
Wo first made a barricade at the door
tute
Technology,Boston, Mass.:
Baltimore...? 3 .700. St. Joseph... 4 2 .000 tricts the offices are located.
extricated the man. But when
:
smoothly
as
you
please.
I
had
two
of
of the main cabin, using the sofa, table
L. C. Garland. President Universityof
Kansas City.7 4 .G36lDenver ...... 1 3 .:>71
Commo- ! the old men and one of the new iu my and chairs. Then we got out ami loaded horns were at last freed there was f<r
Cincinnati... 4
8 .333 Sioux City.. 3 4 .428 Ex-CongressmanE. J. Ellis of Lou- Tennessee,Nashville, Tenn.
dore George Brown, U. 8. N. ; Edward I watch, and on the fourth night, as we
upon each a mass of metal, which,
Brooklyn....3
7 .30) lies Moines. 2 4 .333 • isiana died in Washington.
five muskets, placed three cutlasses
T. .Steele,School I-unu,Germantown, PhiladelColumbus. . .2 8 .200 Milwaukee. .2 5 .28')
removed,
proved to he nuggets of
phia; Stowim L. Woodrfod, New York. 1 just hold steerage-way during my watch, handy, and in addition, each hud a reLouisville...! 10 .090! Minneapolis 2 5 .285
weighingrespective’** eight and six
District IliH]>ector8 of tin* PostollicoDepartFRESH AND NEWSY.
the man at the wheel, whose name was volver. We worked in the dark, but
ment have been appointed and assigned to duty
Inter-State.
Wou. Lost. Per ct.
one-half pounds. This led to the
as follows: C. C. Reams, of Indiana, Cincin- Needham, and who had been with us we knew where everything was to be
Quincy.
.750
The review ot trade for last week, re- nati, (J.; W. H. Patterson,of Kentucky, Denver, I several voyages, fussed around for a found. You nxght have looked for the coven* of a rich gold field. Any
Evausvi
Evansville ..................
2
.50)
doubting the entire accuracy of
Davenport ..................
2
.500
ported by* R. G. Dun A* Co., is as follows: Colo. ; Gen. L. G. Estes, of North Carolina, time, and finally said:
girl to break down, but there was never
Washington. John M. Sjioes, of Pennsylvania,
Peoria .......................
2
.50)
story can make further inquiriesat
Reports
indicate
a continuedimprovementin
has
been
appointed
Assistant
Superintendent
of
“Mr.
Loring,
I’d
like
to
speak
to
you
a
sign
of
it.
Indeed,
she
expressed
a
Springfield ..................
2
.500
trade, and even in the iron and wcsiliubrunches the Railway Mail Service.
office of the Transvaal Advertiser.
Burlington ..................
1
.250
about a matter.”
hope that the men would not give in
the signs for the present are more favorable.
Money
is accumulating, ami there is plenty at
“Verry
well;
what
is it?”
too
soon,
and
seemed
to
desire
an
atMistaken Kindness.
HIS STEP-MOTHER. all interior points; collectionsaro generally
MARKET REPORTS.
“I don’t like them new men, sir."
tack.
When
we
had
done
all
we
could
The
father
who, for a great portion
better, though no improvement Is seen at MilA Man Kangs Himself, anil His Wife Is Killed waukee. Thu iron market continues unsatis“For what reason?”
we sat down and waited for the night to his life has struggledwith poverty,
CHICAGO.
tory, and Southern No. 1 is sold at 810.75, and a
Cattle— Prime .................. $1.00 <?i 4.50
by Hls Hon.
“They’vegot their heads together too pass away.
unwilling that his children should
sale of steel rails at loss than <(27 at the mill is
Good ....................
3.50 & 4.00
Another horrible tragedyhas taken place reported.
often, sir, and they’ve talked to Bill
The schooner reeled off the miles at a similar experience. So he
But the feeling at Philadelphiais clear- j
Common ................
2.50 t". 3.50
near Somerset. Pa. Jacob D. Shaulia,a ly Improved. In the wool market also a better Hoos— Shipping Grades ..........4.00 t't 5.00
and Tom, my old mates, until they’ve a lively pace for the next four hours,
himself indulgence in even ne
4.00 (.'« 5.25
wealthy farmer.00 years of age. who lived feeling i* noted. In drugs and chemicals also, HhKKI- ............................
and morning came without our having things that he may save and make
another trade which ha* been dull, distinctimWheat— No. 2 Red ................80 cfl .80'$ quite ui>set them.”
In JeffersonTownship, eight miles from provement is observed at Philadelphia, with Cobs— No. 2 .......................
“About what?”
.34
been disturbed. Then sail was short- his family. The mother, remem’
Somerset, was found dead hanging collection*in bettershape and prospects higher. Oats— No. 2 .......................
21 c" .22
“Well, sir, about pirates, and islands, ened, the craft laid to, and, as soon as
how irksome household tasks w:
to a tree hack of his residence. In must of the speculative markets prices are Rtk— No. 2 ........................
40 <« .41
end treasure,and such stuff. I didn’t the men had had a bite to eat, the her in her girlhood, permits her
Lying In the barnyard u few feot lower, and that fact also gives promise of larger Butter— Choice Creamery ........ 21 it .24
and
freer
trade.
Wheat
is two cents lower at 83
away was his young wife, shot cent*, with sale* of 4O,500,0U) bushels for the Cheese— Full Cream, flats ........ OUftttf.10'j take to ’em, and they didn’t take to me, leader summoned us with :
ters to lead lives of domestic ease
.11
throngh the body and fatally wounded. week; corn i* cent lower at 42ft cents, and Eoos— Fresh .......................
and so thev don’t trust me. but I can't
“Below, there!”
Potatoes— New California,^ bu 1.75(5 2.00
indolence, thinking that in so doing
After an investigationDavid and George oats one cent lower. Coffeehas not changed, Pork— Moss .......................
11,25 011.75
help but tliink there’s something wrong
“Well?” answered the Captein.
makes the best manifestation in
Shaulifi. sons of the old man aud mep- but speculationin' sugar has turned downward.
MILWAUKEE.
in the wind.”
“We will give you another chance to power of maternallove. As a na‘
8on - of Mrs. Shaulis, were arrested. They There is no change of consequencein pork Wheat— Cash .....................77>.}(« .78
product*, and oil is a fraction atronger, but
Coax-No. 3 ......................
I wasn’t startled— not even worried. leave. Yon can have a boat, oars, sail,
consequenceof tnis view on the par
were taken to Somerset aud lodged iu jail, leather is again half a cent lower, bimer two Oat*— No. 2 White ............... .33'..0 .34'4
217 0 .27-4
Sailorsare alw ays talkingsuch nonsenoe water, and grub, and uo one shall hinder parents, we see growing up all aro
charged with the crime. It is alleged cents and cheese half a cent lower, and Hour has Rye- No ....................... .42 # .43
among themselves, and aboard of every your going.”
.56 i'« .57
that the old man committed suicide first, declinedfor some grades 50 to 70 cents per bar- Baulky— No. 2 ...................
us young men and women perfectly
craft there is always a tale-bearer who
and theu David, his sou, attempted to kill rel. Speculation in cotton it still strong, and Pork— Mess ...................... 11.25 (911.75
“Suppose we refuse to go?”
less for all the practical purposes of
the price is an eighth higher. Since April 1 the
DETROIT.
his step-mother, who is only 25 years of fall In the average pricesof all commodities has Cattle ........................... 3.00 (<« 4.50
wants to curry favors. Needham was
“Then your blood be upon your own —unable to cope with misfortune,
age, to prevent her iuheritiugthe estate, been fully half of 1 per cent. The dry goods Hoos .............................
1.00 (4 4.75
distant and peculiar,as I had heard the head! Bather than surrender the tellectual or moral fibre is not inhe
4.C0 V* 4.75
the two boys hoping by this means to se- business isf&irlyon a level with that of last Shbep ............................
men say, and that was why the trio schooner, we’ll burn her and you with it must be built up from within,
year, and prices are well maintained.It Is a
Wheat— No. 2 Hod ...............
(.« .80
cure the estate themselves.
good sign that collectionsin this branch seem Conx— No. 2 Yellow ............. .35 (l .35 ft
ha.cF not taken to him. I thought the
herb I’ll give you half an hour to think the result of independent thought
to bo generally improved. The grocery trade Oats- No. 2 White ...............
.27 & .28
matter over for some time, and then it over.”
Iron Deposits Near FUinvlew, Minnesota.
has also been more active. The business failaction. The sooner a boy can be
TOLEDO.
thanked tho man for hls information, , We didn’t want two minutes. We to wait upon himself, to think for
There is great excitemontat Plain- ures numbered 213, as comparedwith a total of '3WhRAT—No. 2 Red .............. .88 (<t .80
240 for the previous week.
Coax— Cash ..................... .34 V« •SS’a and asked him to keep his eyas open. were determined not only not to Ifeave
view, Minn., over the discover}*of imself, to act for himself, the sooner
Oats— No. 2 White ...............
A dreadful disaster occurred ou the
We hud a light breeze all night, and the schooner, but to recapture her. We the germs of true manhood
NEW YORK.
mense deposits
of iron iu the hills near
)t»
Cattle ..........................
3.50 « 5.00
the next day was very mild. We got a expected to be attacked first by the sky- develop within him. It is no kindn
there. The result of a critical test shows Grand Trunk Railroad, two miles west of
(<r 5.75
stiff breeze from noon to midnight, and light, but this was a small affair, and
Hamilton, Ont. The limited express SHEEP ............................ 4.00 (C 5.50
a yield of 00 to DO tier cent. The land
to surround him with such atten
.80
on the morning of the sixth day were did not command bat a portion of the and care that he will not be compel
has long been considereduseless and was from Chicago was hurled from the track, Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .84
Conx-No. 2 ...................... .45 & .47
below the cape. Then the wind died cabin. And, as we afterwardsascer- to learn the lessons of self-re”
bought up for a song. Severalrepresent- the wreck caught fire aud eighteen pas- Oats- White ..................... .3.1 (ft .40
atives of Eastern capital will make a thor- sengers were roasted alive iu the blazing Pork— New Moss ................ 13.03 (<13.50
out flat and dead, and all day long we tained, the only firearm among the mu* patient industry,of persistant
ST. LOUIS.
ough investigation, with a view to devel- oars. Two others were killed outright.
hadn’t sufficientto ruffie a feather. I tinoers was a double-barreledpistol, The real crowns of this werld are
Cattle.
........
3.50 « 4.50
tni
oping the tract^
The express
was crowded with people, Hoos
had been watching the new men closely which had already been discharged, and of labor.
.............................
(« 5.00
3
the majority of whom were from Chicago Wheat-No. 2 .......t ............ .80 19 .81
since Needham started my suspicions, oonld not be reloaded for want of amon their way to the Washing!on centen- Coax— No. 2 ...................... .r-o (9 .31
Down
on
Saccharine.
EASTERN OCCURRENCES.
but not a thing could I discover to con- munition. They would also battet in
Oats .............................. .23 19 .24
nial celebration, Some eight
‘ fit or ten got
A committeeof doctors in Paris
Barley— Wisconsin ............. .03 (9 .70
firm his statements.They ware cheer- the doors at the companion, but we
on at Hamilton. The train was comINDIANAPOLIS.
Mrs. D. C. M. Pierce, “the big worn posed of an online, two baggage can, a Cattle./^ ...................
ing reported that saccharir
ful,
prompt,
and
respectful,
and
I
quite
hoped
to
hold
them
at
the
barricade.
3.75 0 4.50
........
an" of Dover, N. H., has been buried.*' smoker, a Chicago and Grand Trank Hoos .......
dismissedany thought of conspiracy. They oould not come at us by the way sweetening product produced from
4.50 I* 5.00
Sheep ..........7^.:. .......... 3.00 (9 4.00
tar— is noxious to health, and it
If Needham had heard or seen anything of the hold, for that was full.
It required eight persons to pnt the body throngh passenger coach, a Wabash coach,
4.(0 & 6.00
farther, he had not reported it, alWe got a bite to eat from the pantry, mg that its importationinto
in the casket,and all the trimmings had • Wagner first-class coach, a Pullman Ll“B8 .......... cm^MNATl'
car, and two Wagner sleeping-cars,
in the Hoos -Butchers' ........ _____ 4.00 (9 5.00
though invitedto do so.
had a glass of wine', aud by that time would interferewith the best
to be removed to allow the casket to pass
.83 (4
.84
order named. The train was running at Wheat-No.2 Red ........
The Captain’s trick that night was were hatted for our answer. The Cap- dustry aud the revenue of the
Conx-No. 2 ...................
between the doors.
.30 c<
.37
a speed of twenty miles an hoar. On
2 Mixed .............. .20 &
.27
from 8 to 12 o’clock.At 9 o’clock I was tain replied that he would not go, and ment, the French Chamber
Owing to illness and financial losses, passing a switch the engine flew the track Oats-No.
4')
Rye-No. 2 ......................
asleep in my berth, tho Captain was defied them to do their worst. We tkiced a bill “to provide a
Andrew W. Bogart, a real estate dealer at and plnuged into a water-tank,smashing Pork— Moss ..................... 1100 & 12.50
KANSAS CITY.
lounging and smoking,and Jess was in heard them moving slowly about, and the evil, in the interest of Hie
the
tank
into
atoms
and
taming
the
enNew York, destroyed himself.
CATTLE-Good ...\ .............. 3.00 & 4.50
the cabin after some article of clothing. at her own request Jess was allowed to receiptaand that of the heal
ups
Common
..... *..w«.. 3.00 <9
4.00
Charles E. Woodruff, ex-City Clerk came directly afjer the engine, and the
Stockers ............... 2.50 (9 3,75
There was no wind yet, while the night pull away a portion of the barricade consumer,”by “prohibiting
of New Britain, Conn., has confessed first of these was pitched over the loco- Hoos— Choice ............ ...... 4.50 (9 4.75
was soft and starlight. There was a and creep up the stairs to listen, while tation of saoobarine
Medium ................. 4.00 9 4.50
that in the past six years he has forged motive and thrown on the main track. dnr.EP ...........................
man at the wheel, but this was mere the Captain and I stood with our gum substances.” —J0.rohn
8.W & 4.75
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Yet we are a nation, ahd yet we are at
peace. Earthly courage did not decide
the conflict.The upper forces of tho
REV. text They tell us there was a battle
fought above the clouds on Lookout
Mountain; but there was something

A CENTENNIAL SERMON.

Ha7« you any doubt about the need of
the Christian religion to purify and
i
makd decent American politics? At
AB ELOQUENT DISCOURSE BY
every yearly or quadrennialelection we of all its grandeurs,and long after . The Senate assembledat o P. m. on tho sad
have in this country great manufactories, throngh the wash of the ages and the bim. Heoator Lenvitt preaenud the following THEY PHOTOS kAu HATE A TEMPERDR. TALMAGE.
manufactories of lies, and they are run temnests of centuries, all other
lnd49^wt
ANCE
Efftl
LL CLUB.
higher than that.
day and night, and they turn half a Shall be obliterated, the divine signature Board of E,Umat*« that all act. of the
Bo Nation In a More Glorious Condition
Again, the horses and chariots of God dozen a day all equipped and ready for and divine name will be brighter and LrKtHlAturpnuthoriiliiKthe ituiu* of bonds for
either boulevardor Hello I«lo Park improve*
Than the United Slates— Tho Cause of the came to the rescue of this nation in full sailing. Large lies and small lies. brighteras the millenniumsgo by, and uieut should contain a pro vision that the iiuee- Prospects of an Exciting Reason on tho
American Colonies and the Great Revo- 1876, at the close of a presidentialelec- Lies private and lies public and lies tho world shall see that the God who tiou of their issuance shall Iw submitted to the
Diamond Field— A Glance at tho Playing
tion famous for devilish ferocity. A prurient.Lies cut bias and lies cut made this continent has redeemed it by people of Detroit at the electionnext preceding
Strength of the League Clubs-Notos and
lution-Different
Varieties of Lies.
their (nuance, and they shall or shall not be
darker cloud yet settled down upon this diagonal. Long limbed lies and lies His grace from all its sorrows and from issued as the majority of the voters may elect.
Nows of tho (lame.
nation. The result of the election was with double back action. Lies compli- all its crimes.
It was referredto the Committeeon Jjibor In[CHICAGO COIU1EHPONDENCK.]
At the Brooklyn Tabernacle on Sun- In dispute,and the revolution,not be- mentary and lies defamatory. Lies that
Th* House went into committee of th*
Have you faith in such a thing ns terests.
The base-ball season is fully opened. The
whole and passed numerous bills. Among the
day, April 28, the Hev. T. De Witt Tal- tween two or three sections,but revolu- some people believe, nnd'lies that all
that? After all the chariots have been measuresconsidered was the hill making an American Association commenoed nearly
mage, D. D., preached a sermon appro- tion in every town and village and city the people believe and lies that nobody
unwhecled,and after nil the war appropriation for the support of the mining two weeks ago, and the League began work
priate to the coming centennial.The of the United States, seemed imminent. believes.Lies with humps like camels
chargers have been crippled,the chariots school at Houghton for tho years IWfl-DO. It on WednesdayInst. From the present outast congregation sang the hymn begin- The prospect was that New York would and scales like crocodiles and necks as
calls for tlie sum of fGO.000.Upon tho commitlook the season of 1880 promises to be th#
which Elisha saw on the morning of his
ning:
throttle New York, and New Orleans long ns storks and feet ns swift as an peril will roll on in triumph, followed tee's arisingtlie House adjourned.
most successul and interestingIn the hisThk Senate passed bills, on the 2Sd Inst., pro- tory of the national game.. The Chicago
Before Jehovah's awful throne,
would grip New Orleans, and Boston, antelope's and stings like adders. Lies by all the armies of heaven on white riding
for h macadamised road in liny County;
Ve nations,bow with sacred joy.
Boston, and Savannah,Savannah, and raw and scalloped and panned and horses. God could do it without U8» providing nn official stenographer for the Nine- Club is iu good trim to contest the League
pr. Talmage’s text was II. Kings vi, 17: Washington, Washington.Some said stewed. Crawlinglies and jumping lies
teenth Judicial Circuit;for the preservation of race with the Now York and Boston teams.
*And the Lord opened the eyes of the Mr. Tilaen was elected;others said Mr. and soaring lies. Lies with attachment but He will not. The weakest of us, the deer ami elk on Boise Blanc Island for a period They have been pliiying all through the
and they enter the Held in probably
young man; and he saw: and, behold, Hayes was elected; and how near wo screws ann rufflersand braiders and faintest of us, tho smallest brained of of ten years ; to prohibit taking fish with nets winter,
us, shall haven part in the triumph.We and seines in I^scheneuxIsland; to authorise better condition than any of their rivals.
the monutain was fnll of horses and came to universal massacre some of us ready wound bobbers. Lies by Chrismay not have our name, like tho name of executors, administratorsand guardians to Tho struggle between those three teams will
chariots of fire round about Elisha.'' guessed, but God only knew. I ascribe tian people who never lie except during
mortgage property for the purpose of Improve- be tho event of tho season.
Sostratus,cut in imperishable jock and
He said:
The National League is composed of teams
our escape not to the honesty and right- elections,and lies by people who always conspicuous for centuries,but we shall ment and keeping in repair, and a bill more
fully designingwho may lie administrators from tho following cities: Boston,Chicago,
As it cost England many regiments eousness of infuriatedpoliticians, but I lie, but beat themselvesin a presidenbe remembered in a better place than upon estates of deceased persons.A House bill
New York, Philaand $2,000,000 a year to keep safely a ascribe it to the upper forces of the text. tial campaign.
aud a Senate bill making an appropriation for Cleveland, Indianapolis,
that, even in tho heart of Him who came
troublesome captive at St. Helena, so Chariots of mercy rolled in, and though
the centennial celebrationat Now York delphia. Pittsburgh, aud Washington.Th)
I confess I nm ashamed to have a to redeem us and redeem the world, and
was adversely reported; also a bill for New York Club captured tlie pennant last
the King of Syria sends out a whole the wheels were not heard and the flash
regulationof telephone rates. The year, and will make n strong pull for it this
army to capture one minister of re- was not seen, yet all through the moun- foreignervisit this country in such our names will be seen close to the sig- the
times. 1 should think he would stand nature of His wound, for as to-day He House passed bills prohibiting the wearing season. In the personnelof the team there
ligion— perhaps 50,000 men to take tains of the north and the south and the
dazed, his hand on his pocket-book, throws out his arms toward us, He save: of tiie badges of any fraternalorganisation by Is little or no change.
non-meraboriiand authorising the formation of
Elisha. During the night the army of east and the west, though the hoofs did
The Boston Club has been strengthened
and dare not go out at nights. What “Behold, I have graven thee on the companiesto insure live stock. The appropriaAssyrians came around the village of not clatter, the cavalry of God galloped
by the addition of Brouthers,Blehardson.
will the hundreds of thousandsof for- I palms of my hands." By tho mightiest
and Bennett, the famous llrst and jcondl
Dothan, where the nrophet was staying. by. I tell you God is the friend of this
eigners who come here to live think of , of all agencies, tho potency of prayer, limi
‘en-ChT?r ihV owTatoS?
At early daybreak the man servant of nation. In the awful excitementat the
for tho expensesof the mining school, , basemen and ontchtr of the old Detroit
us?
What a disgust they must have for ; I beg you seek our national' welfare.
*•0,000
for
equipping
the
mining
school
building.
,
lll,l10'
wh,ch
lluB
drooped out of tho Longue.
Elisha rushed in and said: “What shall massacre of Lincoln, when there was a
the laud of their adoption! Tho only
Some time ago there were 4,600,000 The House also concurredin the Henate's TUtsburgh hiiB been slightlystrengthened'
we do? there is a whole army come to prospect that greater slaughter would
good thing about it is, many of them letters in the dead letter office at Wash- amendment to the Soldiers’ Home bill increas- by tho addition to her nuika of Hnnlok jth*
destroy you. Wo must die, we must die." open upon this nation, God hushed the
cannot understand the English lan- ington— letters that lost their way— but ing the appropriation to #05,060, The House in brilliant center Holder of last year's DeBut Elisha was not scared a bit, for ho tempest. In the awful excitementat
of the whole agreed to a bill provid- troita. Burringtill# ohaiigo, tho club ontera
guage. But I suppose the German and not one prayer ever directedto the heart coinmitUH)
ing for Uie restoration of capital punishmenttho Held precisely a* it was constituted At
looked up and saw tho mountains all the time of Garfield’s assassination,God
Italian and Swedish ahd French papers of God miscarried.The way is all clear
around full of supernatural forces, and put his foot on the neck of tho cyclone.
translateit all and peddle out the in- for the ascent of your supplications
he knew that if there were 50,000 Asbill provides that the executionshall
. »iiiC 1 ,n,r'r l^at tb« Championship
To prove that God is on tho side of fernal stuff to their subscribers.
heavenward in behalf of this nation. The
private, even newspapermen being excluded. ,
*“0 Hmokjr City, hor roprosyrians against him there were 100,000 this nation, I argue from the last eight
Nothing but Christianity will ever Before tbe postal communicationwas so
Thk Senate passed bills on tho34thinst.
8uffl*
angels for him; and in answer to tho or nine great national harvests, and
stop such a flood of indecency. The easy, and long ago, on a rock one hund- transferthe Jacsson County fair grounds to tho cjon*B 1,'fro,df1° Oblko it interesting for uny
prophet's prayer in behalf of his af- from tho national health of the last
city
of
Jackson,
which
also
passed
the
House;
with
which
they
mftV
croS4
bat*,
Christianreligion will speak after a red feet high, on tbe coast of England,
frighted man servant, the young man quarter of a century, epidemics very exwhile. The billingsgateand low scan- there was a barrel fastened to a post, to amend the charters of the villagesof Ht. : I hHadelphlHnlso enters tho contest withsaw it too. Horses of fire harnessed to ceptional, and from tho great revivals of
Joseph and Berrien Springs ; for the organlxa- , out nny material alteration
in thoijpet
personnel
_____________
_____ _
dal through which we wade every year and in groat letters on tbe side of tbe
tion of tho Union School Districtof Alpena: of tlie playing nine, the subRtitutlun of big
chariots of tire, and driversof fire pull- religion, 'and from the spreading of the
or every four years, must be rebuked by rock, bo it could be seen far out at sen, reincorporating the city of Comma; to amend
Ham Thompson,formerly of tho Detroits.
ing reins of fire on bits of fire; and Church of God, and from the continent
that religion which speaks from its two were the words “Post Office;" and when the law with reference to commissionersof for Coleman In right Held being the only
warriors of fire with brandished sword blossomingwith asylums and reformaclaims
on
estates
of
deceased
persons
to authogreat mountains, from the one mountain ships came by a boat put out to take and
change. It is doubtful if this adds nny
of fire, and the brillianceof that morn- tory institutions, and from an Edenizarize corporations to transfertheir property and
intoning the command, “Thou shall not fetch letters. Aud so sacred were those franchiseto other corporations the Hay County strengthto the team. Thompson was once
ing sunrise was eclipsedby tho galloping tion which promises that this whole
bear false witness againstthy neighbor," deposits of affectionin that barrel that bridge loan bill, and the biff prohibitingthe a mighty hatter and a line Holder,but since
splendors of the celestial cavalcade. land is to bo a paradise where God shall
than au year
arm went lame, more ihuil
and from the other mount making plea no lock was ever put npou that barrel, carrying of explosivesin immienger cars or any his right arm
“And the Lord opened the eyes of the walk in the cool of the day.
for kindness and love and blessing although At contained messages for vehicle used for carrying passengers. Bepre- ago, he has failed miserablyIn loth points of
young man; and he saw: and, behold,
sentatlvc
Jackson’s
bill
prohibiting
themanuplay.
As
u
baso-runnor
ho
always
was a
If in other serraous I showed you rather than cursing.Yes, we are going America, and Europe, and Asia, and
fact ure and sale of cigarettespassed the com- dead failure. On tho contrary, Coleman,
the mountain was full of horses and what was the evil that threatened to upto have a national religion.
Africa, aud all the islands of the sea. mittee of the whole, and the Senate substitute whom he supplants. Is young, u-tivo, lithe,
chariots of fire round about Elisha." I set and demolish American institutions,
was tallied.RepresentativeWatts' hill for the
There are two kinds of national rehave often spoken to you of the As- I am encouraged more than I can tell ligion. The one is supported by tha Many a storm tossed sailor, homesick, Insjieetionof beef on the hoof, which is prac- Broody a* a base lunner. a herd bft-handed
got a message of kindness by that rock, ticnlly
•svuii
U «
* hitter,and a brilliant Holder.
______ Hurry Wright,
^
to nsiMt,
shut uuv
out V/U1V
Chicago
dressed beef, was
syrian perils which threaten our Ameri- you “as I see the regiments wheeling
State, and is a matter of human politics, aud many a homestead heard good news under consideration In' the HousTnwVai" I1 l.H K'-nonillyconceded,has notaetedwlsecan institutions,but now as we are as- down the sky, and my jeremiads turn
ly
in
making
tho
chaugo.
But
time
prove*
and it has great uutronage, and under it from a boy long gone. Would that all day. with Speaker Dlekenia in the chair, 'The
sembling to keep centennial celebration into doxologies, and that which was tho
men will struggle for prominencewith- the heights of our national prosperity dlscussion-was very animatedand marly every nil thing*. Lot u* wait and sec. Old Harry
of the inaugurationof Washington, I Good Friday of the nation's crucifixion
phase was presented. A bill was passed approout reference to •qualifications, and its were in interchange of sympathies— priatiug #g,8(X) for the Improvement of the bn* a mighty long heud. and he may bo
right in this case, a* he nearly always 1*.
speak of the upper forces of the text becomes tho Easter morn of its resurarchbishop is supported by a salary of prayers going up meeting blessimm Pontiac Asylum.
The playing strengthof the Washington#
that are to tight on our side. If all the rection. Of course God works through
$75,000 a year, and there are great cathe- coming down; postal celestial, not by a
The Senate paused bills, on the 25tn of April, has been materially increasedby the acceslow levels are filled with armed threats, human instrumentalities,and this namaking
appropriation
for
a
State
forestry
comdrals, with all the machinery of music
of Morrill and WDe. the old first-baseI have to tell you that the mountainsof tional betterment is to come among and canonicals,and room forathousaud storm struck rock ou a wintry const, but mission, a House Joint resolutionfor the trans- sion
man and short-stopof the Boston Club,
by tbe the Rock of Ages.
fer of #2.000 from tho general to the military
our hope and courage and faith are fnll other things through a scrutinized
and. with proper management, the Henatora
people, yet an audience of fifty people,
fund, providing for the preservation of original
of the horses and chariots of divine ballot box. By the law of registration or twenty people, or ten or two’.
Buying Historical Chairs.
sectionsand quarter posts, authorizingtho ap- will make it livelyfor all comers.
rescue.
The only change In tho roster of the Init is almost impossiblenow to have
of female deputy wiunty clerks, regWe want no such religion as that, no
An incinent of Gen. Sheridan’s visit pointment
You will notice that the divine equip- illegal voting. There was a time — you such national religion— the vast majoristers in chancery, and registersof deeds,on- dianapolisteam is the addition of Gotzeln,
to Europe during the Franoo-Prussian larging the boundariesof Battle Creek City, the famous old Detroit pitchor. The club
age is always represented as a chariot of and I remember it very well— when
ity of the people converted and evanfire. Ezekiel and Isaiah and John when droves of vagabonds wandered up and
war is omitted from his article in Scrib- reincorporating the village of East Jordan, will probably occupy about tho same posigelized,and then they will manage the
Charlevoix County, a joint resolution appro- tion it did lust season,unless there should
they come to describe the divine equiptier’s, perhaps, through ignorance of printing#5,000 for the dedication of tbe Michi.
down on election day and from poll to secular as well as the religious.
be h bettor display of managerialwork than
monumentsttt Gettysburg, a hill for tlie has heretofore boon shown.
ago, always represent it as a wheeled, a | poll, and voted here, and voted there,
Do you say that this' is impracticable? the facts. When the General reached gan
oouselidation
of
the
State
iwnal
institution
harnessed, an upholstered conflagration.; and voted everywhere, and there was no No. ' The time is coming just as cer- Berlin lie asked the American minister
Cleveland, which has taken the place O,
boards was made a s|iecial order for May 2; tha
It is not a chariot like kings and con- | challenge; or, if there were, it amounted tainly as there is a God and this is His
Detroit, is the #pony" team of the Leaguef
to recommend. to him some young Amer- Jackson bill prohibiting the sale and manuquerors of earth mount, but an organ- i to nothing, because nothing could so book and that he has strength and honfnctureof cigaretteswas tabled, the anti-trust and will in all likelihood bring up tha rear
ican, who could speak German fluently
bills receivedan adverse report from the Judl- of tho procession at tho close of the reason.
ized and compressed tire. That means j suddenlybe proved upon the vagabonds, esty to fulfill bis promises. One of tho
purity, justice, chastisement,deliver-, Now, in every well organized ueighbor- ancient emperorsused to pride himself to act as ati interpreter. The minister clary Committee. The House had a very warn) The players are largely young. men. and
discussion In committeeof tlie whole at thq
ance through burning escapes.Chariot | hood, every voter is watched with sever- on performing that which hiscounsclors recommended Mr. Charles F. MacLean, morningsession on the Waits bcof-inspection light-weights at that They are, besides,
weak in the box.
better known to New Yorkers as a po- bill. A vote was reached at :45 a. in.
ch“riot °f.flre'A11 1 eRt scrutiny.I must tell tho registrar .aiJ was'imp^ssTbTe;'amf ThaveTo tdl
Thorn have b. en some marked changes
lice commissionerthan as an interpre- under a call of tlie House, and tho bill In the make-up of tho Chicago team. Baldpassed by a vote of CO to :H. It has been
ter, and he followed Gen. Sheridan so amended since its introduction that it is win and Daly. Anson's iavorltepitcher and
catcher the last two-seasons;tiullivnn. who
1 nD u
I1!6 lm i‘ i ,l0W *loug \ h,lvc ro81ul.®d1,1 tl10 'Tnr(!- or I he not do it ? Hath he commanded, and through the campaign. The General practically a local-option bill. Inspectors has tho last two yours occupied left fluid,
vidual rises. Through tribulation ua- tbe township, and if I misrepresentwill he not bring it to pass?” The relates in Scribner'show Bismarck may lie appointed if tho council of villages and
citio* so order, but if they htlll desire Chicago
and I’ettit. a flan outfielder and grout basetions rise. Chariots of rescue, but fifty witnesses will rise and shut me out j Christianreligion is coming to take the great and Napoleon the little sat on dressed beef there is nothing in the hill to pre- runner. have alt been released. A Pittsre;
., . ... ..
fl;om th« ballot box. Is not that a great possession of every ballot box, of every
rude wooden chairs in front of a cottage vent, Other hills passed providing for organiz- burgh dispatch reports Capt, Anson oa saying the township of McMillan. OntanagonCoun*nn?nfth
m
thls . <1\v,,ie '‘dvance?And then notice the law that school house, of every home, of everv
near Sedan, discussing the situation, ty the Rogers tobacco bill,by a vote of to 30; ing. when asked for tho reason for dlspcuslag with the services of these players:
?? B1i»e
lu8I‘t,u'I I'^b’bits a man voting if ho has bet on ; valley, of everv mountain, of every acre
amending the charter of Battle Creek; provid•They wore dropped because wo did not
a
^Btory of^e Jh.e election.A step furtherneedsto be 1 of our national domain. This nation, and there is a picture showing the two ing for tho publication <if volume 3 Howell's
men, ohe triumphant, the other down- Htatutes appropriating#53.121.40for tho sup- want them. In Uio future it will requir*
last one hundred and eight years. 1 lie taken, and that man forbidden a vote
notwithstanding all the evil influences
American Revolution started from the I who has offered or taken a bribe that are trying to destroy it, is going to cast, iti a peasant’s garden. A few davs port of tho Fish Commission for IHKMio. Tho Homothing more than to bo a ball-player to
got to piny on tho Chicago team. A man
pen of John Hancock in Independence 1 whether it be in the shape of a free live.
later Gen. Sheridan dined with Bis- committee investigatingtlie Pontine Asylum
scandal report that Rates and Davidson met must be a gontlomun as well as a ballmarck, who began to talk of the surren- their death from rough usage at the hands player. There Isn't a man left on the team
der. "That meeting,” said the Prussian of attendants, and ask forthe latter’sdischarge, that I anticipateany trouble from. Old
but sustain the managers of that institution.
Kilver has boon cautioned.He heeded'
money, without prestige. On the other vote at all. So through the sacred chest | ous ruin and combustion dewu," have Chancellor, “will be historical. I sent Tho joint committeeto ascertain tho feasibility the caution,and now looks like a useover yesterday and bought those to of manufacturingbinding twine in tho Ktate ful man. I know I won't have any
side, the mightiest nation of the earth, of our nation’s suffrage, redemption will
the powers of darkness been so deterpenal institutionsrecommended tho employ
chairs from tne peasant for ten Irancs ment of an expert to Invuutigate the ttulljoct. trouble from him. Tho men wo played tothe largest armies, and the grandest na- come.
mined to win this continent as they are
Rro «fl sober and steady. The battel
vies, and tho most distinguished comGod also will save this nation through now. What a jewel it is— a jewel carved apiece; now I have them as mementoes; 'Hip Governor vetoed the Grand Rapid*
manders, and resources inexhaustible, an aroused moral sentiment.There has in relief, the cameo of this planet! On and I suppose,” he added, with a laugh, Hide Loan Association hill, increasingit* capi- Is composed of two -men wno never drank
tal stock to #2,(KXJ,00U,for the reason that it is
n drop of liquor in thoir lives. The other
and uearly all nations ready to back never been so much discussion of one side of us tbe Atlantic oceau, divid- ' “tlie English will go on buying those unconstitutionaland should ho provided for, if
either don't dsink anything or soaroely
them up in the fight. Nothing as against morals and immornls. Men, whether or ing us from tho worn out governments chairs for years to come.” There was a at alp, under tho general law, and not by special moa
anything. When you get sobor men* on a
immensity.
legislation.
Ho
approved
a
large
number
of
not they acknowledge what is right, of Europe. Ou the other side the Paci- general laugh at this remark, but one
team they are generally In good spirits and
hills,all of a purely local character.
The cause of the American colonies, have to think what is right. Wo have fic oceau, dividing us from the superwill do bettor work than bettor ball-playors
officer had more to laugh at than the
which started at zero, dropped still men who have had their hands in tho stitutiousof Asia On the north of us
who drink, havo headaches, and fee! mean
Woman
in
Fiction.
all around a* the Result of drinking. Belower through tho quarrelingof tho public treasury the most of their life- the Arctic sea, which is the gymnasium others, and gave his reasons to Mr.
MacLain Afterward. “You see,” he
generals, and through the jealousiesat time, stealing nil they could lay their
It is women w ho write most of iho sides, when players get so that they want to
in which the explorers and navigators
said, “I knew as well as Bismarck that English ami American novels, though run the club It is time to drop them, liters
small successes,and through the win- bauds on. discoursing eloquently about
develop their courage. A continent 10,ha* got to bo some head even to aball club.*
ters which surpassed all predecessors in dishonesty in public servants,and men
500 miles long, 17,000,000 square miles, the meeting would be historical, so the men still ply that industry, and it in
“How are you off for players?"
depth of snow and horrors of congenl- with two or three familiesof their own,
"Wo are nil right. We have signed Hutohand all of it but about one-seven,tbcap- very next day I rode over myself and women who nre most jxqmlftr in their
ment. Elisha surrounded by the whole preaching eloquently about the beauties able of rich cultivation. One hundred got the chairs for five francs for the novels. What ha* sold ho well ns “Un- inson, Krock and Gumburt, and will have
Assyrian army did not seem to be worse of the seventh commandment. The
Tuner. They ought to bo able to do our
millions of population on this continent pair.”— Nan Francisco Argonaut.
cle Tom ?” Who in France was read
off than did the thirteeu colonies en- question of sobriety and drunkenness
pitching. A* catchers wo will have Flint,
of North and South America— one hunho
much
ns
George
Hand
?
or
in
EnFarroll. Horn more and Dnrling.
In the Nature of a Shock.
compassed and overshadowedby foreign | is thrust in tbe face’ of this nation
dred millions,and room for many hun“We would not sign Daly If ho was the
gland as Charlotte Bronte and George
Assault. Wbat decided tbe contest in never before, and to take a part in our
It was somethingof the nature of a
dred millions more. All flora and all
Eliot? or in Sweden as FredrikaBre- only catcher In tho world. He and Hpaldour favor? The upper forces, the upper political contests. Tbe question of nafauna, all metals and all precious woods shock to learn that one of the most genarmies. The Green aud White Moun- tional sobriety is going to bo respoct- and all grains and all fruits. The Ap°V ^ Americ. „»
?
ial and accomplishedkings of Europe,
tains of New England, the Highlands fnlly and deferentially heard at the bar
palachian range the backbone, and the the mellow old gentlemanwho for or now in all countries as Mrs. Ward? monkeying that wo both object to. Ho is a
along the Hudson, the mountains of of every Legislature and every House of rivers tbe ganglia carrying life all
No wonder that these great successes : demoralizingelement: all the time in some
many vears, in the intervalsof sobriety,
Virginia, all the Appalachian ranges Representatives and every United States
through and out to the extremities.
were full of re-enforcements
which the Senate, and an omnipotent voice will Isthmus of Darien, tho narrow waist of occupied the throne of Holland, has and many others that could be named m nobody bl0,al'd 'VOn;t p',y 11,16,1110,1
young man Washington saw by faith; ring down tbe sky and across this land a giant continent, all to be under one been forced to abdicatefor the benefit tempt women to write many poor novels I “Baldwin hss fallen Into some of Daly's
and his men endured the frozen feet, and back again, saying to these rising Government,and all free, and all Chris- of the wholesale liquor dealers who had aud some good ones, the majority being ways, and that's one reason why he has
mediocre, however,or neither good nor <f0?e;l. H,° ,,IH a &n'Ht P,,ch«r "h®? bo can
aud the gangrened wounds, aud tho ex- tides of drunkennesswhich threaten to
tian, and the scene of Christ’s personal a lien on the throne.
hausting hunger, and the long march whelm home and church and nation: reign on earth if, according to the exThe people of Holland who are pay- !m,l. But mediocrity in » novel U now .
because “the Lord opened the eyes of “Thus tar shall thou come, but no
pectation of many good people, he shall ing the bar-billshave been agreed for much higher in quality than it used to , “Hulllvanand Pettit were not relqpsed.
the young man; and he saw; and, behold, further,aud here shall they proud wavat last set up his throne in this world. quite a time that there was too ranch be, the novel-writingtalent having They were not reservedand wore not signed,
the mountains were full of horses and ing be stayed."
crown by
bv cultivation,
cultivation until
until the
tl,« fourthfourth. jJot“ m(JI‘ «,o good hull-players, and will
Who shall have this hemisphere,Christ liquid fire-works and too little Wash- grown
have no trouble in gettingengagements.
chariots of fire round about Elisha."
1 have not in my mind a shadow of or Satan? Who shall have the shore of
rate novelist can write better than any Wo didn't like their ways and lot them go.
Washingtonhimself was a miracle. disheartenmentas large as tho shadow her inland seas, the silver of her Neva- ingtonian Homo is the late King's ad- but the first-rateauthor could fifty
Hereafter wo don't propose to bo bothersd
What Joshua was in sacred history the of a housefly's wing. My faith is in tho dne, tho gold of her Colorados,the ministration. They were naturally
by the habits of our players. There is no
years
ago.—
Springfield
Republican.
first American president was in secular upper forces, tho upper armies of tho
use of it, and wo won't have IL That’s just
telescopesof her observatories, tho sorry to see a man with a good position
history. A thousand othermen excelled text. God is not dead. The chariots brain of her universities,the wheat of in society and every chance to get along
how tho Chicago Club stands."
Like nn Old Roman.
him in different things, but he excelled are not unwheeled. If you would only her prairies, the rice of her savannas, in the world iucapnciatehimself for any
There Is a prevalent opinion that there
The Emperor of Russia has just dec- was
-------------b/ul blood engendered
- ------- between these
--them all in rouudness and completeness pray more and wash your eyes in the the two great ocean beaches— tho one
kind of lucrative job except that of
of character. The world never saw his cool, bright water fresh from the well of
reaching from Baffin’s bay to Terra del playing first Frightful Example in the orated and rew arded a private soldieri [?ur m.en Hn(^ Anson through some row on
like, and probably never will see his Christian reform, it would be said of
Fuego.audthe other from Behring straits temperance lecture combinationto be whoso hdclityh, hi, duty recall, the
like again, because there probably never you, as of this one of the text: "Tbe
to Cape Horn— and all the moral aud
stones of the Roman sentinels who emphaticallydenied this, and said it was
will be another such exigency. He was Lord opened tbe eyes of tbe young man; temporal and spiritual and everlasting trotted out to do a turn in the concluperished in the destruction of Pompeii. Mmplf to strengthen tho club that they
let down a divine interposition. He and he saw; and, behold, the mountain interests of a population vast beyond all sion of the lecture and just before tho
When the recent earthquake
uUrMUnanh I>ott,t 1!relro
was from God direct.
was full of horses and chariots of fire human computation? Who shall have pledge signatures are demanded. They
aumall Ittmuau town i, Central A'™,
I do not know how any man can rend round about Elisha."
did
everything
to
encourage
their
King
the hemisphere? You and I will decide
the history of those times without adWhen the army of Antigonus went that, or help to decide it, by conscienti- to reform. For instance, a law was tins soldier was on duty in tho Mill- 1 cd, and while they have not been released
tary Treasury.Although tho houses 1 ’b1'* haTe b ‘en t0,d by Mr. Kpalding to look
mitting that the contest was decided by into battle bis soldiers were very much ous vote, by earnest prayer, by mainpassed admitting bromides and those
wlmt thoy could do for tho
the upper forces.
oround ‘4nd 806 wlmt thuv noM do lor thft
| discouraged, and they rushed up to the
tenance of Christianinstitutions,by drugs usually prescribed for alcoholic were crashing around him, this faithfulseason.
Then in 1861, when our civil war General and said to him: “Don't you support of great philanthropies, by putfellow stood motionless, waiting death.
With Gumbert, Dwyer, Krock. and Hutchopened, many at the North and at the see we have a few forces and they have ting body, mind, and soul ou tbe right brain fag and malaria free of duty, yet The only sign which showed that he
inson as regular pitchers, and Van Haltrsn
South pronounced it national suicide. so many more?" and tne soldierswere side of all moral, religiousand national the old King never took it as a large appreciatiatedhis situation was the and Ryan in tho Held, Chicago Is well supNational hint aimed at himself. It is
It was not courage against cowardice, it affrightedat the smallness of theirnum- movements.
fact that he raised his hands as sol- plied with pitchers. With tho exceptionof
was not wealth against poverty, it was ber and tho greatness of the enemy.
Ah! it will not be long before it will strange how obtuse some people are. diers do in prayer. Fortunately a Ser- Krock. however, the rest are more or less of
not large states against small states. Antigonus, their commander, straight- not make any differenceto you or to me They have been on the verge of doing
an experiment.There are certainly no
geant in the street saw him amid the Keefe* or Clarksonsamong them.
It was heroism agaipst heroism, it was ened himself up and said, with indignawhat becomes of this continent, so far something,nbout it for years, but never
When President Spalding, of tho Chicago
ruins, aud instantly ordered him to
resources of many generationsagainst tion and vehemence: “How many do as earthly comfort is concerned. All
got any further than kicking about the
(juit his iost, which he did right will- Club, was in Boston last week, so says a
the resources of generations, it was the yon recken mo to bo?” Aud when we we will want of it will be seven feet by
dispatchfrom that city, he spoke his mind
taxes behind their Monarch’s back.
prayer of the North against the praver see the vast armies arrayed against the three, and that will take in the largest,
_
pretty freely about the conduct of the BosChicago
In
ter- Ocean.
of the South, it was one-half of the na- cause of sobriety it may sometimesbe
ton mairagemont in letting Morrill- go and
and there will be room and to spare.
Took
It
for
Granted.
tion in armed wrath meeting the other very discouraging,but I ask you in
retaining Kelly. He regarded It as tho
That is all of this countiy we will need Artificial Membrane in a Diseased Ear
half of the nation in armed indignation. making up your estimate of the forces very soon— the youngest of ns. But we
Homely Lady— “Oh, I guess you can height of folly. In the evening at a banquet
The use of different artificial memhe made a speech in which he sold that bo
What could come but extermination?
of righteousness— I ask yon how many have an anxiety about tho welfare and
fill tAe place. My husband is an easy
didn't believe in allowing base-ball players
At the opeuing of the war the com- do you reckon the Lord God Almighty and the happiness of the generations branes for the cure of |>erforatedtymi matf^ suit.”
to be owners of or Interested in saloons or
mander-in-chiefof the United States to be? He is our commander.The Lord that are coming on. and it will be a pani has frequentlybeen suggested.
New Cook (looking at her)— “Yes, drinking-places
for reason* that must bo
Among
substances to be used in closing
forces was a man who had been great in of Hosts is his name. I have the best
grand thing if, when the archangel’s
obvious to everybody, and he Intended at
mam, lean readily believe it.”
in battle, but old age had come with authority for saying that the chariots of
the
perforations
of
the
ear
drum
is the
next meeting of tho Luazuo to offer to
trampet sounds, we find that onr sepulHomely Lady (to herself)— “Strange tbe
many infirmities, aud he had a right to God are twenty thousaud, and the moun- cher, liko the one Joseph of Ariroathea membrane of a hen's egg. Dr. Shirorder or resolutionpreventing any player
she should take that for granted, but from boing interested In a drinking. place.
quietude. He could not mount a horse, tains are fnll of them.
provided for Christ,is In the midst of a munsky, of St Petersburg,claims to
probably she knows a sujierior woman In faot ho has alreadyserved notice on tho
and he rode on the battle field in a carYou will take without my saying it garden.
have tried this method in several cases
Boston managementthat he Intended to do
riage, askiug the driver not to jolt it too that my only faith is in Christianity
like myself wouldn’t marry a crank.”
One of the seven wonders of the
so and they could readily understand what
much. During the most of the four and in the upper forces suggested in the world was the white marble watch tower with the best results, and reports a case — New York Weekly.
he meant by that
years of the contest, ou the Southern text. Political parties come and go, of Pharos of Egypt. Sostratus, the where there was an ulcer in the exLong John Heuly hnd a great reception
side was a man in mid-life,who had in and they may be right and they may be architect and scnlptor, after bailding ternal auditory canal, following. an opFresh Maple Sugar,
on returning home to Cairo after Ida trip
eration.
A
piece
of
the
egg
membrane
his veins the blood of many generations wrong; but God Ryes and I think he has that watch tower cut his name on it.
around tho world. Next to John A. Logan
At the grocery :
of warriors, himself one of the heroes ordained this nation for a career of Then he covered it with plastering, was nicely adapted to the sore, and in
the Egyptians of Illinoislook on him as the
Mrs. Brown — Fresh maple sngar, eh?
most illustrious person that has gone forth
of Cherubuscoand Cerro Gordo, Contre- prosperity that no demagogism will be
and to please the King he pat the mon- seven davs it fell oflf, leaving the part
Grocer— Strictly fresh. There are from their section.
ras and Clmpultepec.As the years able to halt. I expect to live to see a arch’s name on the outside of the plas- entirelyhealed. In the case of a boy,
The Californialeague has black-listed
passed on and the scroll of carnage un- political party which will have a plat- tering; and tbe storms beat and tho seas where the drum of the ear was gone, no flies on that sugar, Mrs. Brown.
Borchers.
Mrs. Brown (examining a cake)
rolled, there came out from both sides a form of two planks— the Ten Command- dashed in their ary, and they washed
A play happened In a game at New York
and discharge persisted, Dr. Shinn unMaybe not; bull see there were flies that is rarely seen, says a local paper. With
heroism and a strengthand a determina- ments and the Sermon on the Mount. it out, and they washed it down, but the
sky transplantedthe egg membrane.
tion that the world had never seen mar- When that party is formed it will sweep name of Sostratus was deep cut in the
on k last year.— Chicago Herald.
two out and two on bases Jones flew ont to
shaled. And what bat extermination across this land like a tornado, I was imperishable rock. So across the face Tho discharge diminished markedly,
j Knowles. Some of tbe Metropolitan
players
ng to go out In the field when tbs
could coroe when Philip Sheridan and going to say, but when I think it ii not of thia nation there have been a great and a second transplantation stopped
Stonewall Jackson met, and Nathaniel to bo devastationbut resuscitation,I many names written, across oar finances,
Lyon and Sidney Johnstonrode in from change the figure and say, such aa party
partj across our religions, names worthy of
Jones
xivhk and south, and Grant and Lse, as that will sweep across this land like remembrance, names written on' the
washover
two thunderbolts of battle, clashed? spice gales from
aiehiteotnreof oar ebatebes and oar hurtful influences.
• gfy wdlito
Str^U^rn^Mored^reoruns on tho
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It is a frequent occurrence in Seattle to

found among Jhe'fbVernedthose yearnJefosalUm crucifiedHim who taught
He Sent Eighty Miles for It.
ing for a freer^conditionand the asser- that uoctrine of brotherly love, which
HollaiiLCily
Milo
Page, of San Bernardino, Cal.,
tion of man’s nobilltv. These are but underliesall democratic institutions;
a Sept. 9, 1888, writes as follows:
the falteringsteps of human nature in but His tssurrectiongoes on in the souls
Manufac.uree and tdla the
In 1868 1 was taken with bilious colic,
JOHN C. POST, Editor.
the direction of the freedom Which is of men, and His kingdom will come on
being then seventeen years old. Yearly
its birthright; and they presage the eartn with the universal republic.
attacks followed, and at length they
$7; carpenters $2.60 to $3.50. But for struggle of men to become a free people
By thd immortal memories of the heSaturday, May 4, 1889.
became more frequent. In 1872, while
every fob there are about a dozen ap- and thus reach1 the plane of their high- roic pasts we are summoned to the duties
residing in Oakland, I suffered severely
plicants,and expenses are also high. I est and best aspirations. In this rela- and responsibilities
of the future.
from this disease,and was informed by
paid $5.25 for a 21 meal ticket and $7 a tion and in their 'cry for freedom, it
We pledge to the perpetuation of
Announcement.
Dr. Pinkertonthat it was chronic and
month for a room. Common houses may be truly said, the voice of the peo- popular government and the mainteincurable.
with four or five rooms rental from $15 ple is the voice of God.
flanfce of its free institutions the unIt is now eight months since the to $20 a month. Other expensesare in
While prostrated by a severe attack,
The influence of these reflectionsis wearying devotion of patriotic hearts.
a
friend induced me to take a large
proportion.
Many
people
are
living
in
upon
me
as
I
speak
of
those
who,
after
We
pray
that
the
blessings
of
ProviNews appeared under its present mandose of Walker’s Vinegar Bitters, Old
tents or in cheaply constructedboard darkness and doubt and stniggle, burst dence may attend us in the years to
I have recently commencedthe mannlicture of
agement. The paper has been enlarged houses. A good many also live in boats forth in the bright light of independ- come, add the shield of a Father’s love
Style, probably four wine glasses full.
In less than half an hour I was free
in size, and the aim of its proprietor is along the snore of the sound. I saw ence and liberty and became “our peo- be over us always.
from pain. I followed this up with
many Michigan men there who said ple”— free, determinedand confident- Ethan Allen demanded the immedi- Platform, Combination
to make it a success in every particular. they would only be too glad if they were challenging the wonder of the ifoiverse,
three wine-glasses a day— one, naif an
ate surrender of old Ticonderogain the
hour before each meal— until I used u
No expense is spared to furnish the back at home. Undoubtedly, that is a proclaiming the dignity of man and in name of the great Jehovah and the
Express
the bottle.
good country,and when it is cleared voking the aid and favor of Almighty Continental Congress, and at the sumreaders of the News with a first-class up more, and the surplus of transient God.
For over seven years I was perfectl
mons the sword of oppression fell from
One lyundred years have passed. We the nerveless grasp of the representa- To which I Invite the attentionof all who delire free from bilious colic, but in the fa.,
local newspaper,devoted to the inter- men has passed away, there will be a
of ’79 1 was engaged in mining in Ne.'utu and durablewaaona.
steady growth and prosperity.But at have announced and approved to the tive of despotic power.
ests of Ottawa and Allegan counties. present, there are entirely too many world our mission and made our destiny
vada, and the coarse food I ate brought
George Washington, as he stood beon a sharp attack. I was far from any
That we have met with success in our people there; the country is overrun secure. I will not tamely recite our fore the assembled multitudeand took
drug store, but I despatcheda courier
with them and thousands are utterly achievements. They are written on the oath of office as our lirst President,
efforts is shown by the fact that the unable to find work of any kind.”— every page of our history,and Uie mon- touched with reverend lips the word or
desire also to call the attention of all owner* of eighty miles for a bottle of Vinegar
*
uments or our grow th and advancementGod. Abraham Lincoln, in His Holy Cast horsesIn this vicinity to the fact that I have
number of subscribers has steadilyin- Muskegon Chronicle.
procured the nsslstaccoof one of the best horseWhen
he
returned
I was unable to
are
all
about
us.
But
the
value
of
these
name,
issued
the
mandate
that
set
four
shoera
in
the
west
and
am
now
able
to
do
the
The above indicatesthat like, the
creased. With this growth in circulafinest possible work in that line, both with steel speak, but I put the bottlfe to my lips,
things is measured by the fullness with
Oklahoma craze, the northwestern widen our people have preserved their million people free. And Ulysses S. or Iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I took two swallows, and in twenty
Grant gratefully acknowledged His su- believethai all should patronizehome trade when
tion, has also come additional advertiscountry is already beginningto see the patriotism, their integrity, and their preme guidance of the armies that
minutes the pain left me. I finished
they can boas well served, mid I would ask that
ing patronage from our enterprising end of its boom. Michigan has oppor- devotion to free institutions.1 If, en- saved the Republic. His mercy will all give me a good trial before taking thetr work the bottle as before, taking three doses
elsewherej
daily, and for nine years afterward I
tunitiesfor every one, if they will but grossed in material advancement or di- still lead us on.
business men.
was perfectly free from the dreaded
verted by the turmoil of business and
On,
under the dearest Hag that freedisease.
These facts are gratifyingto the man- hustle around and do something. We activity, they have not held fast to that men ever bore. On, in the broad sunhave a good climate, excellent markets, love of country and that simple faith in shine of liberty and justice. On, to
A month ago it returned, but trying
agers of the paper; but we are not yet
I also manufacture
the old remedy, Vinegar Bitters,I was
and all the advantages of civilization;virtue and enlightenmentwhicli consti- the inspiring music of the Union.
cured, as before.
satisfied with its subscription list. We
On, along the grand highway of the
and we say to all our readers, save your tuted the hope and trust of our fathers,
I write this because you do not esall that we have built rests upon foun- Nation's glory to the future of our
desire to add one thousand new sub- money and invest it here at home,
pecially recommend Vinegar Bitters
dations infirm and weak.
country's hope.”
for bilious colic. Only those who have
scribers to our list by January 1, 1890. among your friends.
Meeting this test, we point to the
suffered the agonies of this disease,
and have them constantlyon hand.
scattered graves of many thousands of
The increase which has been made
The Ottawa Beach hotel is advercan understand what a boon a sure
our people who have bravely died in deThe Great Centennial.
cure Is, and in Old Style Vinegar Bitduring the past few months warrants
fense of our national safety and perpet- tised for rent. This is a good opporters you have the best, and perhaps the
The completion of a century of gov- uity, mutely bearing testimonyto their tunity for some of our readers,who unour belief that this can be done. To
only real remedy known.
ernment, under our present system, was love of country and to an invincibleliv- derstandthe hotel business, to make Highest price paid fer all
In reply to Mr. Page we will say that
do it we intend to continue to improve
ing host standing ready to enforce our
kinds of Fnrs.
an event which awakened the enthusiVinegar Bitters cures hundreds of disnational rights and protect our land. some money this summer.
the paper, and make it a necessity in asm and patriotic joy of the entire
eases; wehave not the space to cataOur churches, our schools and universilogue them, and perhaps if we pubevery family in this locality. We also country. The day was observed in all ties, and our benevolent institutions,
Don't borrow your neighbor'*
J. FLIEMAN.
lished them those unacquaintedby exwhich
beautify
every
town
and
hamlet
make the following liberaloffer to one parts of the lauds, as one of thanksgivHollanp M'ch. Jan. IS. U*7.
perience with our valuable remedy,
and look out from every hillside, testify paper, but sentl 50 eenl* to L.
ing and praise.
might doubt its efficacy still, as so
thousand persons, who are not now
to the value our people place upon re- Mulder, Holland, Mich., and get
At New York City, where George ligious teaching, upon advanced educa- lie New* until January In! 1*1)0.
many worthless preparations are thrust
jubscribers to the News and who rePEERLESS DYES best on the market, and puffed in so many
Washington took the solemn oath of tion and upon deeds of charity. That
For BLACK STOCKINGS.
extravagantways.
side in Ottawa or Allegan counties. office,as the first president, one hun- our people are still jealous of their inMade la 40 Colors that neither The fact remains, however, that
dividual rights qnd freedom is proved
Hiuut, Wash Oat Nor Fade.
The News will be sent to them until dred years ago. the celebration was one
those who have been accustomed to
by the fact that no one in place or power
Sold by Druggists.Also
take Vinegar Bitters for any length of
Peerless Bronre Paints-6 colors.
January 1st, 1890, for the small sum of of the great pageants of modern times. has dared openly to assail them.
tiraafschap.
Peerless Laundry Bluing.
time, are hale and hearty, whether they
Let us then have an abiding faith in
It began on Monday and continuedunPeerless Ink Powders— 7 colors.
fifty cents for each subscriber.This is
are young or old. Those who doubt
Last Sunday evening Mr. GerritJ.
“Our People.” Let petulance and disPeerless Shoe A HarnessDressing.
til Thursday.
and fail to take it, are likely to fall into
Peerless Egg Dyes— 8 colors.
content with popular action disappear Klomnarens,and Miss DinaSpeet were
only one-half the regular price of the
At Chicago a grand celebration was before the truth that in any and all cir- united in marriage by the Rev. C. C. A.
all manner of ailments, great and
paper, and it is but little more than the held on Tuesday. In all the other large
small. Vinegar Bitters, botli Old and
cumstances the will of the people, how- L. John. They intend to leave here,
New Styles, keep those who take them
value of the blank paper on which it is cities and in every town and hamlet in ever it may be exercised,is the law of and make Muskegon their future
fresh, fair, healthy, and younglookipg,
home ____ Mr. Thomas Boven, of the
our
national
existence—
the
arbiter
ab,
printed. We are certain, however, that the land the day was observed.
and when we once gain a customer, we
solute and unchangeable by which we firm of P. Mulder & Co., is expected
It was a glorious spectacle for the must abide. Other than existing situ- home to-day, Thursday, having made
keep them always, like Mr. Page, who
a person who will invest the small sum
sent eighty miles for Vinegar Bitters,
American, who loved his country, to ations or policies can only justify them- a trip to Detroit and visiting other
of fifty cents for the paper for the eight
and it was almost a ride for life.
.Rev. C. C. A.
contemplatethe universalresponse to selves when they may be reached by the places around here.
The New Style Vinegar Bitters is a
months ending with January 1st, 1890, the call of the Presidentto turn from spread of political intelligenceand the L. John has accepted the call to Pella
beautiful,clear, dark reddish color, and
revival of unselfishand patriotic inter- Iowa. It is supposed he will soon
for the pleasure of himself and family, the cares and struggles of business and
est in public affairs. Ill-natured com- leave for his new home ..... Rev. R. T. Always lm»c on hand a complete slock of goods extremely pleasant to the taste.
plaints of popular incompetency and Kuyjier was presented with a gold
couslstlngof
will continue to take the paper after devote the day to patriotism.
Only Temperance Bitters Known.
The occasion was one which produced self-righteousassertion of superiority headed cane by his many friends here
that time.
last Thursday evening, the occasion of
many fine orations. Those delivered at over the body of the people are impohis birthday.
hope that all the readers the local celebration at Holland were tent and useless.
Governor Lee, of Virginia,spoke of
of the News will take pains to tell their well worthy of reproductionin the colNorth Eastern Ottawa.
“The
States.”
The
following
is part
friends and neighbors of this offer, and umns of the News, but space would not
As we visiteda part of the county
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have a man stop you on the street and
ask you for “two bits/’ or, in our language, a quarter, wages, for those
who get employment, are good; common
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OUR NEIGHBORS,

C.Steketee& Bos

GENERAL

MERCHANTS,
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Dry Goods,

We

GROCERIES,

week that the readers of the News
“Great problems of human govern- do not hear from regularly or directly,
ment have been worked out by tlm brain we thought a few lines might be of
of man— constitutional libeityffias been interest ..... In the villagesof Lament,
discovered— freedom has comeAo dwell Berlin and Eastmanville, business was
in our midst, but who thinks often fairly lively,with no particular comSpecialline of Earlhern Ware such as
enough ot Washington, Adams, Hgipil- plaint among the business men. Fareight months for half a dollar. The (who is by the way a Hollander, by deton, Franklin, Madison, and their dis- mers generally are down in the mouth,
more subscribers we have, the better scent) was the orator of the day. The tinguishedcolleagues, through whose on account of the present prices,and
Froai the Mnahest to the largestsize; also large
following extract is from his address:
patient intellectuallaliors this great re- a great many are taking steps toward
Uros for Lawns and (Jardeu*.
newspaper we can furnish our readers,
“We stand to-day upon the dividing public was founded? To-night it is our cultivatingfruit instead of raising
and we can easily double our subscrip- line between the first and second century duty to look back over the century’s grain; even on the clay hills in TallA complete line of
growth, and to reflect upon the path madge, they are putting out peach
tion list, if the readers of the News of constitutional government.There
’ollowing for a trees and raspberries— Winter grain
are no clouds overhead and no convul- the republic has been following
will help us in the matter.
sions under our feet. Our population hundred years. Let us then, with grato- looks well, considering the weather we 5c., 10c., and 25c.
The only non-Alrohollc Vegeful emotion,greet the memories of the have had. It has a good growth and
Counter
Goods.
Persons desiring to obtain the News, has grown from four to sixty-livemillabl j medicine put up In liquid
indicates
an
early
harvest.
..
.Rather
lions. Its center moving westward .500 men whose profound knowledge enabled
form ever discovered.
under this offer, until January 1st, 1890 miles since 1789 is eloquent with the them to construct a governmentof sooner than we expected our wanderings
brought
us
to
the
county
poorstates,
which
in
turn,
by
their
repreSend
for a beautiful book free.
founding of cities and the birth of states.
for 50 cents, can either call at this office
in Lac: Cits ssi Wbl Late, Address, R. H. McDonald DitUo Co.
“The infant industries,which the lirst sentatives,encircled the states them- house, where we were heartily wel632 Washington Street,
to do so, or send the money, with the act of our lirst administrationsought selves by a national, constitutional comed and courteously entertained, by
Mr. Johnson and his family. Every- Cheap Cassi meres for Hoys’ and
New York City.
to encourage, now give remunerative girdle.
name and post office address of the
The rights of the states, and the pow- thing around the place was as neat as
employment to more people than inMen’s Suits.
Bender to
For weak lungs and feebleness,
habit el the republic at the beginning ers of the general government were de- m fd be and no cause for complaint
Chase's Barley Malt Whisky is an exof Washington'spresidency. The grand fined, so that the security of the states was noticeableeither outside or in.
L. MULDER, Publisher,
total of their annual output of seven is the safety of the union, and the safety Ottawa County need not be ashamed Please call and examine our Goods before buying cdlent Tonic. It is absolutely pure,
elsewhere.
Holland, Michigan. thousand millions of dollars In value of the union is the security of the states. of the wav her poor are cared for.
lull of nutriment, and builds up the
C. 8TEKETEF.A BOS.
“C
RANK.”
Upon
yon
star
spangled’
banner
each
system.
places the United States first among
Holland.Mich., Jnlv 5,
2U
Sold by HEBER WALSH Holland.
the manufacturing countries of the state is a star, so similar in apjiearance
Another Railroad Idea.
Grand Haven.
earth. One-half the total mileage of and right of presence there," that no May 2.
man in this splendid audience can go
It looks possible that theC. & W. M. all the railroads,and one quarter of all
the telegraph lines of the world within to their beds of blue and point out the
II. Y. Potts has taken a quiet trip to
may put on a line of beats across Lake
our borders, testify to the volume, va- star that represents Indiana, from that Washington. The object of his sudden
Michigan in order to compete with the riety and value of an internal commerce representing the great Empire State of visit is to deliver his famous lecture on
D., G. H. & M. and G. R. & I., especial- which makes these states, if need be, New York.
“Ginger-snaps,”to a private audience,
Wholesaler and Retailers of
The republic of to-day should be the composed of Congressman Belknap and
ly, if the inland route to Chicago is independentand self-supporting.
“During this generationa civil war republic of the fathers. May it so con- President Harrison.It is expected that
lengthenedby the Chicago terminus of
of unequaled magnitude < ” cd the ex- tinue, and may the contest, hereafter, the audiencewill not only shed tears,
theC. &W. M. being changed. The penditure and loss of eig. t thousand between the states, lie for the promo- but also embrace our local Artemus
Detroit & ClevelandSteam Navigation millions of dollars,and kilieu six hun- tion of commerce and civilization. Then Ward, and gently insert a commission
may we hear the harmonious invoca- in his pocket which will enable him to
company’s line from Benton Harbor to dred thousand and permanently disabled over a million young men, and tions from forty-two hearts, ascending draw his salary as postmasterof Grand
Chicago and also a line from Holland yet the impetuous progress of the north to our fathers’ God, sweeping into the Haven. Hiram will thus make a praccould be utilized by the company should and the marvelous industrial develop- heavens and rising alnwetne stars, that tical application of his lecture. He
it become necessary. An officialof the ment of the new and free south have state shall not lift up its sword against taking the “snap” and leaving the
state, neither shall they know war any “ginger” for the other candidates....
road said yesterday that the company obliterated the evidences of destruction
The tmili: supplied with everything in this line at lowest prices
and made the war a memory, and have more, and that the reign of peace, union Jerry McCarthy, a local tough, stabbed
was not much in favor of transfer by
stimulated productionuntil our annual and fraternity,shall ne as lasting as George Walker in a saloon row on
water, but certain remarks of his at the surplus nearly equals that of England, the home of the stars-as eternal as the Monday, inflictinga serious wound.
beginningof the conversationsuggest- France and Germany combined. This foundations of the everlasting hills— McCarthy lied and has not yet been
and in your harbor here, may “Liberty- captured. Walker will recover.
.The
ed that the matter had been vaguely realism of material prosperity,surpassWelare Agents for the Fairview Cheese Factory
ing the w il lest creationof the romanceri enlightening the world,” join tlie swell- propellerJ. C. Ford was launched
considered.by officialsof the road.— fix.
who have astonished and delighted ing anthem, and proclaim to her sub- Wednesday from the mechanics’ ship
mankind, would be full of danger for jects everywhere,that the problem of yard. She was built for T. W. Kirby.
The Ofllces.
free, popular and constitutional gov- Her length is 187 feet; beam, 33 feet,
the present and menace for the future,
fut
if the virtue, intelligence, and inde- ernment lias been solved upon the and depth 12i feet. She has fore-and!
Congressman Belknap is at Washingpendence of the jieople were not equal American continent.”
aft compound engines by Hodge, of Deton putting in full time in securing a(>- to the wise regulation of its uses and
At Chicago, Hon. John M. Thurston, troit, 3fix20 and 30 inches stroke; steel
boiler by Johnston Bros., of Ferryspointments for Allegan men. Three the stern prevention of its abuses.
of Nebraska, was one of the many oraburg, 9x16 feet. The Ford will carry
N. if — We are prepared to furnish Cakes for Wedding Receptions.:postal route agents have been appointed Twenty millions,a vast majority of our
people of intelligent age, acknowledging tors. His address closed with this ref- 1,000 tons and will run in the ore trade
and Banquets of every description, shape, style and price.
from that village during the past two the authority of their several churcf.es,
erence to the religious feature of the from Escanaba to Fruitport. . .Mr. S.
weeks. The sole applicant for an office twelve millionsof children in the com- day and of our government:
Juistema,one of our old citizens,died
JOHN PESSINK & BRO.
from Holland,is sorry that he did not mon schools,three hundred and forty#
“It is worthy of solemn reflection on Thursday afternoon. He was 63 II »!1 and, Mich., Oct. 12,
“Q.”
remain at his former home, at Allegan. live universities and colleges for the that ujion the morning of the day years of
higher education of men and two hunThe followingadditionalAlleganders dred for women, four hundred and lifty which was to witness the inauguration
of our first Presidentthe people were
Newii about town.
were taken care of this week: Drs. H. institutionsof learning for science,law’, summoned to assemblein thetr severIt is the current report about town
F. Thomas and F. M. Calkins, of Alle- medicineand theology, are the despair al places of worship, and return
of the scoffer and the demagogue,and tbanksto Almighty God for the bleu- that Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat
gan, and G. B. Nichols, of Martin, as
We are now prepared for the Spring and Summer, and
the lirm support of civilizationand liband Lungs is making some remarkable
have on hand a larger and finer stock than
members of the Allegan county pension erty.' Steam and electricity have ings of free government; and the first cures with jieople who are troubled
act of George Washington, after he
ever before.
board.
changed the commerce not only, they took the oath as Chief Executive, was with Coughs, Sore throat, Astnma
Bronchitis
and
Consumption.
Any
have
revolutionized
also
the
governThe success of the Allegan office
to proceed on foot, attended by the
ments of the world. They have given witnesses of the inaugural ceremony, uouggist will give you a trial bottle free
seekers is said to be owing to the fact
to the press its power, and brought all to the altar of the Christianfaith, ercost. It is guaranteedto relieve and
.ID,
that they have an oil well, a court house races and nationalitiesinto touch and
where the wisdom of an overruling JccU The La rge Bottles are SOcand $1
“ring” and a railroad boom in the town. sympathy. To-day the American people, providence was publicly proclaimed. I
Hats and Caps. Also a large and fine assortment Fancy
Woolen and Cotton Shirts, Neckties, Cuffs and Collars,
after all the dazzlingdevelopments oi do not hesitate to assert that the geniSudden Death.
luff Buttons and Collar Buttons, Wnderwearand Hosiery.
the century, are still happily living un- us of American liberty was born or the
The Northwestern Boom.
der the government of Washington. spirit of the Christian religion. It was
Everything you can find in a first-class clothing store.
F. E. Palmerton, who has recently The constitution during all that period the practical application to the affairs • Word was received hereWednesday of
returned from Seattle, Washington has been amended only upon the lines of men of that gospel of ^quality the sudden death of Rev. E. Van der
CSIUEO CLDim
L
froytu
Territory, has an interesting fund of laid down in the original instrument. preachedby the lowly Nazarene upon Hart, of Rochester, N. Y., formerly of
informationend observation relative to ,ftnd in conformity with the recorded the shores of Galilee.
Grand Haven. Sunday he delivered his
that much Uwked-of place where for- opinions of the fathers.”
The little band of worshipers who asregular sermons at the Presbyterian
tunes were to be had almost for the
Ex-PresidentCleveland respondedto sembled in the cabin of the Mayflower
asking. “The fact is,” said Mr. Palmeras
it rocked at peaceful anchor by the church in Rochester, of which he was
the toast “Our People,” at the cententon, “immigration to that country is
shore of the new world, drew up the pastot, and seemed to be in usual health
overdone. There are thousands nial banquet at New York. The fol- first written constitutionof popular Sunday night. Monday morning he
Shows how you can build a
who have lowing is a brief extract from his speech: government.Tfils agreement, signed
tind employment and
“Wherever human governmenthas and executed ly them all, receivedits was taken suddenly ill and expired
are so hard up been administeredill tyranny, in des- inspiration
inspiratio from the teachingof the almost immediately. The funeral oc
w«*ck home again. potism or in oppression, there have been holy writ.
cuts at 2 p. m., Friday, at Rochester.
help us to increase the number of sub- permit this to be done.
We give below extracts from some of
scribersto the paper. There is no longer
the finest addresses, which have apany excuse for borrowing the paper,
peared in the daily press:
when it can be obtained every week for At New York, Hon. Chauncey Depew
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Hope Reformed Choroh :— Rev.
J. TaUmadRe Bergen, pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday School at 12 m. Young People's

meeting at

m.

Prayer meeting
7:30 p. m.

6:30 p.

Thursday at
Methodist E. Church:—

Rev. R. C.

It will be borne in mind that in addi- Use Dr. Veenboer's, BlmJ Purifierv
tion to the subjects enumeratedfor a for all impurities of thd blo^d. A fine ,
third grade certificate,most thorough spring medicine. For sale, by J. 0.
instruction will be given in algebra, beI
ginning and advanced classes, and philosophy with instruments and experi\«lKing
ments, required for a second grade cer- for all Coughs and Colds Ilian Dr. Veen- 1
tificate. Also book-keei ‘
double eqtry, commercial paper, etc.,
J.^ D^sburg!^ SfrUP* F°P
botany and geometry, beginning and
^

K!

Uoesburg.

Better

v

TFES

,$125 tom.
lofr in

-

i^by

y

y

Crawford, pastor. Services at 10:30 a.
m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday School at 12 advanced classes, the last two required Wm. Verbeek has a fine line of Wall fllAP" A
apei and Decorations, of all patterns
m. Prayer meeting Thureday evening for a first grade certificate. ij xpaper
Instruction throughout given by im- ; an(\
and p
prices:give him a call, ,
at 7 :30. All are welcome amd the seats
iroved and well established methods,
are free.
14 tf.
by skilledinstructors, and with great
A
Holland Christian Ref. Church, care and thoroughness.
W.
Vorst, the River St. Tailor, is IhT"UU
Ninth street.— Rev. E. Bos, pastor. in
In matter or
of text
text docks,
books, as instrucinstruc-agent for the Valley City Dye Works,
Services at 9 :30 a. m., 2 and :30 p. m. tion will be given, as iar as possible, by Rring in your clothes to be dyed,
• *
Holland Christian Reformed the topic method, each attendant may
14 tf.
Church— Market Street.— Rev. E. Van bring such as are on hand.
Upward of 40 persons, residents of
der Vries, Pastor; Services at 9:30 a.
Allegan county, have already enrolled
in., 2:00 and 7:80 p. in.,
as members. Many others to follow.
First Reformed Church.— Ser The Ottawas send greetingand pro1 have a large supply of the finest
vices at 9:30 a.^hi? and 2 p. m. Rev. pose to be there to swell the number by
lake ice and am prepared to give first
John Van der Metilen will conduct the scores.
union services in the evening.
The secretary wishes to say to teach- class service in its delivery either to
homes or business places for the season
Third Reformed Church. — Rev. ers unacquaintedwith those chosen as of 1889.
11. E. Dosker, Pastor. Services at instructors,that they have beep thorAll parties wanting ice will be
oughly tested,tried, are as "line gold,
9:30 a. nil and 2:00 p. m.
admirably fitted for the work assigned. promptly served by leaving orders with
Grace Episcopal Church.— Divine
As to Holland City, it is a pleasant the undersignedor with Jan PorterService every Sunday at 12 m. Sunday abiding-place. Macatawa Park situated lit h Street.
The following prices will govern for
school immediatelyafterservice.Rev. near it adds to its other attractions.No
Law in charge.
city in Western Michigan surpasses the season: CommencingMay 1— closthis in its cool atmosphere, fine gravel ing Oct. 1.
The New* for fifty cents, for streets, walks finely shaded, and dwell- Families supplied tor season ...... #6.00
per month ..... #2.00
eight months, Is offered to new ings attractive and* airy in the midst of
“ cwt....... ...0.25
subscriber*. Rend the offer on beautiful grounds. Its people are just i „
such as one loves to meet,— social, re-| 'Vhen placed m ice box $‘-.00 per
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gives you your choice of two
wautif ul lots, on which to
build your home.
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rank of teachers,
has in ,:are the iiitn
grade. Pupils from 10 to 12 years of age.
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takes a new house
in the First Ward.

and

Just Received and Sold at

lot

^

th®. l)r‘ce th® handsome new cottage and lot
on River Street.

buys something else, which
is a good investment for
your money.
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m

for a Pleasant residence on one of the best
streetsin town.

are the prices of beautiful homes
sell you.
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Rugs

Carpets 1

buys a house and two lots
street, with
good iddi
sidewalk.

in. \ eibeek, IsterofDeetiB fortheCkninty of Ottawa,in the
The Secretary rarely finds pupils mani- and De( orations call
before buying elsewhere, as he lias the state of Michigan,ou the thirtiethduy of June
fest greater skill in reading, writing and finest assortmentin the
A. I) 1879 in Liber ten of Mortgngf B on page five
Dealers in
14
huurtreJ and f«rty. by the non payment of
performing the various operations in
moneys due thereon,by which the power of sale
common fractions and decimals than
thereincontained baa become operatic-. ami on
here witnessed. The exercise in geogFRESH, SALT, AND SMOKED
raphy from outline wall maps evinced
^OlinUS,
UltS, onuses, SOre.S, anti .111 twenty nine Dollarsaod fifty-eight cet.ts (*5'2y58)
skillful
training,
accuracy
and
quick
skilln'
diseases of the skin, IS the best 111 use. and no auitor proceedings at law having been
thought.
Price 25c. For sale at J. O. Doesburg. iusti uted to recover the amount row remaining
Miss Rika Ver Reek teaches in the
secured by said mortgage, or ary part thereof:
.. Notice is hereby given that on
sixth grade. Pupils, have to appearance,
Parties desiring
Fifty cent* will pay for Hie Monday the Twenty Ninth day of
enjoyed the bloom and sunshine of from
July.
A.
D.
1889
1 to 13 summers. Recitations, similar New* until Jaiiuary 1*1, 1*1)0.:
Choice Steaks and Roasts
on f‘mirt»i
bo Bold
fro,lt
door in
of the
the county
0011,1
to those listened to in the fifth grade, Ktao iiimniiiMTiiirnt
annoiim i mi
lourin tber,‘
Hou80wiU
iu the
City :it
of the
Uraml
Haveu.
were witnessed here, all very fine.
of Ottawa. ai:d State of Michigan,(said Court
Are especiallyinvited to call.
page.
House being the place where the Circuit Court
In the seventh and eighth grades, or
mnty of
grammar department, Mrs. Higgins For tfie best and finest quality of tTu^to1th^hignm buS
describedMcirkwt
StfSGt
guides and instructs, assisted by Miss Wall Paper go to Will. Verbeek’s Film- In said mortgage, or BO much thereofas may be
Reamer. For lack of time, only one iture Store on Eighth
neces-aryto satisfythe amount due on said
DE KRAKKR & DE KOSTER.
mortgageas above set forth, with the interest
recitation,that of arithmetic, was lis14 tf.
thereon and the costs, charges and expenses,
tened to. Pupils did rapid and correct
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1888.
-1allowed by law and provided fur in said mortgage,
r
work and were not lacking in a clear
Miss L. S. Van den Beige has just said premises being situatedin the City of Holland, In the County of Ottawa, and State of
apprehensionof underlying principles, brought from New York for
fc the mil- Michigan and described as follows, to-wit:All
the grand desideratumin mathematical linery firm of Van den Berge & that part of Lot nambered three (3) in Block

.
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m
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All parties in need of Wall paper

on

'M

i

opjiortunity.

Miss Maggie Pfanstiehl, who,
from hsrXoi work, stands in

OF

on a graded

season extra.
Fellow-teachers,an attendance
All bills tor season payable Aug. 1;
If none of the these bargains suit
six weeks at this Summer school, or | aH [)1,ls ^ ,nontl1 payable in advance you, we have many more on the list.
Also farms, fruit orchards, and, in fact,
some other one equally good, may assist ! e,lc'1 niontl1'
everything in the line of real estate.
you to a position you earnestly covet as
Ueo.
1
. II ummkr.
Devoted to the interests of Teachers and Schoo's
AVealso rent houses and stores in the
teacher, and where a rich reward
^
of Ottawa County. A. W. TAYLOR S-c’y.
services rendered awaits you. Don’t i ----- — city.
lose the
SALE.
llolliind City School*.
Those desiring further information twault having been made in the coudi. Holland Real Estate Exchange,
concerning the school, board, rooms, JL'tionB of a Mortgage, beormg date the thir(Continued from lust week.)
J. C. POST, Manager.
lined,

NEW LINE

vill pay for a house and lot
m the Third ^Ward, suita-

$1000
$1400
$1800

, ‘k “

t

A

full sized city
west jiart of

A

iuwUU

,

buy a

will

Street.
--

calculations.
But a few moments could be spared
in a call at the high school department,
embracing the grades from the ninth
to the twelfth, in charge of Miss Delia
Cook, preceptress,assisted by Miss

numbered thirty-five (85) of said City (according
to the Village plat) which is bounded oo the
North, West ana South, sides by the North, West
and South, lines of said Lot, and on the Raa;
side by a lir e running parallel with the West
if i
line of
said Lot and twenty-two feet East (herefrom, the same being the West twenty-twofeet
of said Lot numbered three, according to the recorded map in the Register'soffice for.Oltiwa

Bertsch, a large stock of new goods,
including lace hats, flowers, plain and
fancy ribbons, lace and mull
' face
fa
veiling, gloves and mitts. Also a full line
of ladies’ furnishing goods and underwear. Infants clothing a specialtyat
has their store. School aprons from 15c.
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-
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CARRIAGES,

VERY FINE AND CHEAP.

All

the

at

New Stock

Large Furniture
Store of

DEESS GOODS MEYER, BEOUWER

S, CO,

Jennie Osborne. Miss Osborne
-AND
County Michigan.
charge of classes in higher mathema- upwards.
Dated Holland, May first 1889
tic*, and fudging from the rapid and
VAN DEN BERGE & BERTSCH.
JOB
)HN W. BEARUSLEE.
exact work or a class operating in algeMortgagee.
GaiUUT J DlEKEMi.
bra, the instruction in that denartment
ConMuniptlon
Surely
Cured.
Attorney for Mortgagee.
is thorough and complete. Miss Cook
Just received cat
seems to nave but few, if any superiors
To the Editor— Please inform your
I have on hand a variety of twenty different kinds
in systematic and thorough work.
readers that I have a positive remedy
Prof. Hummer called a class in book- for the above named disease. Ry its
keeping to an exercise on black board, timely use thousands of hopelesscases
writing forms of notes, orders, receipts, have been permanently cured. I shall
Has arrived and so has a
etc. No trouble to do it and do it neatly be glad to send two bottles of my remand properly. Entries iu uay bonk end edy free to any of your readers who
Also a new stock of
ledger exhibit skill, and clear uiiuei- have consumption if they will send me
standing. Proper attention is paid to their express and i>ost oflice address.
writing in all departments under the
Respectfully,
OFthorough instructionof Prof. Hummer. T. A. SLOCUM, M. C., 181 Pearl St.,
Rarely is a larger proportionof fine New York.
and have sold these goods for sixteen years.
claims are
just received.
writers found than m the several dethat they will excel anything on the American market. I
partmentsof Holland City schools,both
Dr. Veenboer's Vegetable Oils, an L VTF
on slates and pafier.
would like the trade of all our fanners on these goods and
excellent remedy for Rheumatism, r5AA
A first-classline of
Music is taught in every department, Neuralgia, Bruises, Cuts, Sprains,
PRINTS,
give them trial terms.
with care, on the tonic sol-fa plan. Cramps and jiain in the side and back,
GINGHAMS,.
Many fine voices and well trained. Not Price 25c. lor sale by J. O. Doesburg.
Also have on hand a fine line of
DAMASKS,
the least of all, worthy of comment, is
COTTONS, ETC.
the exact and uniform movements of
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, and all
pupils with uniform i>ositionof books
At the store of
Constantly kept in stock.
and slates in passing to and from reci- affectionsof the liver, use Dr. Veentation seats, also in passing in and out boer's Liver Powder. Price 25c. For
Probate Order.
>
of rooms at noon and evening intermis- sale at J. O.
G.
Patten
Sods.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
sions. No disturbingelement exists.
OTTAWA COONTY. f
J.
O.
Doesburg,
the
druggist,
has
a
Morning and afternoon recessesdisAt a session of the Probate Court for the CounAlso
a
large
stock
of
ty
of
Ottawa,
bolden
at
the Probate Office, In the
fine assortmentof paint brushes. Give
pensed with.
City of Grand Haven, in said county, on Satur.
The Secretary spent an hour in the him a call when in need of anything in
day, (he twenty seventu day of April, In the year Tlie Late
Gents’ Furnishing Goods, one thousand eight hundred and eightynine.
ward school iu charge of Miss Clark. his line.
Present,CHARLES E. SOULE. Judge of ProHer work shows superiorityas a disciVincent Lundberg, of Stockholm, including Fancy Woolen Shirts, White bate.
plinarian and instructor.
In the mattorof the estate of udrikusTen
Shirts, Collars and Cuffs. Hats
Prof. Humphrey, of the normal de- Physician-in-Chief to the King of SweBrink, deceased.
and Caps, Neckties. &c.
den,
recommends
Hall's
Vegetable
On reading and filingthe petltio 4,(11:ly verified,
partment of Hope College, visited sevof Johanna Ton Brink widow or said deceased
eral of the departments above named SicilianHair Renewer for tlie scalp and
and legateein said will named, praying for the
Give me a call if in need of any of these goods, and you will
with the Secretary,and was well hair.
The largest and finest assortmentof Probate of an Instrument in writing
ting filed
ffie< in said
ooartpumortlngiohethe last will and testapleased, delightedwith what he saw
he treated with courtesy.
ment of Hendiisns Ten Brink, late of Allendale
PAINTS! PAINTS!
and heard generally, and the Secretary
in said County,deceased, and for the appointodorses his verdict,that Prof.
heartily en
I have just received a large stock of
ment of some soltsble person administrator with
in the city.
All good warranted.
the wi*l annexed of said estate.
Hummer and his corps of teachers are the celebrated Harrison’s Ready Mixed
Thereupon it Is Ordered, That Monday the
doing a grand good work in the public Paints. They are warrmted to you to
Twenty Seventh da]/ of May next
A FULL LINE OF
schools
' ’ of Holh
Holland City, and may be be the best paint in the market. A full
at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, be assigned for
justly proud of successes attending perpe
line of all kinds of painting and wall
the bearing of said petition,and the heirs at
sistent, faithful, well-directed labo>r, finishingmaterials always in stock and
law of said deceased,and all otb*r personsinteand the people of the city cannot tco at bottom prices. Call and get my
restedin said estate, are required to appear at a
sessionof H'dd < ourt, then to be bolden at the
highly appreciate what is being done iu prices on Paints, Oils, Varnishes, White
KEPT IN STOCK.
Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, In
the proper training of their children for Lead, Brushes, Wall finish and all
tuutu l/Vj
said county, aod puuw
show iscsun'.',
cause, si
if saajj
any there
be,
a life of honor and usefulness, and a goods in the painting line. My stock
Why
the prayer of the petitioner should
GL
uted
not
be
granted:
And
it
is
further
Ordegrowth to a good citizenship.
of dmgs and medicinesis pure and
w
red, That said petitionergive noticeto the per'
ways fresh. H. WALSH, Druggist.
THE SUMMER REVIEW SCHOOL.
sols interestedin said estate, of the pendency of
When in need of
said petition, and thehearing wMvawa
thereofa/j
by vwftUDiaig
causing
To avoid a large amount of corre- 10-3mos.
Michigan.
a copy of this order to be publishedin the

CLOTHING
SPRINGE.). HARRINGTON’S.
*•

NEW STOCK
—

STONEWARE

BIVEH

Olim

STE.EaOT.

J

Chilled Plows
My

Dress Goods,

i

m

i

Colic,

Family

Groceries

Open and Top

Doesburg.

Van

&

I

Buggies*

JACKSON LUMBER WAGONS,

Improved Reed Spring Tooth Harrow.

BUTTOITS

B.

VAN RAALTE.

OTTAWA COUNTY

Family Groceries

[

'

1

GrlV©
aIw TJS
»

Building and Loan

Call

:
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The value of a remedy should be

Farmers Read This!

PROTECTION!

ASSOCIATION,

uuv*

Holland,

-

Hollamd City News, a newspaper printed and Incorjiorated under the law of the State
circulatedin said county of Ottawa, for three

BOOTS and SHOES

of Michigan; approved
estimated by its curative properties. Edward J. Harrfogton,Jr., at Holland City baa successiveweeks previousto said day of bearing.
March 29, 1887.
just completed a large barn at bia stables on MarCHARLES E. SOULE
According
to
this
standard,
Ayer’s
opened at Holland City, July 9 next,
(A true copy.) attest. Judge of Probate
ket street, near the City Hotel, for farmors to oae
to protect the feet remember that
Sarsaparilla
is the best and most ecoand to continue to Aug. 4 following,
for atablingtheir teama and leavingtheir wagons
Authorized
Capital,
$200,000.
nomical
blood
medicine
in
the
market,
aad other iiroperty.-Horaea will be well eared
the Secretary would say, the school is
SALE.
for, and Mr. Harrington will be responsible for
designed largely to afford those who because the most pnre and concen- the safe keeping of all property left there. Good TVEFAULT having been made in the conditions Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
of payment o! a mortgage executed by Mary
of organization)to April 20, 1889,
have already entered the field as teach- trated. Price $1. W<;rtb $5 a bottle. water at the bam. The charge for stabling
oweU, of Holland,
Holland. Othorses and taking core of all baggage and prop- E. Howell and Moron H. Howell,
1135 shares of $100 each.
ers and others preparing to become
tawa
county,
Michigan,
to
James
H.
Purdy
Purdy
of
ths
erty
Is
only
6
cents
for
each
horse.
Good
help
Is
A dry, hacking cough keeps the bronsuch, a rare opportunity to review, in a
The subscriptionto stock is open arries a fine assortmentof goods in
Michigan, dated
......
kept at the bam to take care of horses and prop- City of Hdlland. Ottawa county,
the above line.
systematic and thorough manner, the chial tubes in a state of constant irrita- erly. AccommodationsIU.
Apri thir every Saturday and Monday at the offor .WUU.BD
100 horses. Farmers April 12th, A; D. 1880 and recorded on April
In to town remember this, and leave your teeuth A. D. 1886 In the office of the Raster of
subjects required for the
e first, second tion, which, if not speedily removed, comsing
fice of the association,in Kanters
tewa'oonnty.Mlchlgan,
in
liber
87
of
teams
ms there and save danger of runaways and
and' third grade certificates, embodying may lead to bronchitis.No prompter
on page 18. which mortgagewee as Block, and the Secretary can also
having blankets and property stolen. Baras of
a critical study of principlesand meth- remedy can be had than Ayer s Cherry same kind are popular with farmers at Kalama- signed by said James
Jam: B.
..Purdy to Isaae Marsllje be found at his residence corner of
have jjist received a
Pectoral,
which
ipboth
an
anodyne
and
of Holbtad^ Ottawa county, Mh&lfan^ by^asslgnzoo, Allegan and Grand Rapids.
ods of teaching pupils in each branch,
River and Thirteenth Streets on all
also in school organization, discipline, expectorant.
bran new stock, and it will be
and recorded W said Ottawa couniy register’s other hours.
and general management.
office on March eighteenthA. D. 1860 in liber 85
Shares of stock are sold on installI
have
on
hand
stamped
linen
goods
of mortgages, page 119, on whlcb mortgage there
Teachers are to nave entire freedom
ments of 25 cents, payable every other money in 7onr pocket to cal|
Is claimed to be due at
......
the date of this noticethe
in choice of branchesto be taken in re- of all kinds, cards and ornaments for
Saturday evening, from 77 to
1
9 o’clock, on us and inspect these
fancy work. Also keep a fine selection I always have a large stock of horses for sale, sum of One hundred and thirtytwo dollars and
view, and new ones in connection.
including farm horsea.driversand brood mares. twenty seven cents and no suit or proceeding at the office of the association.Memof
the
self
threading
needle,
which
is
guarantee satisfaction.
having been Institutedat law (or in equity)to re- bership fee is 25 cents per share of
A new feature and a very desirable
I now have twenty bead of horses for sale or ex
one is the hoar to be devoted each day just the thing for weak eyes. I invite change. I sell at same prices for cash, or on cover the debt seenred by said mortgageor any
to methods of teaching music in our the ladies to call and see my stock. - time, and guarantee satisfactlod.
From 1500 to $1,000 are loaned to the
Mas. R. B. Best.
public schools by both the staff and the
gage contained and the statu to in such case made members every month. Loans are
and provided, sold mortgage will be foreclosedby
tonic sol-fa systems, without additional
made on first mortgageson real estate
Board of Review.
sole at public vomlue of the mortgaged premises,
charge for tuition. No school should
to pey the amount due on said mortgage with In- oilly, and each loan is to be approved
be without a song service interspersed
Notice is hereby given that the Board
terest and costs
coete of foreclosure
and sale,
sole, on the
by tlie Board of Directors, at their reg
A Specialty.
I now have one pair of mules, one yoke of
with study and recitation.
of Review of the City of Holland .wil thne-vear-old steers, one two^ear old Jersey Seventeenth day of June A. D. 889, ular monthly meeting.
German by the conversational method meat at the Common Council rooms, in heifer,one two-suated fall top carriage, four
All moneys i>aid in aremade producone o’clockafternoonof sold day sold sole to
Short-Hand Tjy the Eclectic system, said city, on Monday, the 20th davo wide.tirelumber wagon*, two buggies,one phae- at
be held at the front door of the Ottawa coanty tive by being immediately invested so
ton
and
three
sets of work hardMues on any or
Voice Culture, Harmony, Vocal and May 1889, and continue in session four
o
courthouse, at Grand Haven, Michigan.The that no capital is allowed to remain
all of which I oiler specialbargains this we
eek
mortgagedpremises to be sold being, The south idle.
Instrumentalmusic can be taken with successive days, for the purro e of rehalf 04) of the south-eastquarter (fc) of section
a small additional tuition fee.
viewing the annual assessment roll, All this property is for sale pr exchange and five (6), town five (5) lost
For further informationapply to the
norm of range fifteen (15)
The tuition fee for the term will be and any person desiring so to do may and good time given to i nrchaoss for payment.
less, in Holland Township, Secretary.
Remember the place, (
five dollars for instruction in all then and there examine his assessment.
Henry Kremeus, M. D., Prttident,
excepting those last menE. 3. HARRINGTON. Ja.
'Clerk.
Henry Martin, j^ggary,
Assignee o! Mortgagee.
*3,1889. 14-3W Corasrl
A. M. Kan tkrb,

MORTGAGE
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the number of five
thousand were marshaled for parade, passing over a raised platform on Capitol
avenue, whore the people could witness the
presentation of medals. The Rev. Father
Hickey, Roman catholic vicar-general,
gave them an addressof welcome, and the
Rev, Dr. Post of the Congregational
church delivered the speech of the occasion.
Flags floated from public and private
buildings. The city was handsomely

street gate and took the carriages assigned the school children to

them.
As soon as the Presidential party reached
HEW YORK CELEBRATESIN A FIT- the platform a shout of applausearose
from the assembled crowd. Archbishop
TING MANNER.
Corrigan, wearing his scarlet rolies, was
on the platform. He was introduced to
The GreatcHt MiUtary IMnpIay of Modern the President and Vice President, Gov.
Tinea— Brilliant llecoratioiiNand FittliiR Hill, Mayor Grant, Dr. 8torrs and several
Display at Chicago — Obiervaure* others.
ThrouRliout tho NorthweNt.
Hamilton Fish, Sr., opened the exercises
Nbw York, May 1.— The town woke up by introducingElbridgeT. Gerry as chairmore sleepily Tuesday morning than it did man. The latter said:
“FelJow-Citizons:One hundred years
Monday, and with good reason. Its inhabitants, permanent ns well ns temporary, ago, on this spot, George Washington, ns
were tired, the latter even more so than first President of tho United States, took
the former. Still, the earlieststreaks of his oath of cilice uj>on the Holy Bible.
dawn found many people in tho streets, That sacred volume is here to-day, silently
and these indeed were fortunate, for in all attesting the basis upon which our nation
the range of meteorological
chance a more was constructedand the dependence of our
perfectly morning could scarcely have people upon Almighty God. In the words,
been found. As the morning wore along then, of one of the foundersof the governthe crowds in the streetsbecame even ment: ‘With hearts overflowing with
greeted than they were Monday. Tho gratitude to our Sovereign Benefactorfor
hurry was even greater, for one and all granting to us existence, for continuingit
»w the necessity of reachingpoints at tho to the present period, and for accumulating on us blessings spiritualand temporal
earliest practical moment
The crush in tho streetsin the lower part through life, may we with fervor beseech
of the city was so great that it was found Him so to continue them ns lest to promoessary to start the parade somewhat mote His glory and our welfare.’ ”
Mr. Gerry then introduced the Rev.
earlier than had been intended. This was
done in order that the line might be length- Richard F. Storrs, who deliveredthe inened out and got in marching order, thus vocationin a very clear voice.
Clarence W. Bowen, secretaryof tho
relieving at once the pressure in the lower
wards and placingthe head of the column centennial committee, was next introduced.
in such a position that, when tho President He read J. G. Whittier's poem, which had
reached the reviewing stand, ho need bo been com Dosed for tho occasion.

•object to no delay. At precisely 10:25
Gen. Schofield gave the order, and the
greatest militaryparade of modern times
started. From Pino street,the point from
which the start was made, up broad way as
far as the eye could reach tho sidewalks
were literallyblockadedwith people, while
the windows, doorways, and roofs of the
buildidgs were simply a mass of humanity.
As the gorgeous pageant began to move up
Btoadway all the patriotismin the muss,
which had been pent up now for many
hours, broke forth. Cheers rent the air.
handkerchiefs and banners held in the
hands of the people began waving and
New York and its muny thousands of visi“lors were happy.
The parade was led by Maj.-Gen. Schofield, accompanied by his staff and corps of
aids. The right of the line was given to
the West Point cadets, 400 strong, who
were followed by the regulars under Maj.Gen. Howard. The second division consisted of State militia.They marched in
the order of the admission of the States
into the Union, as follows: Delaware, 7*>0
men, Gov. Benjamin T. Briggs commanding; Pennsylvania,8,000 men, Gov. James
A. Beaver commanding; New Jersey, :l,700
men, Gov. Robert B. Green commanding;
Georgia, 850 men, Gov. John B. Gordon
commanding;Connecticut,600 men, Gov.
Morgan G. Buckley commauding;Massachusetts,1,675 men, Gov. Oliver Ames
commanding; Maryland, 500 men, Gov.
E. E. Jackson commauding;South Carolina, 850 men, Gov. John P. Richardion commanding; New Hampshire,
1.000 men, Gov. Charles H. Sawyer
commanding; Virginia,500 men, Gov.
Fltzhugh Dee commanding; New York,
12.000 men. Gov. David Bennett Hill,
commander -in-chief:North Carolina, 150
men, Gov. Daniel C. fowl commanding;
Rhode Island, 450 men, Royal C. Taft
commanding; Vermont, 750 men, Gov.
William P. Dillinghamcommanding;Kentucky, 450 men, Gov. Simon B. Buckner
commanding;Ohio, 8,500 men, Gov. Joseph
B. Foraker. commanding; Louisiana, *.00
men, Gov. Francis T. Nichols commanding;
Mississippi,600 men. Gov. Rotiert Lowry
• commanding; Michigan, 400 men. Gov.
Robert Lowry commauding; Michigan, 400
men, Gov. C. G. Luce commanding; District of Columbia, 800 men, Commissioner

Col E. C. Biaunt commanding:
Ilorida, 200 men, Gov. Francis P.
Fleming commanding; West Virginia. 300
men, Gov. J. B. Jackson commanding.
Places were given in this division to Gov.
Beay of Alabama, Gov. James P. Engle of
Arkansas, Gov. J. N. Cooper of Colorado,
Gov. J. W. Fifer of Illinois,Gov. Hovey
of Indiana, Gov. Larrabee of Iowa, Gov.
Burleighof Maine, Gov. Merriam of Mm-

decorate

1.

At Danvillethere was a general observance of centennial day. All businesswas
suspended in tho afternoon, ami tho business houses and privates residences were
handsomely decorated with bunting.The
large parade of military and civic societies was witnessedby an immense crowd.
Bi>eeches were made at the armory by
prominent gentlemen, after which tho
Oddfellowslaid the corner stone to their
now temple with appropriateceremonies.
In the absence of Grand Master Underwood
Past Grand Commander W. R. Jewell of
this

city officiated

At Monticellothe day was ushered in by
a salute of 100 gnus. The bells wore rung
and steam whistles sounded for nnjiour.
At j) a. in. a grand union service wos"held
at the MethodistEpis opal church. Prayers were offered and addresses delivered by
the Rev. J. D. Fry and the Rev. M. Waller
and others The city was gayly decorated
with the national colors.
At Bloomington the Hon. Adlni K. Stevehson delivered an address to an immense

Just before 12:20 o’clock the President
aud other houored guests of the day were
driven past the city hall stand in open
carriages. The knowledge that they had
startedbad been telegraphed along the
line and the military lodies had been
drawn up in salutingcolumns on tbe east
side of Broadway. The Presidential party
was at last placed in position and tbe review of tbe parade began.
It took nine hours for the processionto
pass. In tbe box with the I resident were
Vice-President Morton, Chief Justice
Fuller, Secretary of State Blaine, Mayor
Grant, Gen. Sherman, Admiral Porter,
Hamilton Fish, ElbridgeT. Gerry, aud exPresidents Clevelanda d Huyes.
Services were held in all the churches,
the principal servicesbeing held at St.
Paul’s church, where Washington attended
on tbe morning of his inauguration,and
which were attended to-day by President
Harrison,Vice-President
Morton, ex-Presinente Cleveland and} Hayes, and many of
tbe most distinguished people of the coun-

the evening.

At Keokuk the day was appropriately
celebratedat Rand Park with a parade,
speeches,music, aud salutes of artillery.
Special services were held in all the

EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCURRED.

sion, Rev. Mr.

Martin congratulated the

order on its successfulmeeting, told the
wittiest story of

all,

and left his hearers

The meeting
closed with “Auld Lang Syne,” by the
churches.
An InterestingSummary of tho More Im- band. The procession formed order outAt Mason City the city was in holiday
portant Doing* of Our Neighbors— Wed- side the rink, marched up Woodward
attire. Owing to the chilly atmosphere
ding* aud Deaths — Crime*, Casualties, avenue to Grand Circus Park, nroke
the exercises were held iu the Grand opera
and General New* Note*.
ranks, and each Odd Fellow wont to his
sapper and got himself into shape for
ODD FELLOWS CELEBRATE.
the ball. Two or three hundred Odd
—Tho Odd Fellows of the State cele- Fellows and their wives, sisters and
brated the seventiethanniversary of the
daughters had a merry time at the balL
order nt Detroit, on the 2t!th ult. There wore not enough present to crowd
The celebration consistedof a street the rink, for which the dancers were very
parade, a meeting at the Detroit thankful. The programme contained
Rink, and a ball nt tho same place. It
in

a splendid humor.

numbers and most of
were equal to twenty-four
Baltimore, that Thomas Wildey founded
more waltzes, schottisches,polkas
tho IndependentOrder of Odd Fellows.
and landers. Supper was served
twenty -four

was just seventy years ago, in the city of

WASHINGTON'SFAMILY COACH.
bouse, which was tilled to overflowing.
Tho principal speeches of the day were
made by J. J. Clark, William Wilcox, J.
MeConlogue, J. R. Jones, and E. J.

them

i

C.

He

|

Down town

tin* {decorations
were

Gen. Janes said that he was pleased to he

iu the city.

Tliroujlioui MUcontin.

Milwaukee, Wis.,

May

1.— Great

crowds attended the numerous centennial
celebrations in this city. From 1* to D:80
ness houses turned thousands of young o’dwk all the fire bells an 1 church bells
patriots loose. Business was entirely nui« m ch<,l u>S “!ul whl8tl(‘9 >»
suspended. The whole population was 1 accompaniment.I mon services were held
busily burning the patriotictlame. plc.tUre8
d,v"jlons of the city, and at
of Washington were hung in windows, :
a n'^ster meeting washed at
fastened to Hags and wreathediu the 1 the Academy of Music under the auspices
Nationalcolors. He app-ared in a thous- 0,f tl>° Merchants’association and the
and attitudesand wore a greatervariety chamber of commerce. The speakers wore
of suits than tho knight of modern society. ! Mayor Thomas Brown, John Johnston,exHe wore his hair pompadour, combed Hat, Congressman
Hamilton, and Gen.
or appeared bald headed. If humor has a E. C. Winkler. In the afternoon the
place in the hearafter Washington must Fourth regiment, light horse squadron,
have been amused to see himself in yellow and First light battery and the six turner
trousers and blue boots, with knee breeches societies,a thousandstrong, marched to
and red stockings, and nil the. vanity and tho Washington statue on tho west side,
pomp of civic and military trappings. where an immense concourse of people
Tho older folk inarched behind blaring listened to addresses by local orators. A
horn and sullen drum. Severalsocieties big demonstration was held on the south
joined the festivitiesiu brilliant uniform side.
At La Crosse tho day was favorableand
and added the pomps of military parade.
Banners of all nations spread their folds business was suspended. Religious services
under tlfo starry t ag. Nativesof other in several churcheswere well attended.
countries joined the throng of patriot There was n procession, in which more
Americans. A cataclysm of oratory spread than twenty-livesocieties united together,
over the eit£. At Central Music hall Rob- with citizenson foot and in carriages,
ert T. Lincoln, the Rev. S. J. McPherson, forming one of the mo-t imposing parades
and tho Hon. John M. Thurston of Ne- ever witnessed in that city. Col. Bryant
braska, temporary chairman of the last addressedthe people in English, the Hon.
Republican convention, spoke. Farwell F- A- Hu**(‘r ot 'Minneapolisin Norwo
hall listened to Judge Tuthill the Hon. L ! Sian, and Dr. Ollie in German.
D. Thoman, ex-Civil Service commissioner,I
aukesha the demonstrationassumed
and Rabbi Hirsch. At the Exposition ,ar8e proportions. People came from all
building were the Rev. C. C. AUertson parts of the country and with all W aukand ex-SenulorDoolittle. The Board esha turned out to show their patriotism.
of Trade building rang with , the At 0 o’clock all tho bells of tho village
voices of Robert McIntyre and the were rung, and then services were held in
Rev. Dr. Gunsaulus. In Battery I). the different churches. Tho procession was
was heard the oration
the the largest ever seen in Waukesha. The
Hon. John M. Langston, the colored exercises at Amusement hail consisted of
delegate from Virginia who expensed the prayer, music, reading of Washington's
caiiM of Senator Sherman at the national first inaugural by T. E. Ryan, and an oraconvention, and the Hon. Peter Hendrick- tion by John T. Kelly of Milwaukee.
At Racine business was suspended for
son of Wisconsin.Judge Harlan and the
Rev. Dr. Barrows spoke at the Second the day and everybodyunited in'helebratregiment armory. On the lake front Mayor ing tbe HHIth anniversary ot the inaugurCregier and Judge Prendergastheld the ation of Washington.
At Oshkosh the day was fittingly obaudience at tent A, while Congressman
Mason and Mr. A. G. Lane did a similar served. Judge Cleveland made a short
service at tout B. In many of the churches speech and read Washington’s inaugural
services in honor of the day were held. He was followed by Judge Burnell,
Catholic, Protestant, Hebrew, and un- Richard Guenther, CharlesW. Felker, the
orthodox— all joined in a national thanks- Rev. C. B. Wilcox, and others, in short

G.

Legion. '
Hie scenes along the first part of the
line of march beggar description.The
city hall and the stands were packed almost to suffocation, and numerous ticket
holders were unable to gain access to them.
Broadway,as for as the eye could see, was
a blaze of bunting and a sea of faces.
Housetops,windows, telegraph poles, and
lamp posts, private stands without number, and every possible vantage ground
vied with the sidewalkcrowds in point of
numbers.

MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS.

of

m
'}

Gov. Francis of Missouri, Gov.
Thayer of Nebraska,Gov. Pennoyer of
Oregon, and Gov. Hoard of Wisconsin.
The third division consisted of the Grand
Army of the Republic aud the Loyal

cam® In from tbe surrounding country.
a fine display of fireworks in

There was

•

elaborate, the business men seeming to vie
with each other in making the most pretentious display.
Tho streets were a marching host of flagbearers. The holidayallowed by the busi-

nesota,

•' ^

The lodge thus formed still flourishes in at midnight. Among those present were
Baltimore, being known as Washington
the following:Gen. Oscar O. Janes,
Lodge No 1. The order of Odd Fellows Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. Simpson, Mr. and
Blythe.
is supposed to date back to that time
Mrs. Herman Braudes, Mr. and Mrs.
“whereof tho memory of man runneth James Deane, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. MidgCelfthrationin Indiana.
Ixdiaxahoms, Ind., May 1.— The day not to the contrary." Thcie were several ley, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cummings,
was very generally observed in this city. unions in England nt the time Wildey
Mr. and Mrs. M. V. B. Luke, Judge C. J.
Businesswas suspended in many lines of
founded the I. O.O. F. in this country. The
Reilly and wife, Mr. and Mrs. James
trade and the public schools were dismissed. in the forenoon services were IndependentOrder of Odd Fellows is iu Playford,Mr. and Mrs. E. Marks, Mr.
held in a number of churches, while in reality a seceding body. The auti-Rritish
and Mrs. John Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. I.
others addresses were deliveredby well- feeling was then strong, and the secession
Marks, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bee, Mr. and
known men. Senator Turpie spoke at St.
was probably largely caused by it. Since
Raul’s cathedral and tho Hon. John M.
Mrs. P. Btenius, Mr. and Mrs. JooLieh18111 the I. 0. 0. F. has steadily increased
Butler at I lymouth church. In tho aftertenstine,Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson,
noon a street parade, consistingof mili- until it now numbers over half a million
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Jacobs,
tary and civic organizations, accompanied
people in this country. The anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wilson, Mr.
by numerous bands of music, was witwas celebratedin every city of tho Union.
nessed by large crowds of people. The
and Mrs. Marvin H. Chamberlain,
Some 600 or 700 Odd Fellows paraded in Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bauer, Mr. and Mrs.
celebration closed at night with a meeting
at Tomlinson’shall, where addresseswere
Detroit. Tho piocessionconsisted of J. F. Heyniger, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mardelivered by Judge Byron K. Elliott, twelve lodges, four encampments, and
shall, Mr. aud Mrs. Antonio Dondero,
Mayor Denny, and others.
tho Detroit Canton, which is the only Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs.
At Peru, Ind., the centennial was fitly
celebrated by general suspensionof busi- uniformed body in the order. Hudson’s John W. McGrath, Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
ness. services in all the churches,and a baud split up into two sections, so that
Chambers,Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, Jr.,
large parade and demonstrationby tho both ends of tho proci ssiou could have
Mr. and Mrs. J. Campbell,Mr. aud Mrs.
Catholic church in the evening? The
some music by which to march. The Win. Bashuell, Mr. and Mrs. John Kimdecorations wore profuse.
At YY abash tho Washington centennial parade was a long and imposing one. mol, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hastings,Mr.
was ceienratedby services held at tho Tiic officersof the grand lodges aud those
and Mrs. Chas. Jordan, Mr. and Mrs.
Christian church iu the morning and at the
who were to speak at the meeting occu- Henry Grimm and daughter,Mr. and
court house in the evjniug. ’Hie principal
pied the carriages that brought up the Mrs. A. Setterberg, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
speaker was the Hon. Meredith H. Kidd.
rear. They were as follows: P. G. M.
HE SAW WASHINGTON’S FACE. Gen. Oscar A. Janes, of Hillsdale;P. G. May, Mr. an 1 Mrs. Charles Kurzrook and
daughters, Miss Annie Cohn, Miss Jetta
William H. Itargn**Tell* About Open- M. Mellvee,P. G. M. Jones, of Minne- Cohn, Miss Annie Botsford, Miss Clara
ing the Ci'fllu of the Deitd Prealilrul.
sota; P. G. M.N. H. Martin, of Chatham,
Greenthnl,Miss Amelia Lichtonstine,
W ASHINGTOX. May 1.— William Bur- Out.; Past Grand A. W. Brooks, Maj.
Miss Ida Brandes, Miss Lillie
gess. who is now laying the foundationof
James Deen, Vast Grand Herman Lip- Marks, Miss Lottie Dalton, Miss
the Confederate monument that is to bo
erected at Alexandria, k one of /the few pold, Hon. C. J. Reilly, D. S. Freeman, Lillie Heyniger. Miss Lillie De For, the
men now living who has looked lipon the George McAllister, Past Grand C. P. Misses Kolb, Miss Mamie Fisher,Miss
face of Gen. George Washington.
Collins, and Grand Walter Beckwith.
Jennie Wilson, Miss Kate Kchreinser;
“It was in 1836,” he says, ‘'when I was
Following is a list of lodges and en- Miss Tilda’ Schremser,Miss Polly Vsrnan apprentice employed in building the
new tomb now ut Mount Vernon which so campments in the procession: Olive hum. Miss Dora Teagan, Miss Spinning,
many visitorsnow come to s?e. I was a Branch No. 38, Western No, 370, Michi- Miss May Zenniug, Miss Carrie Nichols,
Ind then, and I remember this was about gan Encampment No. 1, Columbus No.
Mr. Herman Lichtenstine,Mr. Max
my first piecj of work. When the vault
was completed I assisted in removing tho 21.r», Riverside No. 303, Detioit No. 128, Lichtonstine, Mr. Max Cohn, Mr. Ed.
bodies from their old tomb to their presen; Wayne No42, Michigan No. 1. Washing- Levy, Mr. Adam Miller, Mr. Fred Litzan,
resting place. It was decided to open ton No. 54, Amity No. 333, German EnMr. Thomas Reeves, Mr. I). W. CarrnWashington'scoffin, and when it had campment No. 45, First French Lodge of
thi-rs,
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay, Mr. Frank
l»een conveyedto tho new tomb the lid
was raised. A numlier of people were the West No. 147, Eastern No. 387, In- Tyler, Mr. Wm. Teagan, Mr. and Mrs.
present and stood in breathlesssileno gersoll Encampment No. 2i», Sides No. Harry Price, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Collins,
while the workmen extracted the rusty 155. At the nnk a large American flag i yjr
Charles Jessirich, Miss Clara
screws. When the top
tho
was .suspended overhead. Arrranged Schremser.
coffin had been lifted I looked in. Tho
after the manner pf footlights on the
liody was apparently perfectly preserved,
tho features of the face were complete, front edge of the platform were nineteen
CONDITION OF WINTER WHEAT.
OROItGP.WASHINGTON.
and there was nothing to indicate the circularshieldsbearing the names of the
—The National Departmentof Agricullength of time which he had been dead.
At the conclusion of tho reading the audience at the Second Presbyterian The exposure to the air, however, had its twelve lodges, four encampments,the ture has issued its report for the month
two lodges of the Daughters of Rebecca ending April 21th, relative to the condiAssembly gave Mr. Whittier three cheers church. Other shakers of the day were
immediate effect. In a minute or two tho
the Rev. W. H. Wilder and Dr. James B.
and a tiger.
body suddenlycollapsed, and shrank into aud the Detroit Canton. The gallery tion of winter wheat. Tho following reThe Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, the Taylor. The bells were rung and cannon an almost unrecognizable form. Other fiont was deeorated with small tings and
ports are made by the regular correspondorator of the day, was next introduced. firo.l.
than this my recollections are very indisAt Elgin special services were held in tinct. I do not remember how the body shields of stars and strips mid emblems ents of the departmentiu the different
Ho received a hearty greeting, and when
of the Order of Odd Fellows. At the
all of the schools and in the evening nn adthis had subsided delivered his speech.
was dretwed or anything further about it.
counties of this State:
dress was delivered by Bishop Fellows of The features, as 1 recollect them, were like conclusion of the overture Hon.
Wayne— Favomltle. except a littledry, growth
CHICAGO CELEBRATES.
Chicago.
ami plant Bufferingfor rain.
the pictures I have seen.”
J. Reilly delivered the address Hinall.
At
Waukegan
nil business was pracGladwin—Was too dry at time of seeding,
Mr. Burgess is 70 years old an I has of welcome.
Thousand* of Patriot* in Line -The Disalluded briefly growth poor.
ticallysuspendedand the citizens cele- lived in Alexandriamany years. Those
play and Decorations Superb.
Cheboygan—Good condition at time of Beedbrated. Charles Whitney delivered a who know him well have bfurd him relate to the early history and struggles ing,
covered with snow at present time.
Chicago, May 1.— Never before iu the patriotic address and tho schoolstook up
Misiiaukee— Not -favorable,too wet at first,
!
of
the
order
in
Michigan.
“The
princitbe story often.
history of the city was Chicago more pro- tho occasion with joyful memorial exerthen too dry. then tod wet.
j pies of the onler,” said Judge Reilly,
fusely decoratedwith the Nationalcolors cises.
Ogemaw— Very good exceptinga little dry,
A CENTENNIAL ARCH.
present condition very good.
and bunting than that displayedTuesday
; “are such as upbuild the character of a
At Kankakee tho centennial of WashRoscommon— RaLher too dry, not very largo
in commemoration of the centennial in- ington’s inauguration was appropriately I’liilttilelphlH'*
Method nf Decora! ini; In man." Judge Reilly, who acted as Chair- growth.
auguration of George Washington. Every observed by tho ringingof Mis, church
Honor of tli* Centennial.
Ht. Clair— Not favorable,conditionnot favor| man of tho meeting, then introducedP.
aide. small growth.
business bouse and a larger portion of tho services, a monster parade, and patriotic
Philadelhiia. Pa., May 1.— A cenCalhoun—
Favorable,healthy and fair growth.
(i.
M.
Gen.
Oscar
A.
Janes,
of
Hillsdale.
residencesdisplayed decorations of some speeches Fully ten thousand people were tennial arch has been placed over the
sort.

CHACXCKT M. DEPEW, ORATOR OF THE DAY.

1 •'

At

of

w ith tho Odd Follows on such an occasion. “We fed proud of the order be| cause of its rapid growth,” said Mr.
Janes. “It numbers over 550.000iu this
; country and 100.000 in Eurone. He who
enters our ranks becomes virtually a
shareholderwith ns. In tho dark hour
I of gloom U.o honest grip of an Odd Fellow will cheer the hi art. The sentiment
! upon which Odd Fellowship rests is tho
principleof the brotherhood." After tlio
hand had played “Hail Colombia" in paWashington'splate.
triotic fashion, Judge Reilly introduced
entrancoto Independence hull, where Con- i the next speaker, P. G. M. S. T. Jones,
gress met during the last ten years of the
j of Minnesota. Mr. Jones filledthe place
Inst century.Tho arch lias thirteen golden
stars, th^r each of them is painted the of Judge Gartner; whose name appeared
name of one, of the original States, Penn- on the programme, hut who was unable
sylvaniaforming the center of tho arch. : to leave his court. Mr. Jones said: “One
A memorial tablet has lieen placed on the
tiling that Odd Fellowshiphas failed to
side of the building iiearing the following
inscription:“The Capitol of tho United do in tho last seventy years is to die.
States, i7i)0 to 1800. Here was con- It has failed to let a brother go uustructed the arch of tho union of cared for. It has failed to let a brothwhich Pennsylvania becomes the •keystone;
an arch must full if any single State with- er go nnbnried or a widow uucared for.
draws. Philadelphiagreets tho centennial I am glad to belong to an organization
President of the U nited States beneath a that has so many failures.. I loll you,
triumphalarch, the symbol of perfect brethren,I am chuck full of Odd Fellowunion.” Another tablet, placed on
tho building reals as follows: ship. If any of you ever come to Min“Let President Harrison,himself the lineal ; nesota we’ll extend to you a warm weldescendantof another Benjamin Harrison come iu St. Paul." P. G. M. Rev. N. H.
who reportedfinally tho Declaration of In- Martin, of Chatham, Ont., was then independence July l, 1776, pass heretm !er
and stand for a moment on thu very spot troduced by the chairman. Rev. Mr.
where both Washington and Adams swore Martin said that that son of the Emerald
to sustain the constitutionof tho United I IbIo probably spoke the truth when ho

_

States.”
MANY PEOPLE BURNED.

!

remarked that

Adam

was a “scarlet"

mem-

Kalamazoo— Favorable, growth fairly good.
Mecosta — Unfavorable.Boil cold and dry,
plant in medium condition,want* rain, uninjured by winter freezing, plant small but looking well.

Ray— Favorable, wheat ImB mode no growth
as yet, the root however appears to bo in good
condition,but rain Is very much needed.
Rranch— Not favorable,too dry. small growth.
Clare— Favorable, Hinall growth during fall,
hut healthy appearance,grass not started to
grow this spring.
Allegan— Unfavorable, tho ground was dry, the
colilfWeather followingcaused the plant to make
slow grow th iu the fall,condition now is healthy,
growth small.
Gratiot— Koil was dry, present conditiongood,
growth not large.
I^ake—Thb early part of September was dry;
from 8th to
light showers and cool, then
plenty of rain and warm weather,wheat did
well after that
,
Mecosta— Not favorable,too dry.
Montcalm— Too dry in early sart of eeason,
wheat sown alwnit 20th of September is best, the
plant is quite healthy,it wintered well, but is
not largo.
Presque Isle— Favorablecondition In most
cases and well prepared, present growth very1
good.
Shiawassee—Not favorable,nntil Sept. 20 too
dry, present condition good, the stand is fair,
small growth.
Alcona— Not In good conditionfor seeding, bnt
tbe plant grew rapidlyand covered ground well
before winter froze it In, plant In favorable
condition,look green and -healthy
Livingston— Plant small hut generallyhealthy.'
MrfFiroe—It was iu moderately good condition,
present condition of plant fair u> good.
Otsego— It was very rainy at seeding time,
wheat is not up to the average.
Tuscola— Not in first-class condition,too dry,
wheat small, needs moiHturo.
Hillsdale—Too dry, a large proportion of the
seed did not come up, wliat came up did not get
much growth.
Menominee— Too dry for germination; onethird of it did not grow.
Saginaw— Soil was favorable,fair growth.
Jackson—Unfavorable condition and present
growth backward.
Leelauaw—Condition i* not so favorable,It Is
somewhat yellow,no growth has lieen made, but
a warm min and fair weather will bring it out

mb
time.

.

all right.

Macomb— Tho ground was too wet at seeding
time.
Manistce-Fairly good, up to average in condiFirework* Burn a Numbnr of People— ter of Rebekah (laughter). Mr. Martin tion.
Mason— Rather dry at commencement of seedWorkmen and Children Are Hurt.
j alluded to the founding of the order by
ing. on light laud tho wheat is flue, not so good
Chicago, May 1. —During the display of | Wildey in Baltimoreseventy years ago. on heavy land.
fireworks in tho Lake Front part Tuesday
Newaygo— Fair condition, root seems strong,
He also briefly pointed out some of the plant looks healthy,but growth not large. .
night horses at tho corner of Michigan
Sanilac— It was too dry, has wintered badly,
avenue and Harrison street became unman- strong points of Odd Fellowship. Its growth small.
ageableand plunged right and left into tho age was one of its principalstrong points.
Washtenaw-Ratherdry, wintered well,
spectator. Men and women were knocked “Anotherthing I like about this society," growth was small.
Cass— Unfavorable, too dry, small growth at,
down and trampled upon, and a great
beginning of winter.
many were seriously hurt. While tho vic- said Rev. Mr. Martin, “is that it doei
Ingham— In tho early -part of the season it*
tims of the crush wore being carried off tho somethingfor a man while he is alive. was too dry, but later on the condition was irn-proved by rain, fho top of plant is small and!
field a package of pyrotechnicsexploded If you have a kind word or a kind deed
But not materially Injured by frost, the
speeches.
and seriouslyburned a number of b iys for a brother do it while he is alive. I weakly
needomrainwill greatly unprovothe condition.'
At Madison there were no public exer- who were hovering around tho operatorsin
Lenawee— Unfavorable,very dry, generally
like the society because it exemplifiesthe
cises. Cannons were fired on tho univer- charge of the display.
small, outlook fair, backward
i
sity campus at noon, but Madison did not
There were
women hurt, who, brotherhoodof mankind. I remember Van Boren— The soil was in fair condition,'
wheat is of good color, promising outlook,
during the excitementattending tho early seeing a French epitaph which read, ‘He growth Ynodium.
wake
‘ * v* '
scenes of the troubles, escaped before their was born a
The Day In low*.
and died a Grocer.’
Des Moines, Iowa, May L— Dos Moines names could be learned. In fact it is the
Borne
are bom
and die lawyers. — Alonzo H. Gol^Kinith, n well-known
was in holidayattire Tuesday iu honor of generalimpressionalong Michigan avenue
Others die preachers (laughter). And so resident of Ypsilanti, who is ono of thej
that
a
dozen
others
were
both
burned
and
the inauguration centennialAll of tbe
become wrapped np Arbitratorsin the contestedtax ’case of
principal business streets were handsomely injured and were carried off to their it is that many
decorated.
imposing parade of the homes in distant parts of the city. One in their bnsineso like a snail in his sheH. the city of Ann Arbor against the esUtej
principal societiesand organizationswas woman is reportedto have had the clothIt’s a grand thing to meet a man whose of Lnther James, has been the victim ofj
held in the afternoon,after which Foster’)) ing nearly burnt from her body by an
word is as good as his bond. Let ns a stroke of paralysis. He is now lying ini
exploding
rocket.
opera house was crowded to overflowing

giving observance. In the evening fireworks were displayed at the parks, and
the town turned out to see them. The
many
treets were gluttedwith sightseers, and
tiie lake front was a solid jam. A banquet at the Union League club swelledthe
Bishop Potter, in his address dwelt upon tide of oratory that rolled to the feet of
and dependencewhich induced Columbia’s first ruler.
President after he had taken tho
At Springfieldthe centennial celebra, to turn to the church and ask God for
tion was highly creditable. A delightful
An
day permitteda turn-out of all the milii cloee of the service at St
Paul’s tary and secret societiesin the city, who
ig out upon the wegt porch marched through the principal streets to
open aud tbe distinguished the Capitolgrounds. There thousands of
which had entered the Broad- people assembled to listen to an eloquent by persons who desired to listen to adLondon is to have an exhibition of
er tbe canopy oration by Bishop Seymour and the exer- dresses by the Hon. A. B. Cummins and
to tbe Vciaey cises of prayer and song. In tbe aftersoac F. W. Lehmann. Thousandsof visitors “antique and historicalshoes.”

up.

ber of tho Odd Fellows, and Eve a

Daugh-

1

growth.
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Man
men
men

j
j

live

try to
to this standard."
The address bristled with pointed sayings
ind interestinganecdotes.In Cviuta-

j

Pistolswere drawn twice last night and to-day
in the town? but in each case one party setired
Tb® Causes of Death.
before forcing trouble.
Home substantial news fatalitiesin other
"THE OPENING
OKLAHO.HA-SUP- parts of, the territory wew brought in by Deputy
Marshal J. G. Varnum. He said that Martin
PEKING FOR NECES8AKIES.
'!fht
Colbart,a wealthy resident of the Chickasaw
Nation, was shot and killed over on the oasteW
by a man named Nolant, who escaped.
In one
Th* Wild Rush to the New Eldorado— border
Fourteen miles west of Oklahoma City a man
and within live years It is doubtHundred* Disappointed and DesUtute— named Martin was found by a patrolindustrii pu if the murderers would
won
have
been
A City Without CoTerlniror ProTlnloua, ously building 'a sod house. A few yards dlstaift a man lay shot through the body and dead.
inwh^h'S, iuV'™
orsulnUon
but Infestedwith Men Seeking Offlce.
Martin said that he had left his family on the
[Arkansaa City (Kan.)Bpecinl.]
southern border and had run his hone to the
claims he had in mind. He had found it ocouNFORMATION from pied by a boomer, who had laid for days in the
bushes, and in a quarrel had killed him. The
23d Inst., Is to the efdead man could not be identified. The patroland
't
w JF/
feet that that town
of theMassaMartiu burled him, withoutbox or shroud, in
M®dico-Leg*lSociety, when It was
ie plunged in Beamstated
by
Dr.
Holt
that
there
was general
ing 1
inextricable
confusion,a state of
fetoSKandh*10fljrmP,om8of arsenical
affairs that pertaiuH
KhSlon *^.d be.caUS0 of 8Uch France the
throughout the enoutirn?^m?^nnK °?*?8 had K°n« on withcoun-
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things else to a clamor for food, drink and shel-

‘
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sight

monia. typhoid
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faver.
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meningitis
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That Tired

Feelii
During a recent dense fog in London,
Is experiencedby almost everyone at ibis
a young dandy, sitting in his brougham,
but unable to move on for the mist, and many people resort to Hood's Saruparillete
drive ewey the languorand exhaustion.The Mired,
heard a tapping at his window. It was laden with Imparitieswhich bsve been
repeated, and he let the glass down, lag for months, moves sluggishly through the veins,
whereupon the visitor, if he could be the mind falls to think quickly, and the body fuMB
---Wit) Ufl
palled
such, ounevAicu
snatched UH
off the
dandy’s slower to respond. Hood's Barstpartllt is Inst vhll
is needed. It part flee,vitalises,end enriches p—
brilliantand fflnssv hat. nmi
-

—

—

blood, makes the heed deer, createsan appeT
x reuenoic LKJCker s “Patch- overcomes that tired feeling,tones the nervous
work there is this narrative of the last tam, and Imparts nsw strengthand rigor to
century: thief had taken a hat off whole body.
*My appetitewas poor, I oould not sleep, hat
a citizen s head and ran awav with it;
headache a great deal, pains in my beck, my boweM
no pursues the rogue and is accom- did not move regularly.Ueod'a Sarsaparilla
pamed by a sympatheticstranger, who abort time did ms so much good that IfM like ft
ones, “Run I
At last tho poor new man. My pains and aches are relieved,ay spcitizen exclaims:“I can go no further, peUte Improved* Uxoaui f. Jacuok. Roxbtuf
Station, Conn.
not a yard. I am pumped out.” “Are
Tor years I was alck every spring, bnt iMtyew
vougu.to sure?” “Quito .ure-not . took Hood'a SarsapariUa and have not seen e tick
A cry well, then, I'm hanged day since.”O. W. Sloan, Milton, Mass.
J-u

A

Uh

run!”

foot.

I don t have your wig.”
snatches that.
if

And

a ^eUry with the addition
open space in the interior, which gave
light and grandeur to if. Small edifices may have been content with low
comcai
in those roconical spires or spirelotsin

he

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Bold by

drnggiita. It; six for ts. Preparedool

all

100 Latllaa Wanted,
by C. I. HOOD ft OO, Apothecaries, Lowell, Maas.
And 100 mon to call dally on any druffglst
rnnl!l!hJl*10mmeIit.U'ry0nthe
IffBO100 Poses
Dollar
ranee o the medical profession, made by
for a /rw trial paokuge of Lane's Family
ow,‘ number, we believeto bo
Medicine,the great root and herb remedy,
without a
i
discovered by Dr. Hilas Lane while In the
mofn f,'mna
.....as
- years passed,
suc- Hooky Mountains. For diseases of the
faltViVtt?horr
dno^^v0' iff °nt9 'o^nglmote
times, but
p
•iv/uu,
it is a positive
Mood, uvor
liver huu
and Kianeys
kidneys It
bodied people slowly poisoned 'with arsenic ! C‘‘<>din^ fodders made them more and cure. I or constipation and clearing up tho
bolore their very eyes, and vet those very ,,10re l,01nt<‘d ornecdle-like.andgon- complexion it does wonders. Childrenlike
nnf'onlSe,fl1 TL.T''" do( tori''»f ‘hem fo'r orally of the same height as the towers it. Everyone praises It Large size package. 50 cents. At all druggists.
.........
|uurt*u. EiVery
rKro°tdK!d!rSn”:.,‘'n‘!l,'“'i,ow“i
”»
*«•»> i.i«-«i.
ev,„I Dimm
Peculiar to Womm!
In flirt m .. ___
to ’•Woman’’ Mailbd
in tho very same mannor’ thousands of church tower was either finished with
—
Business Programme.
pullouts aro being treated this day for pneu- a spire or intended to be so finished at
A MAnSHAL INTIMIDATESA BOOMER.
all Dkuqquis.
monia. heart trouble, dropsy, incipientcon- u future time. — Note* awl Queries.
“Toting man,” said a storekeeper to arftanmsmuMeNMyNMt
a shallow grave on the claim. When tho case sumption, ote., when these aro hut sympan applicant for employment, “how aro
was reported,Gen. Merritt ordered Martin’s ar- toms of advanced kidney disease, which is
you on grammar?”
Had Air Produces Ibid Health.
rest. The excitementin tho southern part of but nnother name for Brights disease.
the Territoryis as great as in tho north, and
“Pretty fair, sir.”
J ho doctors do not strike at tho seat of tho
If
you
find
frosted
window
panes,
although the crowds are not nearly so gnat the
dtsoase— tlio kidneys, and if they did nine
“Can you give me the principal parts
people are of a more turbulent c haracter.
damp pillows and walls, and feel lanA Texan named Davis took tho word of leave times out of ton they would fail— as they
of tho verb ‘to do’?”
guid, with probablya slight headache,
are
on
record
as
saying
they
can
not
euro
at noon on the southern line, with the soldiers
no name. The nalit came off his t
“Do— done,” stammered tho vouth,
as witnesses, and ran his horse across the Brights disoaso of tho kidnevs. Bather M hen you w ake on a cold morning, von
somewhat confused.
intervening twelve miles and tho two Can- than use Warner's Safe Cure, a' well-known
o/Mra no sunerea
can feel pretty sure that the ventilaadian Rivers to Oklolioma City in forty minutes.
specific for this and all other forms of kiddreed fully ;] now getting well, an
I hat’s enough for all ordinary purHo Jed a homestead claim on the town site
ney disease, they would lot their patients tion is imperfect. At some time of year
and although the deputy marshals and railroad die. and then give a deatli certiflcato that the air is frequently shut out to keep poses,” said the merchant. “First do,
employes there had already done so, Davis donth was caused by pericarditis,apoplexy
and th(>n dun. Bcartthis sequence iu
out the cold, and many suffer from tho
atone conformed to the law. Every town site
Iphthisis or cnrdloc affection.
mind, when you’re left in charge of tho
In the Territory and half the lots and homeill effects of an insufficient supply of
Is this not tho honest truth? Do you not
steads will ho in the courts,and a stupendous
know in your own personal historyvery oxygen, and the breathing of * air business, and you’ll suit me first-rate.”
tangle of legislation is bound to ensue.
many instances where physiciansdoctored charged with carbonic acid and other —Merchant Traveler.
A young man named Compis. who had failed
. '“*****««• X >« U iccrs w
to secure a lot in Guthrie, filed a homestead the wrong disease and caused untold suffer- deleterioussubstances tin-own off bv
ConsumptionSurely Cured.
.“.^ahowodne) Inclination to heal Icm'H
claim about two miles northwest of the town. ing. and, many times, death? Which loads
8 Spccl#0, and he la now well.
He was accompanied by a friend,name un- us to remark that very much can be learned exhalation. The evidences of bad venu° E‘,llor: I’lcaso inform your readers
Feb. 15,
Joun F. II Sard, Auburn, Ah
known. I bo two bad scarcely driven stakes py °P® 8 self by careful observation,and tilation may not be decidedly marked, that I have a positive cure for Consumption.
when a man armed with a Winchesterrifle, that tho doctors are very far from having a
tIm«1y
UH0
thousands
of
hopeless
but the silent and insidious injury to
issued from tho bush and ordered them off
monopoly of tho knowledge of modicino or
2®ve boo,n permanently cured. I shall
Compis showed light, when the man shot him disease.
health goes on. A family can be com-2_8ia.dl0 80n.(1 lwo bottles of my remedy
through the breast. The wounded man w as
fortable with less heat and more fresh
dragged into the timber by his friend, and there
Promotion.
died in half an hour. When tho news reached
air than is generally supposed,and in
Guthrie a posse of thirty men organized and
As young Smithers moved out the rooms heated by furnace or stoves,
overtook the murderer about twelve miles north.
t.a. slocum: M.C.riil&8t.N.y.
and lighted by gas, too much care reHe refused to surreuder and was killed at a vol- card-table, ho asked casually:
Physician — I’ve a good mind to tell
^ here is that bright red table-cover garding ventilation cannot be exeryour wife, Smith, that if she continues
you used to have ? I always liked that cised —£xr/i n n
to chew gum so persistently there is
table-cover."
OOHBUMPTIOI
A Boston patient has been sued be- danger of paralysis of tho jaws. Smith
Ton’ll never see that table-cover
cause he refused to pay his electric (eagerly)— Don’t do it, Doctor! Leave
SOBOFULA
any more,” interposed little Tommy.
physician. He evidentlythought he it to me. I’ll tell her.
“Tommy.” said his sister Clara, ‘run
BB0H0BITI8
bad been too highly charged with elecaway and play, there's a dear.”
If afflictedwith Bor* Eyes, uto Dr. laaao
tricity.
00UQH8
“I won’t," answered Tommv. “SisThompson a Eye Water. Druggists aell it afto.

been started, and but few tents have
been reared. Nobody knows where the
streets are, every one is just now yieldingall
means

early instances, to have been* placed at
the west end of churches, probably in

8’

iZuZitSCZ

7ru.mumm.

Iho

He Wai Pumped Out.

continuationof tho custom in vogue
Thl Hohfi Kth° flUflP,ci°a of medical men. before they were required of placing
cases were all treated byreg. strong towers there for the purpose of
aunno^.H »0 T
corr°ct diplomas,men defense.
Knr
i?.ku.°wwhat thoy wore doctor,
ing for, and to know the effect of drugs on
Eventually central towers were
certain diseases. Yet, ,n tho live dSath! adopted, in cruciformbuildings espe
from MMulciUDolsonin
n f ki uVe d«aths ! adopted, iu cruciformbuildings espe-

try. The differences
of rival factionsthat
seek to control the
town have baffled the
efforts of half a dozen
public meetings to
settle them. The ext.
ci lament is at very
high pitch and confidenceis beginning to waver.
The suffering of the 15,000 unsheltered and unprovisioned people is somethingthat could bo
•endured only amid such a furor. The Guthrie
correspondent continues: Thousands are fleeing the town and the country, but thousauds moro have poured in. There is a feeling
of wild uncertaintyand apprehensionthat
amounts to distraction. There is no food, no
water, no cover from the bitter cold of the
nights and tho withering heat of the day. The
'railroad is gorged with business and is tempoTarlly inoperative. The town site is changed
every hour by the rival parties, as each secures
a temporary dominance. Not a building has

ter or

^

chulettsM^.T^T1

™

«&"

The Early Spires.
As the very earliest churches haft no
hells, and therefore no belfries, there
wore no spires. When bells were first
used to summon worshipersthey were
small and wore auBpended in small boll
turrets or bell oots. After large bells
were made, high and rich and imposing steeples were erected for their reception. Communities vied with each
other to make them as magnificent as
l»ossible and in the number of bells
they placed in them. They seem, in

of flight.

uth
at Guthrie
upon which the sun rose

disease, and Urlghfs disease*.

parallel.
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NEW TOWN

HITE.

this morning was probablynever before wituessed In the history of the world. The majority
of the 15,000people lay blanketloss upon the
ground, either guarding their cluimnorRltimberIng where they had fallen of fa iguo. Ui»on the depot platform they lay as close as corded wood.and
In the few tents they crow ded in huddled masses.
many as could took the meager shelter
afforded,but then* quickly came a limit to capacity beyond which neither tears nor bribes
could prevail. Among the Uioufa-idH stretched
on the ground were women, many of them of
respectable quality. Those who could not
sleep— and they were legion—in the slinging cold crouched in groups, swearing
or woeping as suited their spirits. The sun
fairly leaped out of the prairie and within two
hours the cold bad Iweji supplanted by a Haliara
mat. Tho wind rose, but without cooling
effect. It blew a hot sirocco that scorched tho
flesh and filled the air with blindingalkali dust.
To complete the general misfortunesthe only
large tent, accommodating 150 people, fell under stress of the furnace blast. It could not Is*
rejiHiredand other tents could scarcely lie

scons

-

or

hi*

—

-

* ........

sunstroke

big city out of doors
and
^.?,.c!ty_
doorH

|

»l»ly

I

Open

—
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PALATABLK AS MILK.

maladies aro

by all Drugging.

PATENTS

which ikisschhob, among other excellent

Bright’s disease, dialietes,catarrh of

the bla ider,

Eirsnus.1

diseases successfullycomlwttedin their inCipieucy with this benign medical stimulant and
tonic. Besides reinforcingand regulating tho
kidneys and bladder, the Bittersis a sjHviflc for
fever and ague, constipationand dyspepsia.

Bn

.....

'

jfpSffSra
am

Richmond. Vs. N.b.—uuUu mploytdalto,

tour^orjlt.

Ilic Laughing P.’ant.

M U
LADIES
LOOKT

A plant whoso floods prodtico offocts
analogous to thone of laughinggas is
montionod by Palgravo as belonging to
Arabia. I wo varietiesare known, one

K-

DM
I

nnonay^rrfunded.

’

attaining a height of three to four feet,

vith woody

stems, wide-spreading
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excitement eoiitinuesaliout

!

ridiculous behavior.
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xi.KI’HY or

FKLUHd muanig

iiss&aMi
WELL DULL

Deafness Can’t Re Cured.
By local application,
as they cxnn >t reach the
aiseasedportion of thenar. Thereisonlvoue
«ay to curs deafness,and that is byconstitu-

FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Bend X) eta. for mall
Catalogueawith full |
Ucutars.

---

F.C. Austin Iffg,

I

ttfpenler 81. and Carroll Ave., Chicago,

i

CHEAP HOME

TEE FIVE SISTERS.

_

a

ulue Casa, out of t,n are caused bv ca 'rh’

desperate, and tho Government must yield tbls fine region,
^"."••tosly sequestered, or cause great
Good-humor is solondidly maintained
In the face of these hardships.One boomer,
nnieh* fr0iU.1Hie train as to whether he was
strapped

and

*•

vesical

j—

OKLAHOMA.

Tho correspondent
secured a footing on the
pilot of the locomotive to reach ArkansasCity
neariy eighty miles north, with this dispatch!
Along the route during the long hours of the
laggard ride, scorcesof boomer wagons could lie
liiwitruBCrUHB
seen .^.^atsK
forging IIUI
northward
across lthe Cherokee
Birin. retracing
Ti t PH/'i n ir 4 )ia lin
___ t
strip,
the bard journeyat.
they
had« but
____________
_______ _ thou_____
:.aB j-0_Tl‘;ted- Hundreds
and probably
sands of them will halt on the strip and
iry to force
settlement. They aro

.

j

are

town have l>l“dged_themsc*lves
to go to the

SKftedth0"a‘,“u,criu,t*,cro":d“1

*

takes tho form of diseaseof tho kldnoys

Scott's Emulsion is not a secret remedy.
Containing the Btimulfttiog Hypophofr
phites and Pure Norwegian Cod Liver Oil
the potency of both being largely in*
creased. It is used by Physiciansall ovm
the world.

safety. It invigoratesalways, never irritates.

>

simply indricribablo. Hero stands a
without
supplios.
"tthoiit suiipiios.
Only oue train left over tho cripple,! road, and
it was crowded boy.oud additional space for a
moust' on the floor or a sparrow on the roof
1 hose who could not get on cheered defiantlyas
details, is

-

--wMrnna

branches, and light green foliage. The
seeds are black, resembling a French
bean in size and shape, and have a
sweet taste, a flavor somewhat like
opium, and a sickening odor. Small
K0l','K to. ^ great tunnoil on the
* herokee strip unless the governmentat Washdoses of the pulverized seeds give lise
to peculiarmanifestations.'I he perTESJN
son
son laugcs
laughs Boisterously,
boisterously,sings,
sings, dunces.
dances.
Tho Authoritiesat WashingtonWill Prob- UI"1 cntfH,
kinds of fantastic ca-

0»A*P PALACE HOTEL, OITTHUIK.

’

Wonderful Flesh Producer.

*

in ordw lolatrwian ova
1*--*

degree of stimulation apparentfrom its use
reaches,but never goes l>eyoiid,the bounds of

Disappointed Roomers Resolve to Invade
the Cherokee .Strip.

this

are

-

tkvr nottr.j«nil ibsuluMr
iMStlty, wmw
on* ui
of vut
our ^

Waiting Diwiaea

qualities,those of an efficientdiuretic. Tho

HOUND TO HAVE HOMES.

Cherokee strip and take claims, lot the consequences be what they may. There is a
pressure of the surplus people driven
back hero froni Oklahoma, and awaiting in the
tiTritory[he first chance to got out. that must
he nd ovod The baffled settlers are earnest and
undismayedThey will execute their purpose.
Tho troops in this region, fortunately,arc in
command of Capt. Jack Hayes, an old frontiersman and a cool and discreet officer.There is

ana

_

GOLDS

CURES

bladder,Is a task well nigh impossible of ac-

Bitters,

order to get into the country and select
lie best claims, and that this was unfair to
law-abidingsettlers.They came hero to secure
homes and as they could not get thnn In Okla
honm they were g«, ing to have them in the
Cherokee strip. About five hundred men in

iieumnnin

JFRE]

a

_Tl BaaTl

therefore,tho earliestindicationsof inactivity
of the many organs with Hostetler'sStomach

wm

i

pTNanr twa Wobld.

•

more obstinate than any others. Counteract,

“IIL'RT."

ley. Reference to entry books show that
name was probably C. V. Land.

.

-----

it

complishment. Renal and
OKLAHOMA OR

Arkansas City (Kan.) telegram.]
A meeting of Oklahoma boomers, disappointed In securingclaims in the Territory,was held
Here.
1 hero
a large «***»*
and viil
enthusiastic
at•
.
----- was
----illl Hill nllC IIItf'D
W V\rt4k« It rt aaa..». ..... It
tendance.
Speechon were made donouneini:t he
manner in which Oklahoma was settled It
freely declared that large bodies of
men served as United States Marshals in

----------

Oni or T»a Birr

To Dislodge the Enemy,
When

t

_

EMULSION

“Sh! Tommy, hush.”
J. won’t," answered Tommv again.
And as he was bustled from the room
he yelled: “Sister’sSunday petticoat’s
made outer that table-cloth.

mounted.
The climate provokes an insatiable thirst,
ami water was the flrst supply to fail. There is
a little stream near by, but the water is too
stronglyalkaline to drink. The railroad tank
that takes its supply by a gravity pipe from a
d stant elevated t-pring afforded the only pits,
siblo drinkable water, and it is brackish.I*
was attacked by thousands of people until the
railway people called tho militaryto protect it.
under a preteuso that they needed tho water to
operate the road. The tankman,* however, sold
tie water at 5 cents a i.int thereafter,as did
the locomotive engineers from tho tanks of their
•engines.
The railroad seems to 1* completelypros-

WHAT

.

ter’s

There were five fair sisters,and each had an aimFlora would fain bo a fashionable dame;
Scholarly Susan's selectionwas books:
Coquettish Cora cared more for good looks:
Anna, ambitious aspired after wealth:
Sensible Sarah sought first for good health.

H‘"‘

^

"rU1 «oi,1«backto
l^body of Whom inquirieswere made on
» <k‘cla,ro<1‘hst ho was disappointed in
aud wou,d ,l0t Put »P with tho suflerlngforth«i scant chance of gain. Guthrie is
si J!8
»®ni|ders,thimble-riggers and
thioxes.and the shrewdest and most unscrupulous scheming is
1

F. J.

t

up

A

practiced.

O

CHENEY A

II

iff

h Trees.

A discussion as

ENGINE OKLAHOMASQUATTEB.

to the height of trees

has elicited
from Baron von Mueller, the government botanist, the statement that he
saw one of a height of 525 feet. The
late chief inspector of forestsmeasured
one fallen and found that it was 4b5

KunIn

character as

it

to.i

way

fair

to
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fashion,
ncuntuiu oaran

'du,
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1

c,t7 offlceBaro canvassing

N' K?oc®’ TDm Needles, the
oth"*- Illiuo18<B ln a
obtain recognitionof her greatneaa.

,n

ctjacobs

TRADE

on
MARK^I

J

wan
-

ISST“dw
F^oSiP1/
REVOLVER

Hand.

gents

CICCL'LAU rut.

honw owner bur* troni 1 to 0. L
pevijrunder hor.aa’ feet. Mendr

would be In Now York?*

IMeiity of Office-Seekers
on

m

over-

Copyright, 1888, by World's Disp-vsaut Medical Association,Proprietort,

feet long.

MB
m
era midi

fSBra.TO.-tt'tES

r|uick,y fadcd ; Pr"’9 c-''e9iRhtfaiI^ from
Btnay, Ploia became
nervous and fretful in striving after

in the forests of .Victoria

frnnwnW1?’J“0 HflPZ 8PpoMted Marshal
from Illinois, is hero with 900 deputies,and has Kan.
MyB,: “Bverytbing quiet here
8 Rood vtaoo ,n ,n)opi9 in ciiarge of affairs'
»ffaire.
>or property.Nothing, however, can be done to

Uve

i

CO.. Toledo. O.

||

fl

REWARD

!?.0l!f£^Lbl^ll,anuracturers of DR.

sAort

1

purchase one of the celebrated SMITH ft WESSON
•rma. Tha fttuwtvrnali arms
ever manufactun-d and tha
flrat choice of all experts.WC
Manufactnred incallbn^aisaandGjrie or double action. Safetyliaoimeri
Tarsetmodel*. Conatmdf^-**-^
Ity wroaaht ateel,oart._
nunahlp and lock, they are
Ilea b^cair"
are often sold for
-ilvuti *• '

ran

E880

Henry M.

Stanley, before starting
i his nresent journey,
joumey to
10 Africa,
Alma,
Placed all of hw literaryeffects in the
hands of Mrs. French Sheldon,of New
4 NEW TOWN THAT PBOMIBES TO BECOME POFU- York, who has long been one of his
best fnends. Tho last letter which
Ldbs.
was receivedfrom him in this country
remedy tho rawally eondnot of the Federal an.
was addressed to her, and contained
some final --instructions concerning
JLULIJM his
corresiiondence, which were written
correspondence,
with the idea that he might never

1

Wriptire catalowaeaud prioca

SMITH & WESI

WTIaptton thUpaper.Hprlagf

return.
were given. Tie correspondent rode oyer to the
ecane, ahoot three miles weat of Guthrie, and

A California paper asserts that one
of the tramps of the Santa Cruz chain
gang wears kid gloves when sweeping
the

streets,

1

C.N.U.

•
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i
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Probate

Beauty

The Three Lcinom.

desired and admired by all. Among
the things which may best bo done to

Upon

beauty is the daily
use of Ayer’s Hair
Vigor. No matter
what the color of
the hair, this prepa-

heartsof men.

the

Bare Hope! Though clouds environ routd,
And Gladness hides her face iu scorn,
Put thou the shadow from thy brow ;
No night but hath its morn .

ration gives

this

:

a

lus-

charm

God rules the hosts of heaven,

its

Should the

And

scatter, like

Thy

charities

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
will restore the
color, bring out q

the circling sun,

on alh

Hope, Faith,and Love, and thou shalt find
Strength when life- surges maddest roll,

dead.

"

fragrance backward over
way.”

The Care

MORTGAGE

hair was coming out (without
any assistancefrom my wife, either).
I tried Ayer’s Hair Vigor, using only
one bottle, and I now have as tine a
head of hair as any one could wish for."
— R. T. Schmittou,Dickson, Teun.
have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor in my
family for a number of years, and regard it as the best hair preparationI
know of. It keeps the scalp clean, tho
hair soft and lively, and preservestho
original color. My wife has used it for
a long time with most satisfactory results.’’ — Benjamin M. Johnson, M. D.,
“ I

Tuesday, the Twenty-eighthday of
May A. D. 1 889,
one o’clock in the afternoon, I shall sell at
Public Auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
door of the Court Hous*, In the City of Grand Haven,
.cu, iu
in the
mo v/uuuvj
County ui
of uvuiwo,
Ottawa, Michigan,
aucuigan,(tuat
(that beDoing the place where the CircuitCourt fur Ottawa
County is hoiden}, the premises describedin said
mortgage, or so much thereof as mav be neoeet to pay tbe amount due on said mortgage
th ten per cent interest, and all legal coats, to:hnr with
n.,iin
gether
with mi
an Httnrnuv'a
attorney's f.u,
toe nt
ot fW*i.an
fifteen Dollars,
covenanted for therein,the premisesbeing describedin said mortgage as all that certain lot,
piece and parcel of la
land situate in the City
of
flollaud,
— ---------in tbe County- ... Ottawa,and State of.
Michigan, and knowu and deticribedas follows:
The East half of Lotnumbered Oje (1). in Block
fifty-two (52), according to the recorded map of
at

harsh and dry,
but after using half a bottle of Ayer's

Hair Vigor it grew black and glossy. I
cannot express the joy and gratitude1
feel.’’— Mabel C. Hardy, Delavan, 111. •

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
PREPARED BY

of

.......

Or. J. C. Ayer St Co., Lowell. Mass

-

LEARNED HAIRDRESSER'S OPINION.
Probate Order,
STATE OF MICHIGAN,

t

COUNTY OP OTTAWA
At a session of the Probate Court for the Conn*
tv of Ottawa, holden at the ProbateOflice, in
the City of Grand Haven, iu laid county, on
Tuesday the Hixbeuth day of April, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty
nine.
Present. CHARLES E SOULE, Judge i f Probate
in the matter of the estateof Dallas M. Gee,
deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,ol Clara E. Gee, widow of sail deceased,
praying for the Allowance to her for her support
and maintenanceof the sum of tao dollars per
weekfiom the personalestate of said deceased :
Thereuponit is Ordered That Saturn ay the
Eleventh day of May next

thnpame.
Dated, March 1st, 18 9
PIETER C VINCENT.Mortgagee.
Abend Visschku, Attorney for Mortgagee.
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of needles penetratingmy arms, fingers and legs, with hot and cold
flashes running ail over me, bad breath and coated tongue. I have
taken one bottle of your Steketee’sBlood Bitters as you directed
when I was at your place. I can say tliat it has done me more
rikhI than anything that I have ever found before. In fact I feel
. like a new man. No one should be without a bottle of Steketee’s
Blood
M. VANDERCOOK.

Qqew*

Be Sure an 1 Read the following Letter,
Mr. Geo. G. Steketee:--I wish publicly to say that my
husband’s legs and feet were so badly swollen’ that ho could not
wear anything on his feet, ids feet also itched terribly,but, thanks
to the Invention of your Blood Bitters,after ho used one bottle he
Is so far better that lie can again do his work, which he couid not
before using your Steketee’st Bid
Blood......
Bitters.

BETTER
WORTH

dnCL>r bl»K ’ for

h»vlng «
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OTHER.
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G.

MONROE STREET,

89

Sole Proprietor.

next to the

MORTON HOUSE.
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Taking Effect Jan. 27, 1889.
Trains Arrive and Depart from Holland as below
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P. De
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rakers,

Corner of River and Eighth Sts.

ot Henrietta and other
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Boots and Shoes
For

For Grand Rapids...*. •3 25 9 50 3 05 9 00
a. m
p.m. p. m.
For Muskegon and ) 5 30
3 05 6 50
Grand Haven, f a. m.
p.m. p.m.
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you want
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For ChiCAgo .......... 10 10 1 15 12*00
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Can Use Them

TIME TABLE.

ftesanf^w

FTce,
and .estate closed:
ina,&naoO0t W each.
In dressthe hair care should be takeu to ! Tbereuiionit is Ordered. That Tuesday, the
iVOid Straining it by doing it Up too
Fourteenth day of Slay next
iglltly. The late Style of drawing it at eleven o'clockin the t 'renoon. be assigned for
i up on the top of the head was very i
°f said petition,nnd the heirs at
ijnrious. The tendency of the hair
^ other arsons intowS ^an!6 ha!r 18 f^ted to aaidesUte: sw raqoU^ toappearat a
^grOW downward, and fastening It up session of said Court, then to bo holden at Uie
woke Off the hair at the back Of the Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
Ifneck.- The present styles of braiding B,\id ??unty’ and
,f »''y .there bo,
loud
into a COM
coil at
nt thp
!iL^#^y#r0fthe^utlTO6r
'bould uot
be
wsuu twistin?
OMisuug 11110
me i,^k
naCK, granted:
And it ih further Ordered,
That
from Which two small curls are left Ba,d petitionergive notice to the personsinte1

V

Cl“ims for

.remedy in the house. The use of these Bitters would save
bottle of these Bitters in your house when you feel indisposed,and the
ffat " 81<*nesf My price is 50 cents and $1 per bottleVthree bottles

bottu1<!101fthj8

Perfectly Free from Intoxicants. The Most Delicate Child

^

|

™th°ut.a

WOT A WHISKY BITTERS.

!

mSfaud

25

.

ployed. The hair should be combed' On reading and filing the petition,duly veriBrtth a tortoise shell comb, and
0‘e
“laa brush
brush
P„TlD,
•made 01 horse hair should be the only tion and allowance of his Anal account,that he
^AVtA.liaarl
Timers Km...
_____
__
mmtA .....
'One -used. These brushes are made ex- “•>' ®«ribnte aaid estate to those entitled

rt

:

*“

10 ll0Ubt “3
l*5

DEPART-Cintral Standard Time.
D"k

allAX EVER.

not necessary to be a professor nor a physician to cure the
sick. As anotherevidence of tn is fact, we are permittedto say for
It is

your druggist does not, or will not keep these Bitters on sale, then call or send to
bumness, 89 Monroe Street, next to Morton House, Grand Rapids.

0B/1CCO

1

ss.

the jear
^before it^ttoroUgSyd.y.r a" drop Ot S«'tlloui»nd,SSlfhu*dr«!
«nfihtynine.
imair oil may be used to give it a gloss. | Pr®“nL Charles e. socle, jud|Ige of Pro-

the

188(1:

The use ot Steketee’s Blood Bitters is worth 810 a Ixitlle to me.
I have used everything for Indigestion,bloating,and general Mrs. B. DeBoer, of Wyoming Townshh, Mich.:
debility, paid much money to doctors and for patent medicines,
Mr. Steketee:—I liavo been alil ig for the past six montlis. 1
but nothing helped me until I used Steketee's Blood Bitters.
was nearer dead than alive. No one seemed to know what ailed
CHARLES DOUZER.
me. 1 could uot sleep and could not lie hi bed. The trouble
Grandville, September 21, 1885.
seems to have been in my stomac.. aud liver. I cannot describe
how I felt, but, thanks to your remedy, Steketee’sBlood Bitters,
LONG LIFE TO MR. STEKETEE AND HLS BLOOD BITTERS. the use of one bottle has entirely cured me. 1 feel like a new
person. I recommendyour hitters wherever l can, and my husband
Tims writes Mr. J. C. Van Der Yen, of Grand Haven, Midi ,
said that ' this bottle of Bitters was worth more to him than his
October 1, 1885: “ For the past year 1 have scarcely been without
f50 cow.’* 1 shall not he without a bottle of Steketee’s Blood
pain in my bowels. I used remedies from the doctors, and house
Hitters in my
MRS. D. DE BOER.
remedies,all without cure. Two bottles and one-half of your
March 27, 1880.

GEO.

At a Session of the Probate Court for*be Conn-

1
|
I
:

$10 A BOTTLE.

T-AJCE

dayofhSiM

dLUSrl‘r

385 Fifth Avenue, January 3!,

Ask Your Druggist for Steketee’s Blood Bitters,

Probate Order.

1

GEERT BOMERS, Grand Rapids, Mich.

MRS. SIENE DE VRIES.

i!/

I

em-

special treatmentof Mr. Steketee. I cheerfully recommend
Steketee’s Blood Bitters.

Township of Walker, Kent Countfr, Mich., July 21, 18So.
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LET IT BE KNOWN.
tor the benefit of mankind that remedies are invented to
prolong their health, and as such remedy Steketee’sBlood Bitters
stands to-day ahead of all. Read now what is said of It: I have
been troubled for the past year and a half with disease of the
blood, which settled In my feet, and used everythingto cure it.
Nothing helped until I used Steketee’sBlood Bitters and the
It is

r a
for $1.2» of tho 50 cent size, or $2.60 for three bottles of tho $i size, if bought at one time.

!
the
1.....
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doctoring.

STILL ANOTHER— WONDERFUL, BUT TRUE.

I

besUo* not^veV use1' a* Ff an^ ^u
lake plenty of time for the hair to dry.

live

Mu. Jas. Van der Sluis:--I have been unable to use my
arms, so that I could not work for the past seven weeks— could
hardly walk— but I am entirely cured by the use of Steketee’s
Blood Bitters. Please thank Mr. Steketee for me, for it lias done
me more good than all the
W. FLIPSE.
Des Moines, Iowa, February 1, 1880.

Bitters.

-

eleven o'clockIn the forenoon,be assigned tor

not sit by a fire or near a gas-burn-

know

Mr. Steketeeand his Blood Bitters. J. C. VAN DER YEN.
anton, Mich., June 33, 1885.
Mr. Geo. G. Steketek— Dear Sir:— For years I have been
troubledwith constipation or gostivenoss, dizziness and wandering
FROM DES MOINES, IOWA.
of the mind. At times it seemed as though there were thousands
Cured of BiliousRheumatism.

fTljf 8h^!d

^raiding to the endp. theYearing^he^/brcVuVlil£ cop7of thls'or
I hen wet the scalp and with a sponge derto be published In the Holland City News
Supply the lather made from the best
$rLn.£L!n* clrcu,1ated ln “ld cou“‘
£oap that can be obtained. After rub- ous.o.Sd
weekB prcvI'
©mg the scalp thoroughly with
Charles e. boule.
fingers, Wash the head With Clean * <Atrae copy.) attest. Judge of Probate.
water now let the hair dry naturally.

Do

know of my remedies

,rllose ‘hat

house.

jje^^ST

hearing of said petition,and that the heirs
before them. The art cannot be learned the
at law of said deceased, and all other persons
• in this country; it must be learned interestedIn said estate, ore required to appear
a session of aaidConrt,thento be holden at the
broad. It is not necessaryto wash at
Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
-the head very often, if the hair is Probate
said eonnty, and show cause, if any there be,
-carefullycombed and dressed everv Hav why the prayer of the petitionershould not be

1

most perfect

M

‘

on

Thomas Hill, Mo.
“ My hair was becoming

Very few ladies in this country know
jfcow to take care of the hair. Abroad it
' is part of a lady’s education to know
-how to keep her hair, her hands, her
feet, her teeth and her complexion in
.^perfectconditon. The American laddies who were educated abroad, or who
have maids to attend them, are almost
;*he only ones who gave their hair
proper attention.The rest let it jjo
pay way, and you will see elegantly
-luvoacu women
miuicu uu
me uLrcei.
wuu nair
•dressed
on the
street, with
hair
<broken off at the hack and sticking out
I in ©very direction.Verv few hair•dreasersin this country’understand
‘their business. The only good ones
*re those who have been brought up to
it and whose fathers were hafrdressere
urdressers

Eheum“tism knowlL

is the

Read What the People Say of These Bitters.
PUBLISH THE FOLLOWING LETTER Steketee's Blood Bitters baa entirely cured me; so 1 say, long

TOO bOOl) SOT TO

SALE.

By

Sold by Druggist? and Perfumers.

«A

BilioU8

Herbs and Berries. It

The most reliable cure for Scrofula, Diseases of the Skin, Weakness and Debility, Loss of Appetite
Inver Complaint, Bloating, Indigestion,Costiveness, and many other diseases which arise from a bad stab
of the blood and digestive organs.

Probate.

Bloemcndal and Johanna H. Hloemendal,his
wife,
«uo, to
VO never
Pieter i,.
C. Vincent,
vincen*. or
of nonano,
Holland, Mien.,
Mich,,
dated Auffustfirst A. D. 1873. and recordedio the
office of the Registerof Deeds, for the County of
Ottawa, and Stoteof Michigan, on the Ph day of
August A. D. 1873, in Liber r. ot Mortgages, on
page 140, on which mortgage there is c.aimcd to
be duo at the date of this notice tbe sum of Four
Hundred aud Fifty-six Dollars and Fifty Cents,
and an Attorney’sfee of Fifteen Dollars’provided for in said mi rtgage, and no suit or proceedings at Isw having been institutedto recover the
moneys secured by said mortsage, or any part
thereof;Now, Therefore,By virtue of‘'ths
*
power of sale coutaiued iu said mortgage,
and the etotuteiu such case made and provided,
noticeie hereby given that
•».

‘

“My

of (he Hair.

of

T'kEFAULT having been made iu the conditiocs
-L/ of a certain mortgage made by Gerrit J.

but it has given my rather stunted mustache a respectablelength and appear*
ance.’
Ohio.
R. Britton, Oakland,

life's

intoxicants;compounded from Roots,

humbug™ MiJam and

CHAB, E. SOULS,

Attest, Judge

(A true oopy.)

Abundant and Glossy,

nvwi

SK^no

in said estate of the pendencyof said petlUonand
the hearing thereof by causing a copy of this order to be published in the Holland City News a
newspaper printed and circulatedin saidCounty
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing.

" I am free to confess that a trial of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor has convinced me
that it is a genuine article. Its use ha"
not only caused the hair of my wife ami
daughter to ho

not keep the alabaster boxes of
I your love and tenderness sealed up until your _____________
fiiends are
’
___
Fill ‘their
i livea with sweetness. Speak approving, cheering words while their ears
can hear them, and while their hearts
>can be thrilled and made happier by
them; the kind things you mean to say
when they are gone, say before they go.
The flowers you mean to send for their
coffins send to brighten and sweeten
their homes before they leave them.
If my friends have alabaster boxes
laid away, full of fragrant perfumes of
OVtVIYintit
»
sympathy
and effect ion, which they intend to break over my dead body,
would rather they would bring them out
in my weary and troubled hours, and
open them, that 1 may be refreshed
^•bd cheered by them while 1 need
them. 1 would rather have a plain
gpofifin without a flower, a funeral
Nrithout an eulogy, than a life without
'the sweetness of love and sympathy.
Let us learn to anoint our friends beforehand for their burial. Fostmorkindness does not cheer the troubspirit. Flowers on the coflin cast

from

Perfectly free

titioner give notice to the persons interested

healthy,there is no better preparation

“Do

Weaknesses.

Grand Haven in said County, and show
cause, if any there be, why the prayer
of the petitiouershould not be granted:
And it is Further Ordered, that said pe-

in the market.

Light when thou else wert blind.

Bilious Rheumatism, Malaria, Indigestion, Biliousness, Liver
Complaint, Impureness of the Blood, and Female

persons Interestedin said estate, are required
to appear at a cession of said Court, then to be
holdrn at the probate office, in the City of

new growth, and
render the old soft and shiny. For
keeping the scalp clean, ,cool, ami

Thus grave these wor^s upon thy soul,

FOR THE CURE OF

at Eleven o'clock, in the forenoon, be assigned
for the hearing ofaald Petition, and that the
heirs at law ot said deceased, and all other

dry, or turning gray,

Have Love ! Not love alone for one,
But man as man thy brother call ;

Steketee’s Blood Bitters

Eighteenth day of May next,

hair be thin, harsh,

inhabitantsof earth.

j

—

.

adds greatly to

Thefealms disport, the tempest's mirth,
Ilia

it

tre and pliancy that

Have Faith I Where’er thy bark is driven

Know

—

enhance personal

tracingsof eternal light

In

READ THE TESTIMONIALS-^

(

At a sessionof tho Probate Court for the Conntv of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office,
in the
ie, In
City of Grand Haven in said County on TuesTt
day
— , the Twenty-third
----- j ~
day of April, in
—
in the
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty
nine.
Present,Charles E. Soule,Judg« of Probate.
In tbe matter of the estateot Autje Van Dree,
deceased.
On reading and filingtbe petition duly verified,
of JanHofman, sonaudhelr at law el said deceased.representingthat Antje Van fcree, late of
the Township of Zeeland in said county, lately
died Intestate, leaving estateto bq administered,
and praying for the appointmentof Jfcoob Den
lerder Administrator thereof
Thereupon It la Ordered. That Saturday tbe

Is

There are three lesson* I would write,
Three words with a golden pen,

Order. C

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
:hkA I KK
County of Ottawa.
00•
rTAWA.

see them,

Prices to suit everybody. Come and
see us before you go elsev. here.

Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
and on short notice.
P.

and get yonr

first

DE KKAKER.

Holland. Mich., Aug.

8,

1888. 27-ly

I

into

r^ted in said estate, of tho pendencyof aid pe__ at __ __s ___
.. a copy
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saav/Jl

11UUI LHC v>n ne.no, •

uawa|>.|>er pnoieu anu circulated
eonnty of -ttawa. f..r three successive
weeks previous to said day of hearing.
CHARLES K- SOULE,
(A true copy.) Atteet. Judge of Probate.
in said

Atise front than to curl their own hair
ADMISISTRATOR’S SALE.
with an iron even’ morning and graduIn the Matter of the Fstateof Mlcblel Schooa
ally bum it up in front.— J/aff and Ex- deruian,deceased
.press

3^11file

to

Notice is hereby given that I shall sell at pubaucUon, to the h ebest bilder. on Mo< dav the
day of May A. I). 18o9 at nine o'clock,in
the forenoon, at the premisesto be sold, and
herein described, in the City of Holland in the
County of Ottawa, in the Stole of Michigan, pursuant to License and authority granted to me on
vuo Twelfth
awouwu uo/
uy the
the
day ui
of uaruu
March a.
A. D. 1S83. by
Probate Court of Ottawa County,Michigan, all
of the estate, right title a d Interestof said deceased of In and to tnereai estate situated and
bring In the County of Ottawa, In the State of
lie

Only half a dollar will five you
'M fint-clais weekly newspaper

Januar)

#«ic.

D
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fourlli
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i neir ousmess
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erug
allin
tiod
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cany
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All
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A. De
lift Kruif,
Krilif Zeeland,
/.PPlUnriflu
liAAIt*rrif
/Ml..of
A.
as ftheir
giv- 111
*u lAInrW
Block TllinihAP*/l
numbered sixty-nine/ftQk
(09) 4..
In tlv..
the city
'

.
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.

or

v/fjole.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
CoCNIY OR OlTAWA,
Probate Court for said County.

-

-

Your Land

.....
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*

A.

De

Kruif,

Zeeland

JACOBIUAR

Grand Haven, Mich.

But everything kept in a

first-class

But go to

0.

BREMN

l SOM

And be assured of good goods,

loi

prices and courteous treatment.

finest

Store.

We
first

have in our employ a

class

watchmaker and are

prepared to do repairing of

all

kinds in a satisfactorymanner

Brns. and J. D. Helder

S

HOLLAND.

.TtEIDSEMA.

and on short notice.

-

AVe sell goods cheaper than
PILES, I keep a full stock of Wall Paper at
reduced prices, and my assortever and are constantly adding
jWV, tetter, burns
ment is full and complete.
N3CALDS.BORES,
to our stock all the latest deWOUNDS. IN- Give me a call, and e xamine my stock
signs and novelties in Jewelry

vSALT rheum,

W
^w-ih

kH'tar

m

nine o’clecka. m.
didoouccx
in. oi
of e&cu
each any,
day, at
ai in?
tli? house
mniHe oi
of
Jannetjo Baert, In the Villageof ZeelandIn aaid
County, to receiveand examine each claims
Dated, April 16th, A. D. 1889.

Commissioners

FANr9 •°"M

AliD CHAr,N0*

SORE NIPPLES
AN INVALU
ABLE REMEDY

Sheet Music
Y Send

4.
'

23-s
Br.*.

i

and BEST

THE

n-unri.T.

for

Ware.

WORLD

CATARRH.
*•*•••

,0a

Rc, aulc

CHEAPEST and Plated
iu

A.4D

ij

Js-

0.ut

j

Clocks,

JEWELRY STORE

All grades and patterns. Tlie
stock in the city, at the

swmms Furniture

Van Duren

f

@RTa®V.^S4

the city.

DOUGLAS
DECORATIONS!
FOR

tlie

is

anv

FOR SALE BY

I

Xotlce of ComuiluNloner*on

...

m

than

buv

to

Jewery, Silverware,

them

sell

-AND-

i

“Y

house

SHOE GENTLEMEN,
93 SHOE FOR LADIES.

' 1

will

Watches,

I,
•H8.
f

of AbClaim*.
STATE OF MICHIGAN. ^
county
County o» Ottawa,
to secure for their men the lirst
Probate Court tor said County.
on the ticket, and the best man and am prepared to furnish
Estate of Antonie Baert, deceased.
robably secure the coveted place. abstracts of all land titles in
« indorsed by the majoritv
the people, the election is as- the county, promptly and at on Claims in the matter of said estate, and six
months from
fifth day of April, A. D. 1889,
Llectric Kilters lias been put reasonsble prices. I also buy having been allowed by said Judge ot Probate to
front, its merits passed upon,
all persons bolding claims against said estate, in
and sell real estate, and draw which to present their claims to us for examioai indorsed,and unanimously
tion and adinstmenL
first place, among remidies up deeds and mortgages, for Notice
.......Hereby
.... Given
... hat we wtll meet on
adapted to the relief and
parties at my office. Call on,
il Diseases of Kidneys, Liver
'
Electric Bitters, being or address,

of Div

!

!

But don’t wait when vou waul

WALL PAPER
w. L.

CORNELIUS VAN LOO.
ALBERT G. VANHBE8,

kinds

all

Goods.

*'4

S3

Title.

large stock

cheaper

«

.....by

i

of

I

Estate of Eeltje Elzinga,deceased
The iradetsigiiftdhaving been appointed by the
Judge 1 Probate ot sain County, Cotiimissiouers
on Claims iu »h in tier of s -id estate, and six
months from the fourthday of March. A. D. I8?f>,
having been allowed by sni 1 Judge of Probate to
-11 parsons bolding claims ag- lust said estate, in
hich to present thoir claims to ns for exanination and adjustment:
Notice Is Hereby Given, that *e will nnet on
Tuesday, the 28tb day of Mav. A D. 1809. and on
Wednesday,tbe 4th day of September, A. D. 1889.
at 10 o’clock a. m. of each day, at the house of
Mn. E. ElsJi.ga.intbe Village of Zeetsnd, in said
Fraudulentwhen my name and nrlce are not stamped
County, to receiveand examine snch claims.
on bottom.W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton , Maea
Dated, Zeeland, Mich., April 83, A. D 1889.

I have tlie only set
great amount of political engi- by frit
______
' of~ can_____
6
will be done
rriends
stract books in Ottawa
.

trains.

John 'ftnzer9Bws1LoulsVille,l^c

For First Place.
A

Also

...

Dally. Other trains daily except 8uiiday.
Palace Sleeping Cars to and ln»m Chicago oc
niuht
,
Tickets to all poluis iu tho United States and
Cauada.
W. A. GA VETT. Aar. Gen. Pasa. Agt.
W. A. CARPENTER. Traffic Manager.
•

1

trial bottles of Dr. King’s New io the office of the Uegist.r of Deeds for said
ivery for Consumption. Their Ottiwa County.
Said premises will be sold subject totherivbt
is simply enonnons in this verv
of dower, end homesteadright! of the widow of
,ble article from the fact that it said deceased.
cures and never disappoints, The terms will be made known at the time and
Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, place of sal*-.
GEBRIT VAN DEN BELDT, Administrator.
ip, and all throat and lung diseases
ly cured.
You can test it before Dated: Holland. March 14, A. D. 1889.
by getting a trial bottle free,
ze 11. Ever)- bottle warranted
'j

.....

Xollcc of ConmilMionerN
Boomint?. 'M,cbl«an-,,DownaD|id,®crtbedaBfouow8t>wit:
on Claim*.

that part of Lot numbered five (5) as lies
. rrODftblyno one thing has caused ' w',8toftb*r,?bto,way
of the Chicago and West
such a general revival Of trade lit tho 1 .MicblaanRailway Company, and allot Lot num,

From Allegan

Insist on >ia\/ing flie
GENUINE with Hie red H *
tin tag , made only by, 7

Cth

I8»0. Read

Xhe announecinenl on

fulljboTpluj,

cut

to

WATCH

choice.

From Big Rapids....

LOLLAND

crown of the head to the edge of the
neck, are becoming to the wearer, and
do not interfere with the growth of the
hair. It is better for ladies to wear a

mill

Fr’m Hart, Pcntwatcr

only one stajbe-

i

cataioiue of 8.000 nieces of late and

Call on us and examine our goods,

*dhluD^rSoi5nI|U'lOc
'each. Specialrates ««» teachers, nr on orders of 3 learn
pieces or mu/e. All music puhllCAiioasat ent

our prices and be convinced.
O.

Wfmk A"

atwgo, U.I

BREYMAN

•Holland. Mich.,

March

<fe

SON.

15, 1888,
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